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a. Abstract 

In this thesis we study the predictability and potential for a dynamic weighting strategy to reduce crash risk 

and improve risk-adjusted returns for the two well-known factor portfolios (1) momentum and (2) a 50/50 

combination of the value and momentum factor.  

Over the past 90 years, the momentum factor has offered investors a high and statistically significant risk-

adjusted return. However, the momentum factor suffers from severe crash risk which makes this portfolio 

unattractive for investors with some degree of risk aversion. A 50/50 combination portfolio of the 

momentum and value factor reduces the drawdowns from crashes due to negative correlation, but this 

combination strategy still has a negative skewness and a high kurtosis. We find that the crashes of the two 

factor portfolios are partly forecastable. They occur when financial markets are volatile and after negative 

market returns have been recorded. Furthermore, we find that the volatility of the portfolios is variable over 

time and can be predicted. For example, high future volatility is forecasted by high volatility in the recent 

past and by a high GJR-GARCH volatility estimate. 

We show that the risk can be managed by using a dynamic weighting strategy based on the forecasts of 

return and volatility for both the momentum- and the 50/50 combination portfolio. The dynamic strategy 

substantially reduces the crash risk. The Sharpe ratio more than doubles for the momentum factor portfolio 

and increases by 70% for the 50/50 combination portfolio. When comparing the two dynamically risk-

managed portfolios, the 50/50 combination portfolio reports a higher risk-adjusted return compared to the 

momentum portfolio. We also show that investors facing shorting restrictions can benefit from a slightly 

altered version of the dynamic strategy by investing in risk-managed long-only momentum and 50/50 

combination portfolios. For both dynamic strategies, the Sharpe ratio more than doubles, and the skewness 

and kurtosis measures indicate a more normal distribution of returns relative to a constant 1x long-only 

portfolio. 

Our results are robust in sub-sample periods and out-of-sample. In a more recent sample covering the past 

40 years we show that the forecasts are easier modelled due to fewer extreme observations, and that the 

corresponding dynamic strategy risk-adjusted returns are strong. In an out-of-sample expanding window 

recursive regression, we show that the weights and returns obtained in an out-of-sample context are highly 

similar to those from an in-sample context. In terms of Sharpe ratio, we show that the shorting-restricted 

dynamic strategies outperform the market in an out-of-sample context and in all our sub-samples. However, 

the long/short dynamic factor portfolios are not always outperforming the market.  

Keywords: financial markets, market anomalies, momentum and value equity factors, time-varying risk, forecasting, 

linear regressions, autoregressive models, autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity models, recursive regressions.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Introduction to the problem and research question 

The starting point for this master thesis is the momentum factor. It is a pervasive long/short investment that 

generates significant positive returns by buying stocks that have performed well in the recent past and 

shorting the stocks that have performed poorly in the recent past (Jegadeesh & Titman, 1993). The 

performance of the momentum factor is further improved if its crash risk is managed. This is possible if the 

momentum factor is weighted according to its past volatility, as high volatility in the momentum factor 

returns over the recent past, forecasts low future momentum returns and vice versa. (Barroso & Santa-Clara, 

2015; Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016). Empirical asset pricing literature describes how factor models can be 

implemented individually, however, when negatively correlated factors are combined, they can turn out 

more powerful and offer higher risk-adjusted returns (Asness, Moskowitz & Pedersen, 2013). An example 

of two negatively correlated factors are the momentum and value factor. The value factor is a long/short 

investment buying value stocks, and short selling growth stocks. Here, ‘value stock’ is a term used for the 

stocks recording a high book-to-market (B/P) ratio, whereas what is considered a growth stock is a stocks 

with a low book-to-market ratio. Other literature suggests how changes in the construction of the value 

factor can improve its performance and increase its negative correlation to the momentum factor. Hence, 

improving the opportunities for a high risk adjusted return when the two factors are combined (Asness & 

Frazzini, 2013, 12). 

In this thesis we strive to investigate the interrelation between factor models and their returns relative to 

time. Specifically, we want to see whether the momentum factor and a combination portfolio of the 

momentum and value factor are can be risk-managed by creating a dynamically weighted investment 

strategy. Our main goal is to avoid the severe crashes associated with the momentum factor and somewhat 

present for the combination portfolio without losing all the benefits they have to offer. One of our 

contributions to the literature is, that we in this thesis creates a dynamically weighted portfolio that is an 

extended version to the framework of Daniel & Moskowitz (2016). We are in this process implementing 

data up to December 2019, consequently adding 7 years of extra data relative to Daniel & Moskowitz’s 

(2016) momentum data set. 

The idea for this thesis has occurred from the finance and econometric courses taught during our studies at 

the master's degree program in Economics and Business Administration – Applied Economics and Finance. 

The idea is supported by practitioners represented by Chief Portfolio Manager, Jacob Loiborg, and Chief 

Investment Strategist, David Karsbøl, at the Danish asset management firm, Sparinvest (Nykredit). A firm 

that manages a total of 325bn DKK (44bn EUR) (Sparinvest 1, 2020). In addition to their support, 
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Sparinvest gave insights on the gap between factor models in theory and practice. Sparinvest is a financial 

institution that is subjected to restrictions and regulations related to the risk of their investments e.g. shorting 

the number of assets suggested by the theory is not possible in practice. Thus, Sparinvest is in this thesis 

working as proxy for the industry, in which our findings can be implemented. In this thesis, the restrictions 

will be exemplified as a constraint of no shorting of assets which is in contrast to most academic asset 

pricing literature and thereby represent another contribution to the literature. 

Summing up in the light of the above, we want to investigate whether the momentum factor can be 

dynamically weighted in a way that the huge crash risk can be reduced. Further, a momentum and value 

factor combination seems attractive, and may lead to high risk-adjusted returns if it is dynamically 

weighted. However, as the industry is subjected to restrictions, a momentum and a combination portfolio 

with shorting restrictions will be considered. Altogether, the introduction leads to the following research 

question: 

How can the two equity factor portfolios (1) momentum and (2) a combination of momentum and value, be 

risk-managed when using a dynamic weighting strategy, and how attractive is the dynamic weighting 

strategy when the equity factor models are shorting-restricted? 

Further, the following sub- research questions for confining the problem statement are: 

• How are crashes in the equity factor portfolios affecting their overall performance?  

• To what degree can the crashes be forecasted and thereby used in a dynamically weighted 

investment strategy? 

• How do the dynamic weighting strategies perform relative to the factor portfolios and the market?  

• How robust are the results of the dynamic weighting strategies across different time periods and 

in an out-of-sample setting? 

 

1.2. Delimitation 

As a delimitation in this thesis, we are centred around two of many factor models existing in the world of 

finance (Bodie, Kane & Marcus, 2014). We have chosen this constraint for a couple of reasons. First and 

foremost, the momentum and value factors are two of the most researched factors in the factor-universe 

(Asness et al., 2013, 929). This is supported through the numerous research papers dealing with these factors 

specifically. The momentum and value factors are chosen over other factors, such as quality, low volatility, 

and size. This is a result of the correspondences with Sparinvest who supported our decision to investigate 
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these specific factors and due to their ability to complement each other (Asness et al., 2013). The two factors 

are highly relevant for Sparinvest’s daily work because they are used in managing their investment 

portfolios (Sparinvest 2, 2020). Other well-known factors are also highly interesting and relevant but will 

be a topic for further research. 

The data used for analysing the factors is the US stock market data starting in 1927. This geography and 

time constraint put a natural limit for how many stocks that are analysed and how far back in history we 

can go. Exactly these data are typically the cornerstone data used in the academic literature, where the US 

stock market data starting in 1927 seems to be a general case. This makes us comfortable with this time 

span and is further supported by the inclusion of several booms and recessions. The reason for using US 

stocks only, is due to availability, ease of computing and because they represent approximately 2/3 of the 

global stock market in terms of market capitalization (MSCI, 2020). 
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2. Research design 

2.1. Philosophy of science 

Noting that money, and thereby the stock market, is claimed to be a social construct by some philosophers, 

such as Kenneth Gergen, makes the choice of philosophical paradigm for this thesis somewhat questionable 

(Holm, 2014, 121). However, due to the empirical nature of the stock market returns, the chosen paradigm 

for this thesis is ‘positivism’. This is one of the oldest and most dominating positions in the philosophy of 

science (Egholm, 2014, 70). Positivism is characterized from the effort to follow the requirements in science 

regarding objectivity and explanation. However, positivism is the overall term. Critical rationalism differs 

from positivism, in the sense where the credibility of a hypothesis is tested. Critical rationalism tests through 

falsification, whereas positivism uses verification. The research questions in this thesis are treated as 

hypotheses and assessed through falsification. Egholm (2014) is elaborating how the positivism and critical 

realism are very similar to each other and typically presented as a common unit mentioned as ‘positivism’. 

The problem of demarcation in critical rationalism concludes that science is considered as being universal. 

No matter the phenomena studied, and where it is studied, it is considered science. Here, a quantitative 

method is our focus. 

The connection between knowledge and human interest in critical rationalism is ‘technical’ due to the 

purpose of the study. Here, we establish general rules about causality through an empirical and analytical 

way of working, which provides a basis for forecasting. Hence, an explanation of a specific phenomenon 

is the same as describing the factors leading to the phenomenon and why it works as it does (Egholm, 2014, 

71). 

The ontology of the critical realism is ‘realistic’. Here we are assuming phenomena and the causal 

connections, found in research samples, are found in a real-life context as well. Hereby, it is the purpose 

for the scientist to recognize them through scientifically stringent methods. Thus, the causal connections 

are existing independently from the scientist (Egholm, 2014, 71). 

The epistemological research has a central role in our thesis. What can be observed empirically is existing 

in the real world, and what cannot be observed cannot be existing or be worth spending scientific resources 

at. Hence, what can be observed empirically is used for determining the truthfulness of the scientific 

statements. This leads to the hypothesis testing described above. Here, the critical realism is differing from 

the positivism from working in a deductive way; therefore deduction is applied in this thesis. 

The view of human nature is considered ‘individual reduction’, where we understand the whole society as 

an aggregation of all individuals together. Thus, we have the starting point in the psychological 
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preconditions of the individual person and understand the individual person as a rational thinking 

humankind (Egholm, 2014, 71). Also, we are assuming the individual person to be driven from what is 

rational and optimal, leading to what is termed as ‘homo economicus’ (the economic man). 

2.2. Thesis structure 

Figure 1 provides an overview of how we aim to answer the research question presented in the introduction. 

This thesis is split into eight main parts, which are illustrated in the graphical overview below. The first 

part, Introduction, presents the motivation, purpose, delimitations, and overall strategy of the thesis. The 

next part focuses on what research paradigm and design is chosen for the thesis and further presents the 

literature related to factor investing. The third part, Theory, presents key concepts and models within the 

areas of capital market theory and econometrics, in order to understand what factor portfolios are and how 

they can be analyzed. Thereafter, the data part presents the data used in the thesis and walks through the 

construction of factors based on data from the Center for Research Security Prices (CRSP) database. 

Furthermore, a data quality check is created to ensure that we work with series that are similar to those in 

the peer-reviewed factor literature. Part five presents the methodology, which is a step-by-step guide on 

how the frameworks and models will be used to analyze the data. The analysis part presents and discusses 

the results for each of the two factors, also with shorting restrictions and further, in a robustness check 

setting which involves an out-of-sample analysis. The discussion section is more generally discussing the 

implications of investing in factor portfolios and the reasoning for the performance. The last part provides 

a conclusion on the thesis as a whole and suggest areas for further research.  

Figure 1 Illustration of the thesis structure 
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3. Literature review 

De Bondt & Thaler (1985, 1987) are in their research finding how stock prices tends to overreact to 

information in the market. This pattern suggests a strategy where selling the recent losers and buying the 

recent winners is leading to an abnormal return with a holding period of three to five years. However, the 

occurrence of the overreaction were continuously debated which led to numerous academic journal papers 

of how this pattern could be explained. Jagadeesh (1990) and Lehmann (1990) are adding to the discussion, 

how the abnormal return could be obtained within a shorter time horizon. They find that the abnormal return 

can be gained from selecting winners and losers based on their return for the last week or month. As a 

response to this, Jagadeesh & Titman (1991) are explaining the phenomenon with bid-ask spreads and Lo 

& Mackinlay (1990) are finding that the majority of the profit is due to cross-effects among the securities 

rather than an overreaction.  

The early literature regarding market efficiency is also having a focus to the relative strength strategies 

regarding selling past losers and buying past winners. Levy (1967) is stating how a trading rule from where 

you are buying stocks which has a current price that is considerably higher compared to the average price 

for the last 27 weeks, are found to have a significant abnormal return. However, later studies from Jensen 

& Bennington (1970) were extending this trading rule over a longer time period, and where not able to find 

an abnormal return. Thus, the results from Levy (1967) seemed to be a result of selection bias. Grundy & 

Martin (2001) are stating how the performance of selling recent losers and buying recent winners improved 

significantly during the years before World War II. This is occurring from dynamically hedging the market 

and size risk. Moreover, Cooper, Gutierrez & Hameed (2004) and Stivers & Sun (2010) are finding how 

the premium of selling recent losers and buying recent winners is falling if the return within the last three 

years has been negative, and further how this premium is low when the market volatility is high.  

Fama & French (2012) is one out of a vast series of academic papers from the authors focusing on equity 

factors. The 2012 paper shows the return of three factors: size, value, and momentum in a context of 

international stocks. Here, the size factor is long the small cap- and short the large-cap-stocks. Value means 

being long in companies with a high B/P ratio and short in companies with a low B/P ratio. In this study, 

Fama & French are finding a consistent risk premium across markets. 

Lastly, Asness et al. (2013) are finding how a simple 50/50 combination portfolio of the value and 

momentum factor is generating abnormal returns due to a negative correlation within and across asset 

classes such as: U.S. stocks, international stocks, currencies, fixed income assets, and commodities.  
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4. Frameworks  

In the following section four academic papers on factor models are presented. It is on the basis of these 

papers that our methodology is formed as they present implementable frameworks that can be used for 

analyzing the factors.  

4.1. Constant volatility and dynamic weighting of momentum 

Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) are in ‘Momentum has its moments’ working with the momentum factor. 

Here, they are acknowledging the great returns that are present within momentum factor investing within 

different asset classes; European equities, emerging markets, country stock indices, industry portfolios, 

currency markets, and commodities (Barroso & Santa-Clara, 2015, 111).  

However, they are also showing the other side of the coin for the momentum factor. Unconditional 

momentum has a distribution far from normal, and the great performance in this type of investment can 

disappear within a short period of time due to occasional large crashes. Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) uses 

the momentum returns constructed by Kenneth R. French which are available in his online data library. 

According to Barroso and Santa-Clara's analysis, the latest example of a crash is in 2009 during the global 

financial crisis, where momentum investors experienced a crash of –73.42% in three months (Barroso & 

Santa-Clara, 2015, 112). The high returns gained from being invested in the momentum factor are not able 

to compensate an investor with a reasonable risk aversion for the crashes which often occur during 

recessions. Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) are explaining the huge change in characteristics of the 

momentum factor as a result of the time varying systematic risk that is associated with this strategy of 

investing.  

Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) are suggesting a framework to manage the crash risk, where it is possible to 

reduce an excess kurtosis and obtain a less pronounced left skew. Further the risk managed portfolio is 

highly applicable because it involves a single measure that depends on ex ante information. This makes the 

framework possible to implement in real time.  

First, they are creating a ‘variance forecast’, which is the realized volatility from daily momentum returns 

over the past six months. When the variance forecast is calculated, it can be applied to find an appropriate 

scale for the exposure to the momentum factor. Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) are aiming for a semi-annual 

target volatility at 12%. The choice of having a constant target for volatility is taking place because such a 

setup is closer to what a real investment situation will be like (Barroso & Santa-Clara, 2015). The scale of 

exposure to the momentum factor is simply constructed by dividing the target volatility with the variance 

forecast calculated and lagged one month relative to the monthly momentum return observation. Barroso 
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& Santa-Clara (2015) are further explaining how the momentum factor is a self-financing strategy due to 

the construction of momentum which includes an equal level of shorting relative to buying stocks. Hence, 

the idea of being weighted in a long and short leg means that the scale will vary over time, and further that 

their dynamic volatility strategy can be scaled without constraints.  

The benefits from having a risk managed portfolio are especially obvious during economical turbulent 

times. Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) are with their framework, to a large extent, able to preserve an 

investment during recessions or a period characterized by a high volatility, compared to the simple 

momentum factor investment. Not only is a reduction in crash risk found from the application of their 

framework. Also, positive returns are occurring in some months that are normally down markets for the 

momentum factor. 

A relevant area is whether a time-varying weight gives an increase in trading. Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) 

are controlling whether an increase in turnover is offsetting the benefits after the cost of transactions. The 

authors are finding an almost equal level of turnover when comparing the simple momentum strategy to a 

risk-managed momentum portfolio as theirs. Specifically, they find a one percentage point increase in 

turnover from the risk managed momentum, which is not sufficient to offset the benefits that are obtained 

when scaling the volatility in the risk-managed version. 

 

4.2. Conditional return and volatility for dynamic weighting of momentum  

Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) are in their paper, ‘Momentum Crashes’, working with the momentum factor 

as well. Here, they are trying to investigate how this investment strategy behaves, and whether it is possible 

to avoid the occasional big crashes associated with the momentum factor. Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) are 

developing an optimized dynamic portfolio, built on the predictability of the return and volatility associated 

with the momentum strategy. This way of scaling the momentum factor is related to the studies of Barroso 

& Santa-Clara (2015). 

First, Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) are constructing decile portfolios with data from the CRSP database, 

going from portfolio 1; the past losers with the lowest return, to portfolio 10; the past winners with the 

highest return. Here, both daily and monthly portfolios are created. The portfolios are formed using their 

cumulative returns over the past 12 months relative to the formation date, yet excluding the most recent 

month due to short-term reversals (Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016, 223). Moreover, the market return is 

collected, which is represented by the value weighted index of all listed firms in CRSP. Lastly, the risk-free 

rate is represented by the one-month Treasury Bill rate. Both the market return and the risk-free rate is from 

Kenneth R. French’s data library (Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016, 223). The data included is from January 
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1927 to March 2013, where the first version of the paper was submitted. The data is slightly different 

compared to that of Kenneth French, because of the different way of calculating breaking points of the 

stocks in the decile portfolios.  

Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) are stating how the portfolio of past losers is having a high expected return in 

a bear market. Hence, the momentum portfolio is having a low expected return, due to being short in the 

portfolio of the recent losers. Further, they are indicating how the expected return of the momentum 

portfolio is a decreasing function of the future market variance (Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016, 239). To test 

these hypotheses, they are setting up a regression which provides an ex ante estimate of the momentum 

return for the coming month. To forecast the future momentum return, they are using a bear market indicator 

and a measure of market variance as explanatory variables in a linear regression with momentum returns 

being the dependent variable. The variance is calculated from the daily market return over the past 126 days 

and lagged one month relative to the momentum return observation. The bear market indicator, which is 

also lagged one month relative to the momentum return observation, is a dummy equal to one in case the 

cumulative market returns for the past 24 months is negative, and zero otherwise (Daniel & Moskowitz, 

2016, 230). 

Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) are showing how the return of momentum is inversely related to the volatility 

of market returns and recessions. This is evident from the regression to forecast future momentum returns. 

Thus, the momentum return is low after a period of market stress with a high volatility. Daniel & Moskowitz 

(2016) are further proclaiming how a low momentum return is expected when the volatility of the 

momentum factor is high in combination with a recession. Hence, a bear market with high volatility leads 

to particularly poor results (Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016, 230).  

With this insight, the authors are designing a dynamically weighted portfolio in which the momentum 

strategy is either levered up or down to minimize the crash risk, and furthermore maximizing the 

unconditional Sharpe Ratio of the portfolio (Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016, 223). The optimal weight of the 

momentum factor is found from the conditional expected return from the momentum portfolio over the 

coming month, divided by a volatility forecast of the momentum portfolio return over the coming month 

(Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016, 233).  

To forecast the volatility, the authors are constructing another linear regression with the future monthly 

variance as the dependent variable and two explanatory volatility variables based on the past. The first 

explanatory volatility variable is a series of fitted standard deviations from an asymmetric GARCH model 

called GJR-GARCH. The second variable is a series of standard deviations formed over the past 126 days 

on the daily momentum return data. The return and volatility estimations are calculated from the regression 

and used to form an expected Sharpe ratio. Lastly, they are multiplying the Sharpe ratio with a time invariant 
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scalar, denoted 𝜆. The 𝜆 is found by maximising the Sharpe ratio over the full sample and is based on a 

standard Markowitz optimization problem (Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016, 222).  

With the framework for the dynamically weighted momentum portfolio provided in this paper, the authors 

are able to outperform both a constant volatility approach from Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) and the 1x 

momentum factor. Part of the outperformance comes from the ability to avoid the occasional momentum 

crashes (Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016, 234). Also in subsamples, the performance of the dynamic momentum 

portfolio is superior to the other strategies. The periods of the subsamples presented in the paper are: 1927-

1949, 1950-1974, 1975-1999 and 2000-2013, and the same mean and variance forecast is used here. 

Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) are continuing the studies of their framework from testing the performance of 

what they call an out-of-sample strategy. They are doing so, for testing whether an investor would be able 

to use the framework without knowing the parameters estimated from the full sample period. However, it 

is noticed that the GJR-GARCH estimate used is unchanged in their analysis and therefore makes the out-

of-sample definition questionable. Nevertheless, the results from their out of sample setup are almost 

identical to the result from the in-sample analysis. The following is a list of their tested strategies: the 1x 

momentum approach, the constant volatility approach, the out-of-sample dynamic strategy, and the in-

sample dynamic strategy (Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016, 236). What Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) are 

experiencing is how the Sharpe ratio increases up and until the dynamic in-sample strategy. The dynamic 

out of sample strategy has a slightly smaller Sharpe Ratio compared to the dynamic in-sample strategy 

(difference in 1.202-1.194). 

 

4.3. Combining the value and momentum factors  

Asness et al. (2013) are investigating “two of the most studied capital market phenomena..”  and the relation 

between each other (Asness et al., 2013, 929). Here, they are referring to the momentum and value factor. 

Their contribution to the factor literature concerns the way of working with the co-movements of the 

momentum and value returns by creating a portfolio consisting of 50% momentum and 50% value (Asness 

et al., 2013, 1). The paper is working with the two factors from examining them jointly and across eight 

different markets and asset classes, with the purpose of getting a more diversified picture than what is 

generally found in the literature, where studies of momentum and value typically is studied in isolation 

(Asness et al., 2013). In their paper the authors show the performance of momentum isolated, value isolated 

and the 50/50 combination of the two for the following assets classes: U.S. stocks, U.K. stocks, European 

stocks, Japan stocks, global stocks, country indices, currencies, fixed income, commodities. The analysis 

is carried out over the time period 1972 to 2011. 
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The results are clear. First, there is a significant return premium found for the value factor, which is 

consistent with the literature within the field of factor returns. The significant premium is found in every 

stock market, however, with the best results in Japan. A premium is also present for the momentum factor. 

It is positive for all markets and especially good within the European markets, however, insignificant for 

the Japanese market (Asness et al., 2013, 945). 

Asness et al. (2013) are continuing the analysis by looking at the correlation between value and momentum. 

This is carried out to clarify how well the two factors are working together in a combination portfolio. Here, 

an average correlation of -0.60 between value and momentum is present throughout the full period. For 

testing the robustness in the correlation, the authors are constructing the value factor in several different 

ways, however, with the same satisfying significant results as with the standard original Fama & French 

(1993) value approach. This approach is using the ratio of the book value of equity relative to market value 

of equity for forming the value factor portfolio ‘hml’. Due to the relatively high negative correlation within 

value and momentum, Asness et al. (2013) are concluding how they in every equity market can outperform 

the market return with the combined portfolio. This is mainly shown by the Sharpe ratio which is found to 

be increased significantly relative to the stand-alone factor portfolios. Another positive side effect from 

combining the two factor is a more stable return throughout different time periods. 

4.4. Improving the value factor 

Asness & Frazzini (2013) are focusing on the value factor ‘hml’ from Fama & Franch (1993). The ‘hml’ 

value factor portfolio is invested long in value stocks represented by high-B/P companies and short in 

growth stocks represented by low-B/P companies. It is noted that when a company has a high B/P, its stock 

is cheap based on the price per book value of equity and vice versa.  

The authors are especially interested in a minor detail of how the value factor is constructed, however, a 

detail that seems to make a difference when it comes to the performance of value factor investing. This 

detail leads to the title of the paper: “The devil is in HML’s Details” and the name of their altered value 

factor ‘devil.’  

When creating the factor portfolio of value stocks, the sorting based on a calculation of the specific B/P 

score is updated once a year at the rebalancing date June 30th. This sorting calculation uses both the book 

value of equity and the market value of equity information from six months ago at December 31st. Because 

of this, the inputs to the calculations for the value factor will always be between six and eighteen months 

old. This way of constructing the value factor portfolio is carried out to make sure that all the book values 

needed are actually available (Asness & Frazzini, 2013, 2). 
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Asness & Frazzini (2013) are focusing on whether the price part of the calculation should be lagged in the 

construction of book-to-price ratios. Unlike the book value of the companies, the June 30th price value is 

available on the June 30th rebalancing date, which gives the opportunity for either calculate the valuation 

ratios based on a lagged fiscal year-end price or at the current price (Asness & Frazzini, 2013, 2). The 

authors are arguing that true value stocks are likely to experience a price drop within six months, which 

make the portfolio of value stocks outdated.  

For computing the book value of equity, Asness & Frazzini (2013) are preferring stockholders equity or 

using the sum of common equity and preferred stock if not available. If both of these are unavailable, they 

are proxying the book equity by total assets, minus the sum of total liability, minority interest, and preferred 

stocks. When dividing with the common shares outstanding, the book value per share is found (Asness & 

Frazzini, 2013, 2). 

Asness & Frazzini (2013) are working with three measures of B/P. The first one is a base case using Fama 

& French’s approach from 1992. Here, B/P is equal to the book value per share divided by price at the fiscal 

year-end e.g. 
𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 1995 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘 

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 1995 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
→ 𝐽𝑢𝑙𝑦 1996 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡. This method is updated annually and lagged 

since it is not current prices. The second measure is equal to the book value per share divided by the current 

price e.g. 
𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 1995 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘 

𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑒 1996 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
→ 𝐽𝑢𝑙𝑦 1996 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡. This measure is also updated annually and is 

adjusted for splits, dividends, and other corporate actions between fiscal year-end and portfolio formation 

dates. The last method is a measure equal to the book value per share divided by the current price. This 

method is updated monthly, e.g. 
𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 1995 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘 

𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 1996 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
→ 𝑂𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑒𝑟 1996 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 , however, this only 

accounts for price. It is noted that the convention for book value stays the same as a standard for all the 

three measures for B/P. The third method’s starting point is the B/P in June of each year, however, updated 

every single month using the current prices, compared to staying constant through the year. 

Asness & Frazzini (2013) shows how their timelier measures work better as a proxy for a true value factor 

compared to the traditional way of measuring. The timelier measure delivers significant results – even 

through the latest recession starting in 2009.  

A change in the way of measuring the value factor does have an impact, when being combined with the 

momentum factor. It is known how value and momentum are negatively correlated; however, this new way 

of measuring the value factor makes the factor even more negatively correlated. This gives a large 

advantage of combining these two in a dynamic portfolio (Asness & Frazzini 2013, 10). 
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5. Theory 

This section presents some of the key theoretical building blocks used in the framework and literature 

sections above and leads to the methodology used in this thesis. The section is split into two main areas: 

(1) capital market theory, and (2) the econometric theory. These areas represent a large part of our master's 

degree program and are often used in some combined version in academic empirical asset pricing research.  

5.1. Capital market theory 

This section presents the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) and the factor models which include the Fama 

& French (1992) three factor model, and the momentum factor model. These are some of the most famous 

models for determining equilibrium prices of financial assets. They can be used to price assets from a risk 

factor perspective and can also be used evaluate fund manager performance, e.g. reveal why a fund manager 

investing in high-risk stocks is outperforming the market in terms of return. Furthermore, it is possible to 

invest in the factors as they consist of specific stocks, which is what we focus on in this master thesis. 

5.1.1. CAPM 

Munk (2018) is presenting the CAPM, which was developed by Treynor (1961), Sharpe (1964), Lintner 

(1965), and Mossin (1966), by explaining the market portfolio as a starting point. The market portfolio is a 

portfolio of all risky assets in the economy, which has the total value of all the risky assets added together. 

The weights of the individual assets in the market portfolio are resulting from the market value of the 

individual assets relative to the total market capitalization. It is further assumed that investors are agreeing 

on the risk-free rate and the efficient frontier of the risky assets. The efficient frontier is the hyperbola 

shaped mean variance frontier optimizing risk and return for the risky assets. This optimization was 

introduced by Harry Markowitz in 1952 (Munk 2018, 195). The risk-free asset and the efficient frontier 

allow for determining the tangent portfolio which is the portfolio corresponding to the point where the 

straight line starting at the risk-free asset is tangent to the mean-variance frontier of risky assets. The straight 

line is also named the Capital Market Line in a CAPM context. These elements are illustrated in Figure 2. 

Based on the assumptions above, all investors hold a combination of the tangency portfolio with the risky 

assets and the risk-free rate. For the demand from investors to be equal with supply of assets, asset prices 

and thereby expected returns are assumed to be in equilibrium. As a result of this, the tangency portfolio, 

consisting of all risky assets in the economy, equals the market portfolio. Hence, it is possible to obtain an 

expression of the expected return in equilibrium for every individual asset (Munk, 2018, 294).  
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Figure 2 Illustration of the capital market line and the tangency portfolio  

 

Source: Own illustration 

Due to the option of investing in the risk-free asset, the market portfolio has a positive Sharpe ratio, which 

is defined as the ratio between the risk premium and the standard deviation (Munk, 2018, 51). The Capital 

Market Line has the slope of the Sharpe ratio.  

Now, the Capital Asset Pricing Model, CAPM, can be stated as the following linear equation: 

𝐸[𝑟𝑖] − 𝑟𝑓 = 𝛽𝑖(𝐸[𝑟𝑚] − 𝑟𝑓) (1) 

The equation holds for any risky asset, i, where [𝑟𝑖] is the rate of return on asset i, [𝑟𝑚] is the rate of return 

of the market portfolio, and 𝛽𝑖 is the market beta of asset i. Further, 𝛽𝑖 can be defined as (Munk, 2018, 296): 

𝛽𝑖 =
Cov[𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑚]

Var[𝑟𝑚]
 (2) 

It is noted that the 𝛽 value of the market portfolio itself is equal to 1 as equation (2) becomes 𝛽𝑚 =
𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝑟𝑚]

𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝑟𝑚]
. 

The CAPM can be illustrated as in Figure 3 with market betas along the horizontal axis and expected returns 

along the vertical axis, the CAPM equation (1) corresponds to a straight line intercepting the vertical axis 

at the risk-free rate and having a slope equal to the market risk premium, 𝐸[𝑟𝑚] − 𝑟𝑓. This line is referred 

to as the Security Market Line. The individual assets can be plotted in relation to the Security Market Line, 

meaning that they can be priced in accordance with the CAPM. If the position of the asset is below or above 

the line, the asset is respectively over- or under-priced according to the CAPM. It is noted that vertical 

distance between the position of the individual assets and the line is exactly the alpha of the asset. 
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Figure 3 Illustration of the Security Market Line priced in accordance with CAPM 

 

Source: Munk (2018, 301) 

5.1.3. Factor models 

Munk (2018) is introducing the general factor models theory and shows that the single index factor model, 

developed by Markowitz (1959) and Sharpe (1963), is a close cousin to the CAPM model described above. 

A factor model assumes that covariation of asset returns is present due to the sensitivity of some common 

factors. Factors can be macroeconomic variables which are likely to affect all assets. Examples of factors 

could be GDP growth rate, inflation rate, oil prices, or firm/industry specific factors such as size (Munk, 

2018, 337). Factors should be capturing the overall well-being of corporations, and therefore also the 

business cycle variations that are occurring in the economy (Munk, 2018, s. 341). For making the factor 

implementable, the chosen factor should be easily observable and preferably have frequent updates. 

5.1.3.1. A general one-factor model 

Munk (2018) describes the following notation in the one-factor model theory: N denotes the number of 

assets, which are labelled: i  = 1,2,…,N. The rate of return for an asset i for at specific period is denoted as: 

ri. According to Munk (2018), a one-factor model is the assumption where F, a random variable, exist such 

that:  

𝑟𝑖 = Е[𝑟𝑖] + 𝛽𝑖(𝐹 − Е[𝐹]) + 𝜖𝑖, 𝑖 = 1,2 … , 𝑁, (3) 

With the following properties: 

(𝑖) 𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝐹, 𝜖𝑖] = 0, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁, 

(4) 

(𝑖𝑖) 𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝜖𝑖, 𝜖𝑗] = 0, 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁,    𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 
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In the formula for 𝑟𝑖 shown above, F is the factor that affects all returns except from assets which has a 𝛽𝑖  

equals to zero. 𝛽𝑖 is a coefficient representing the sensitivity of a factor. Thus, if we see an increase of ∆𝐹 

in the factor, the asset return will change by 𝛽𝑖 × ∆𝐹 (Munk, 2018). 𝜖i is representative for the uncertainty 

from the asset-specific return. From taking the expectations on both sides of (3), 𝜖i = 0 by construction. 

Next, the covariance of the return from asset 𝑖 from the factor, is presented in the following formulas: 

𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑟𝑖, 𝐹] = 𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝐸[𝑟𝑖] + 𝛽𝑖 (𝐹 − 𝐸[𝐹 − 𝐸[𝐹]) + 𝜖𝑖, 𝐹 ] 

𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑟𝑖, 𝐹] =  𝛽𝑖 𝐶𝑜𝑣 [𝐹, 𝐹] + 𝐶𝑜𝑣 [𝜖𝑖 , 𝐹] 

𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑟𝑖, 𝐹] = 𝛽𝑖𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝐹] 

(5) 

Where 𝛽𝑖 is given by: 

𝛽𝑖 =
Cov[𝑟𝑖, 𝐹]

Var[𝐹]
 (6) 

Munk (2018) also shows the interconnection within correlation and standard deviations. From rewriting the 

formulas, it is possible to express covariance as the product of the two: 

𝛽𝑖 =
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟[𝑟𝑖, 𝐹]𝑆𝑡𝑑[𝑟𝑖]𝑆𝑡𝑑[𝐹]

𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝐹]
= 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 [𝑟𝑖, 𝐹] 

𝑆𝑡𝑑[𝑟𝑖]

𝑆𝑡𝑑[𝐹]
 (7) 

The return variance is also put into place in Munk (2018). The formula for the return variance is the 

following: 

𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝑟𝑖] = 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝛽𝑖(𝐹 − 𝐸[𝐹] +  𝜖𝑖 ] = 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝛽𝑖𝐹 +  𝜖𝑖 ] 

=  𝛽𝑖
2 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝐹] + 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝜖𝑖] + 2𝛽𝑖𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝐹, 𝜖𝑖] 

=  𝛽𝑖
2 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝐹] + 𝑉𝑎𝑟 [𝜖𝑖] 

(8) 

An assumption in the above formulas for return variance is 𝐶𝑜𝑣 [𝐹, 𝜖𝑖]  =  0. 𝛽𝑖
2𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝐹] is referring to the 

systematic risk, and 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝜖𝑖] to the non-systematic risk – also known as the idiosyncratic risk or the asset 

specific risk. Thus, the one-factor model can be described as a decomposition of the return variance. It 

consists of two risk components: systematic and non-systematic (Munk, 2018). Finally, Munk (2018) is 

computing the covariance within the returns on two assets. The assets are indicated as i and j and are not 

equal to each other. The computation is the following: 

𝑟𝑖 = 𝐸[𝑟𝑖] + 𝛽𝑖(𝐹 − 𝐸[𝐹]) + 𝜖𝑖 ,   𝑟𝑗 = 𝐸[𝑟𝑗] + 𝛽𝑗(𝐹 − 𝐸[𝐹]) + 𝜖𝑗      (9) 
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with  𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝐹, 𝜖𝑖] = 𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝐹, 𝜖𝑗] =  𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝜖𝑖, 𝜖𝑗] = 0,  we get 

𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑗] = 𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝛽𝑖(𝐹 − 𝐸[𝐹] + 𝜖𝑖,   𝛽𝑗(𝐹 − 𝐸[𝐹]) + 𝜖𝑗    

                    =  𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝛽𝑖𝐹 + 𝜖𝑖,   𝛽𝑗𝐹 + 𝜖𝑗]   

                    =  𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝛽𝑖𝐹, 𝛽𝑗𝐹] + 𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝛽𝑖𝐹, 𝜖𝑗] + 𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝜖𝑖, 𝛽𝑗𝐹] + 𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝜖𝑖, 𝜖𝑗] 

                    = 𝛽𝑖𝛽𝑗𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝐹, 𝐹] =  𝛽𝑖𝛽𝑗𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝐹] 

According to Munk (2018) the covariances from all assets are therefore fully determined from the variance 

of the factor and the factor’s 𝛽s of the asset. Said in another way; the covariances are only arising because 

of the asset’s sensitivity to the one and same factor (Munk, 2018, 339).  

In a time series of observations of the factor and returns (academics are often using returns in excess of the 

risk free rate), we can estimate 𝛽𝑖 and 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜖𝑖) from a linear regression of 𝑟𝑖 (or 𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑓) on 𝐹. Here, we can 

use example for a factor model: 

𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝐹𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡 

The concepts related to time series regressions are explained in the Econometric area of this theory section. 

5.1.3.2. Portfolios in a one-factor model 

The decomposition of return stated above for an individual asset does also hold for a portfolio of assets. 

This means that a factor can be used to explain performance of a fund portfolio which may consist of dozens 

of assets which all can be weighted differently. Munk (2018) is elaborating this from defining the 

parameters for portfolios. N is the amount of assets in a portfolio characterized by a portfolio weight vector, 

π, which is given by the formula:  

𝝅 = (𝜋1, 𝜋2, … , 𝜋𝑁)⊤   (10) 

It is noted that the ‘top’ superscript ⊤ is referring to the vector π being transposed for matrix multiplication. 

Here, the return on the portfolio is defined as:  

𝑟𝑝 = 𝑟(𝝅) = ∑ 𝜋𝑖𝑟𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (11) 

It is now possible to obtain the following expression from substituting in the decomposition of each of the 

returns, 𝑟𝑖: 
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𝑟𝑝 = ∑ 𝜋𝑖𝑟𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

=  ∑ 𝜋𝑖(𝐸[𝑟𝑖] + 𝛽𝑖(𝐹 − 𝐸[𝐹]) + 𝜖𝑖)

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

=  ∑ 𝜋𝑖𝐸[𝑟𝑖]

𝑁

𝑖=1

+  ∑ 𝜋𝑖𝛽𝑖(𝐹

𝑁

𝑖=1

− 𝐸[𝐹] + ∑ 𝜋𝑖𝜖𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

  

= 𝐸[∑ 𝜋𝑖𝑟𝑖]

𝑁

𝑖=1

+ ( ∑ 𝜋𝑖𝛽𝑖)(𝐹

𝑁

𝑖=1

− 𝐸[𝐹] + ∑ 𝜋𝑖𝜖𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

𝐸[𝑟𝑝] + 𝛽𝑝(𝐹 − 𝐸[𝐹]) + 𝜖𝑝 

(12) 

In this, we have defined 𝛽𝑝 of the portfolio, and 𝜖𝑝 of the portfolio as the following: 

𝛽𝑝 =  ∑ 𝜋𝑖𝛽𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

    ,    𝜖𝑝 =  ∑ 𝜋𝑖𝜖𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (13) 

The formula for the expected return of the portfolio has the same structure as we find for the expected return 

of the 𝑁 assets. Further, the β of an individual asset is consistent with the formula for β of the portfolio: 

𝛽𝑝 = ∑ 𝜋𝑖𝛽𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

= ∑ 𝜋𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

 
𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑟𝑖, 𝐹]

𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝐹]
=  

𝐶𝑜𝑣[∑ 𝜋𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑟𝑖, 𝐹]

𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝐹]
=  

𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑟𝑝, 𝐹]

𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝐹]
 (14) 

Lastly, the component for non-systematic return is 𝜖𝑝. The risk of the non-systematic portfolio is:   

𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝜖𝑝] = 𝑉𝑎𝑟 [∑ 𝜋𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝜖𝑖] = ∑ 𝜋𝑖
2

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝜖𝑖] (15) 

Here, the 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝜖𝑖, 𝜖𝑗) = 0, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗. Munk (2018) is wrapping up by stating how a portfolio which consists of 

an equally weighted amount of assets, is having a non-systematic risk in the portfolio that is small. The 

non-systematic risk of the portfolio is often found to be even smaller than the non-systematic risk from the 

assets included in the portfolio due to diversification (Munk, 2018, 340) 

5.1.3.3. The single-index model 

The most famous one-factor model is the Single-Index model or Market model, which is a close cousin to 

the CAPM (Munk, 2018, 342). This model is typically used in a regression, where an asset is the dependent 

variable and the market is the explanatory variable with alpha being the intercept. 
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The Single-Index Model is typically formulated in terms of excess returns: 

𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑓 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖(𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓) + 𝜖𝑖  (16) 

With the condition that the expected error term is equal to zero leads to the following expression of 𝛼𝑖: 

𝛼𝑖 = 𝐸[𝑟𝑖] − 𝑟𝑓 − 𝛽𝑖(𝐸[𝑟𝑚] − 𝑟𝑓)  (17) 

It is noted that in CAPM, the alpha is expected to be zero for all assets. Further, the equation (16) is also 

applicable for a portfolio, e.g. a fund managers portfolio will be the dependent variable. However, the 

Single-Index model mainly focuses on individual stocks. 

 

5.1.3.4. General multi-factor models 

Different from the one-factor model, a K-factor model’s return on each risky asset over a specific period 

can be determined from K common factors plus an idiosyncratic component, resulting in the following 

formula (Munk, 2018, 344): 

𝑟𝑖 = 𝐸[𝑟𝑖] + 𝛽𝑖1(𝐹1 − 𝐸[𝐹1]) + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑖𝐾(𝐹𝐾 − 𝐸[𝐹𝐾]) + 𝜖𝑖, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁, (18) 

Like the one-factor model, we have the following assumptions: 𝐸[𝜖𝑖] = 0 by construction, 𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝐹𝑘 , 𝜖𝑖] =

0, and 𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝜖𝑖, 𝜖𝑗] = 0(𝑖 ≠ 𝑗) 

The value of factor 𝑘 is given by the 𝐹𝑘, which is a random variable seen from the start of the period, 

however, the realized value will be known in the end of the specific period. For measuring the sensitivity 

of asset i to the factor 𝑘, we have the factor beta, 𝛽𝑖𝑘 which is a constant. Therefore, an increase of one unit 

in factor k, will be followed by an increase in the rate of return on asset 𝑖 by 𝛽𝑖𝑘 (Munk, 2018, 344). 

For a multi factor model, the 𝐾 factors are capturing the systematic risk that are affecting all assets. The 

residual, 𝜖𝑖, represents the asset specific return component. Like the single factor model, factors can be 

macroeconomic variables or quantities that are affecting future earnings of all or most companies or the 

discount rate that are applied for valuing stocks (Munk, 2018, 345). 

 

5.1.5. The Fama and French three-factor model 

In Munk (2018) we are introduced to the best-known multi-factor model, named the Fama-French three 

factor model. The three factors in this model are: 
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1) The market. This factor represents the return on a broad stock market index – also known as a single 

index model (Munk, 2018, 342). 

 

2) Small-Minus-Big, also known as SMB or the ‘size’ factor. This factor represents the return of a 

portfolio of stock in small companies, which are subtracted from the return on a portfolio of stocks 

in large companies. The size of the company is found according to the market value of all stocks 

that are issued from the firm (Munk, 2018, 351). 

 

3) High-Minus-Low, also known as HML or the ‘value’ factor. This factor indicates the return from 

a portfolio of stocks from companies with a high B/P value subtracted the return from a portfolio 

of stocks from companies with a low B/P value. Stocks issued from companies with a high B/P 

value are called value stocks, whereas stocks issued from companies with a low B/P value are called 

growth stocks (Munk, 2018, 351). 

Thus, the Fama-French three factor model is adding two factors to the single index model, which is the 

market itself. Munk (2018) is elaborating how the factors are built on studies where stocks in small 

companies tends to give a higher return compared to stocks in larger companies. Further, value stocks tends 

to give a higher return compared to growth stocks. These tendencies are the motivation of using the SMB 

and HML factors. The empirical analysis from Fama & French does not explain how and why the three-

factor model are performing so well and neither explains what underlying pricing mechanisms there might 

be involved. However, Fama and French (1996) suggest how the success from the three-factor model is 

derived from a premium from financial distress (Munk 2018, 352) 

 

5.1.6. The momentum factor 

In Jagadeesh & Titman (1993) another factor is studied. Here, the authors are proclaiming how it is possible 

to gain a return from buying stocks which has performed well in recent periods, and short selling stocks 

which has performed poorly in recent periods. The authors are not finding an explanation of the profitability 

from the systematic risk from the stocks, nor from an overreaction in the economic markets, as previous 

literature has proclaimed when investigating this factor model. However, the reason might be more 

diversified in an underreaction to information regarding short-term prospects, combined with an 

overreaction to information regarding the long-term prospects (Jagadeesh & Titman, 1993, 90). However, 

Jagadeesh & Titman (1993) are not the only academic paper researching this factor model.  
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Carhart (1997) is suggesting an extension of the above mentioned Fama-French three factor model by 

adding this newly discovered factor. The factor added is named ‘the momentum factor’. Carhart (1997) 

further finds that much of what previously had appeared to be the alpha in many mutual funds could be 

explained from the sensitivity to market momentum. So, in this context momentum can be used as a tool 

for pricing financial assets. Bodie et al. (2014) are also covering the momentum factor as a tendency for 

stocks for either having a good or bad behaviour to persist for several months. This behaviour pattern is a 

sort of momentum property.  

In this thesis we are not focusing on pricing individual assets using the momentum factor, but are instead 

interested in the aspects of investing in the momentum factor itself. 

5.1.7. Styles, factors and smart beta 

Investing in a factor model is sometimes referred to as style: “A style is a disciplined, systematic method of 

investing that can produce long-term positive returns across markets and asset groups, backed by robust 

data and economic theory… Value is probably the best-known of the four styles” (Israel & Maloney, 2014, 

15). Further, investing according to a specific style or factor might be referred to as ‘Smart Beta’ (Deloitte, 

2016). However, there can be a difference in the definitions of respectively factors and style according to 

other sources which are elaborated below.  

According to FSTE Russell Insights (2016) factors are: “.. the underlying primary driver for risk and return 

within a portfolio of securities or a market segment” (FSTE Russell Insight, 2016). For at stock portfolio, 

factors can include common systematic factors, exemplified as value, growth, momentum, size, industry, 

and volatility. Hence, the market coverage for factors is an exposure which is focused to stocks with a high 

capture of one targeted factor (FSTE Russell Insight, 2016). A portfolios’ behaviour can therefore be 

explained from its exposure to the included factors plus an idiosyncratic behaviour for the securities in the 

portfolio. What is similar to styles is that individual factors can move in and out of favour. Further, factors 

can experience periods of out- and underperformance relative to the parent index (FSTE Russell Insight, 

2016). Another key feature of factors, is a higher turnover due to a more frequently rebalancing compared 

to styles. 

On the other hand, traditional styles are: “.. designed to represent broader market segments based on the 

investment styles and sets of characteristics..” (FSTE Russell Insight, 2016). Here, styles are exemplified 

as growth- and value stocks, large- and small cap stocks, which indicates how styles returns are 

symmetrically designed and split into complementary components. According to FSTE Russell Insights 

(2016), the symmetrical nature of styles is a key distinction when comparing to factors, which tends to be 

one-sided. 
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According to the definitions above, the factor definition is similar to the definition in Munk (2018) i.e. used 

to measure an assets systematic risk towards a factor. For a portfolio of assets to have high factor exposure 

they must be similar to the factor in terms of covariance, where a perfect factor exposure will be obtained 

by a portfolio of the factors themselves. The style definition seems to be related to a long-only version or 

otherwise related version of the factor e.g. investing in the top momentum stocks only. During this thesis, 

we are consistently using the term ‘factors’, also when referring to a long-only portfolio which will be 

labelled long-only, LO or shorting restricted when presented as a combination with the risk-free rate in the 

following sections.  

 

5.2. Econometric theory 

This section presents the econometric concepts that are used to analyze the data. First, the concepts about 

the OLS regression is presented, these are for example used in the analysis section for forecasting. Next, 

timeseries concepts and the autoregressive moving average model is presented which leads to the 

autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity models which are used to model volatility and timeseries. 

5.2.1. OLS regressions 

When estimating an OLS regression, the coefficients of the regression are determined such that the 

estimated regression line is as close to the data observed as possible. In this terminology, ‘close’ is a way 

of measuring of the sum of squared errors made from predicting Y given X (Stock & Watson, 2015, 162). 

With OLS in the Stock & Watson (2015) notation, we can let 𝑏0 and 𝑏1 be the estimators of a linear 

regression intercept and slope respectively denoted 𝛽0 and 𝛽1. Based on these estimators, the regression 

line becomes: 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋 such that the predicted value of 𝑌𝑖 (the dependent variable in the linear regression) 

from using this line is equal to 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋𝑖, where 𝑋𝑖 is the regressor variable. The errors made from 

predicting the 𝑖𝑡ℎ observation is therefore given by the following expression: 𝑌𝑖 − (𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋𝑖) = 𝑌𝑖 − 𝑏0 +

𝑏1𝑋𝑖. When adding the squared prediction errors together over all n observations we get: 

∑(𝑌𝑖 − 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋𝑖)2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (19) 

The line from the OLS regression is also known as the sample regression line or the sample regression 

function (Stock & Watson, 2015, 114). 

The OLS estimator of 𝛽0 is denoted �̂�0  and the 𝛽1 estimator is denoted �̂�1. The OLS estimator of the 

intercept 𝛽0 is: 
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�̂�0 = 𝑌 − �̂�1𝑋 (20) 

Where the bar sign, e.g. in �̅�, refers to the mean and the hat sign, e.g. in �̂�1, refers to an estimate. The �̂�0 

cannot in this setup be solved without the OLS estimator of the slope 𝛽1 which is: 

 �̂�1 =
∑ (𝑋𝑖−𝑋)(𝑌𝑖−𝑌) 

𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ (𝑋𝑖−𝑋)
2

 
𝑛

𝑖=1

 (21) 

From OLS, the predicted value �̂�𝑖 and the errors/residuals �̂�𝑖 are given by the formulas below:  

�̂�𝑖 = �̂�0 +  �̂�1𝑋𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 

�̂�𝑖 = 𝑌𝑖 − �̂�𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 

(22) 

When estimating the intercept, the slope, and the residuals, they are all computed from a sample of the 

amount of n observations of 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑌𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛. The sample is the estimate from the unknown true 

population intercept, slope, and error term (Stock & Watson, 2015, 163). 

Three main assumptions are existing for the OLS regression. First, the conditional distribution of an error 

term 𝑢𝑖 given 𝑋𝑖 has a mean of zero. Second, 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑌𝑖 through 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 are independent and identically 

distributed. Lastly, large outliers are unlikely. 

5.2.1.1. Heteroskedasticity and homoskedasticity 

In the distribution of the error term 𝑢𝑖 that is conditional on 𝑋𝑖 we are assuming that the mean is zero. If we 

are looking at the variance of the conditional distribution, and if this is not depending on 𝑋𝑖, we are calling 

the error homoscedastic. This means that the 𝑢𝑖 given any value of 𝑋𝑖 is constant for i = 1,…,n. If these 

requirements are not met the we call the error term heteroskedastic (Stock & Watson, 2015, 203).  

Moreover, Stock & Watson (2015) are diving into the mathematical implications of homoscedasticity. Here, 

it is stated how the OLS estimators are remaining asymptotically normal, consistent, and also unbiased due 

to the assumption from the least squares that places no restrictions to the conditional variance. When 

looking at the efficiency of the OLS estimators in the case where the error term, 𝑢𝑖, is homoscedastic, and 

the least square assumptions are met, the OLS estimators �̂�0 and �̂�1 are found to be efficient across all the 

estimators in the 𝑌1,…, 𝑌𝑛, and are also found to be unbiased, conditional on 𝑋1,…, 𝑋𝑛 (Stock & Watson, 

2015, 204). Lastly, the authors are implementing a simplified variance formula, which is applicable in case 

the error term is found to be homoscedastic. The homoskedasticity-only estimator of the variance 𝛽1 is the 

following (Stock & Watson, 2015, 206): 
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�̃�
�̂�1

2 =
𝑠�̂�

2

∑ (𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋)
2𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(23) 

Where 𝑠�̂�
2 is the squared standard error of the regression. The formula above is not appropriate when errors 

are heteroskedastic. This is because of the t-statistics that is computed from using the homoscedastic-only 

standard error, is not having the standard normal distribution (Stock & Watson, 2015, 159). 

5.2.1.2. Binary Variables 

Stock & Watson (2015, 328) are introducing multiple regression models with binary (dummy) variables 

which takes the value of either 0 or 1. The corresponding regression model is the following: 

𝑌𝑖 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝑋𝑖 + 𝛽2𝐷𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖 (24) 

When 𝐷𝑖 = 0 the regression function is 𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝑋𝑖. Here, the intercept is 𝛽0 while the slope is 𝛽1. When 

𝐷𝑖 = 1 the regression function is 𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝑋𝑖 + 𝛽2. Now, the slope is still 𝛽1, however, the intercept is 𝛽0 +

𝛽2. In this regression, the 𝛽2 is therefore the distance between the two intercepts of the two regression lines 

(Stock & Watson, 2015, 328). In the regression model we can also allow for two different slopes, from 

implementing an interaction term. Now, the regression model is: 

𝑌𝑖 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝑋𝑖 + 𝛽2𝐷𝑖+𝛽3(𝑋𝑖𝐷𝑖) + 𝑢𝑖 (25) 

Here, (𝑋𝑖𝐷𝑖) is the new variable implemented. In case 𝐷𝑖 = 0, the regression function remains: 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋𝑖. 

If the 𝐷𝑖 = 1, the regression function will be: (𝛽0 +  𝛽1) + (𝛽2+𝛽3)𝑋𝑖. This specification is allowing two 

different regression functions relating 𝑌𝑖 and 𝑋𝑖, which are depending on the binary variable 𝐷𝑖 (Stock & 

Watson, 2015, 328). Here, the difference between the intercepts is 𝛽2, whereas the difference between the 

two different slopes is 𝛽3. 

A third version is a regression using an intercept and the interaction variable only as presented below: 

𝑌𝑖 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1(𝑋𝑖𝐷𝑖) + 𝑢𝑖 (26) 

The regression model above is applied in Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) to forecast momentum returns. 

However, Balli & Sorensen (2013) simulates a wide range of different interaction models and suggest that 

a model as in the equation (25) should be used because it contains more information relative to the other 

presented models. 
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5.2.2. Introduction to time series 

Time series in econometrics is when data is collected for a single entity at multiple points in time (Stock & 

Watson, 2015, 568). Time series can be used for answering quantitative questions, where cross sectional 

data are inadequate. An example of a question could be what the effect is on traffic fatalities, when a new 

law occurs that requires passengers to wear seatbelts. The effects of this question are investigated initially 

and subsequently as drivers adjust to the law. Another question could be what our forecast of the value of 

a specific stock at a future date is, where Stock & Watson (2015) are proclaiming how these two questions 

can be answered using time series data.  

Working with time series data typically involves some basic manipulations and understanding of certain 

processes, the most important are listed in the following subsections. 

5.2.2.1. Lags 

The variable Y on the observation in the time series made at time t is denoted Yt. The total number of 

observations are denoted T. The time period in between observation t and t + 1 is an interval. This interval 

could be weeks, months, quarters, or years. 

For indicating future and past values of Y, some special terminology and notation is used. The value of Y 

in the previous period is what we call the first lagged value, also known as its first lag. This is denoted Yt−1. 

The jth lagged value is the value j periods ago, which is denoted Yt−j. Likewise, Yt+1is the value of Y one 

period forward (Stock & Watson, 2017, 571). 

5.2.2.2. Logarithms 

For time series data, logarithms or the change in logarithms, are frequently used to analyse the output. This 

is used because of the characteristics for the econometric times series data where some of the output is 

approximately exponential, e.g. GDP of a country. Thus, the series tends to grow with a certain percentage 

on average per year. From taking the logarithm of the exponentially growing data, it is possible to obtain a 

growth measure that is approximately linear. A second reason for taking the logarithm is that the standard 

deviation of a time series can be approximately proportional to its level. Thus, the standard deviation from 

taking the logarithm of the time series is approximately constant (Stock & Watson, 2017, 573). 

5.2.2.3. Stationarity 

An assumption when doing forecasts based on regression analysis of time series data is that the future is 

like the past. However, if the there is a difference between these two, the relationship between the past and 

the future might not be reliable as a guide to how the future looks. When working with time series analysis, 

stationarity is the term used when speaking of a historical relationship that can be generalized with the 
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future ahead (Stock & Watson, 2015, 586). Stationarity for a time series is when the probability distribution 

does not change over time, where the joint distribution of (𝑌𝑠+1, 𝑌𝑠+2, … , 𝑌𝑠+𝑇) is not depending on S, no 

matter the value of T. If this is not the case, the time series is said to be nonstationary (Stock & Watson, 

2015, 587). The presence of stationarity can be checked by studying a plot. A time series can be considered 

to be weakly stationary when the mean, correlation and covariance of the series are invariant to time shifts. 

E.g. the variance should not change over time which means that the oscillations must be similar over time. 

The Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test for stationarity can also be used to test if the time series is 

stationary. It tests for a unit autoregressive root, where the null hypothesis is 𝛿=0 and the alternative is 𝛿<0 

in the regression: 

∆𝑌𝑡 = β0 + δ𝑌𝑡−1 + γ1∆𝑌𝑡−1 + γ2∆𝑌𝑡−2 + ⋯ + γ𝑝∆𝑌𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑢𝑡 (27) 

The lag length can be estimated using BIC or AIC, concepts that will be presented later in this theory 

section. The ADF is an augmented version of the Dickey-Fuller test (Stock & Watson 2015, 603)(Enders, 

2015, 215) which takes into account the fact that there often are correlations in the error term. The null 

hypothesis of the original Dickey-Fuller is that the 𝛽1 = 1, i.e. presence of a unit root, and the alternative 

is that 𝛽1 < 1, i.e. the series is stationary, in an AR(1) model. The autoregression model will be elaborated 

in the next subsection, but for the purpose of the Dickey-Fuller test, the AR(1) process is as follows: 

𝑌𝑡 = β1𝑌𝑡−1 + 𝑢𝑡 (28) 

This test is more easily implemented by estimating a modified version of (28) where 𝑌𝑡−1 is subtracted from 

both sides and letting 𝛿 =  𝛽1 − 1 resulting in the following: 

∆𝑌𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛿𝑌𝑡−1 + 𝑢𝑡 (29) 

5.2.2.4. Autocorrelation and autocovariance 

Autocorrelations is a term used in times series when the value of Y in one period can be correlated with the 

value in the period coming up. Thus, correlation of a series with its own lagged value, can be called 

autocorrelation or serial correlation. Here, the first autocorrelation is when Yt and Yt−1 is correlated. Hence, 

the correlation between values of Y at two ambient dates. The second autocorrelation is when Yt and Yt−2are 

correlated, which continues until the jth autocorrelation (Stock & Watson, 2015, 574). Autocovariance is 

the covariance between Yt and Yt−j. The formula for autocorrelation and autocovariance are: 

 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑌𝑡 , 𝑌𝑡−𝑗)̂ =
1

𝑇
∑ (𝑌𝑡 − 𝑌𝑗+1,𝑇)(𝑌𝑡−1 − 𝑌1,𝑇−𝑗)𝑇

𝑡=𝑗+1   (30) 
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�̂�𝑗 =
Cov(Yt,𝑌𝑡−𝑗)̂

Var(Yt)̂   (31) 

Here, 𝑌𝑗+1,𝑇 is denoting the average of the sample Yt, which is computed over the observations t = j+1, …, 

T and 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑌𝑡)̂  is the sample variance of Y (Stock & Watson, 2015, 575). 

The autocorrelation can be plotted in a correlogram referred to as the ACF plot. 

5.2.3. Autoregressive models 

5.2.3.1. Autoregressions (AR) 

An autoregression is the first step to predict future values in time series(Stock & Watson, 2015, 577). A 

first order autoregression is a regression of the series onto the first lag of the series, Yt−1. First order is used 

due to the use of one lag as a regressor. A first order autoregression is abbreviated AR(1). Here, 1 indicates 

the first order. The autoregression population model for the time series, Yt−1, is the following: 

𝑌𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑌𝑡−1 + 𝑢𝑡 (32) 

Here, the 𝑢𝑡 is the error term. 

5.2.3.2. Moving average (MA) 

The moving average process is working as an extension of a white noise process when finding the right 

number of lags in our model. The simplest moving average model MA(1) is presented as the following: 

𝑌𝑡 = 𝑢𝑡 + 𝛾1𝑢𝑡−1 (33) 

Here, the influence from shocks are limited to the past 1 period. Moving Average models must be invertible, 

which means that it can be converted into an infinite AR process. If not, the shocks does not die out, and 

our model will not be good for a forecasting process. A higher order model can be relevant, and to identify 

the right Moving Average model, we look for the q’th significant spike in an autocorrelation function 

correlogram, having the subsequent spikes being zero (Erraia 1, 2019). 

5.2.3.3. Forecasting and forecasting errors 

We are assuming to have historical data on Y, and we are supposed to forecast the future value of Yt. Here, 

we are assuming the Yt to follow the AR(1) model in (32). If β0 and β1 are both known, the forecast of 

YT+1, which is based on YT, will be β0 + β1𝑌𝑇 (Stock & Watson, 2015, 578). 
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In reality, β0 and β1 are unknown, which means that forecasts are based on estimates from β0 and β1. The 

estimates are found from the OLS estimators, β̂0 and β̂1, constructed from historical data. �̂�𝑇+1|𝑇 is 

denoting the forecast of YT+1 which is the forecast based on the information from a specific estimation 

period from t to T. Therefore, a forecast that is based on the AR(1) model from the (32) equation, is the 

following: 

ŶT+1|T =  β̂0 + β̂1YT       (34) 

In (34) the β̂0 and β̂1 are estimates from historical data throughout the period, or time, T (Stock & Watson, 

2015, 578). 

Mistakes occur when making a forecast, these are called forecast errors and are the difference between the 

value of YT+1 and ŶT+1|T. Hence, the error is the difference between what actually happened, and the 

forecasted value, which was based on YT. It is important to state that the forecast is not an OLS predicted 

value, nor an OLS residual. Put differently, in this context a forecast pertains to “out-of-sample” 

observations, whereas the OLS predicted values and residuals are “in-sample” observations. A way of 

measuring the size of a forecast error, is the root mean squared forecast error, abbreviated RMSFE (Stock 

& Watson, 2015, 579). As the following formula shows, the RMSFE is the square root of the mean squared 

forecast error: 

RMSFE =  √𝐸 [(𝑌𝑇+1 − �̂�𝑇+1|𝑇)
2

]     (35) 

5.2.3.4. ARMA(p,q) order models  

For being able to obtain valuable information from more distant past, an AR-model with more than just one 

lag can be necessary. The 𝑝𝑡ℎorder autoregressive model, abbreviated the AR(p)model, is representing the 

linear function of p of its lagged values. Thus, the regressors in the AR(p) model are Yt−1, Yt−2, … , Yt−p , 

plus an intercept which is shown in the following formula: 

Yt = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑌𝑡−1 + 𝛽2𝑌𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝𝑌𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑢𝑡     (36) 

Again, 𝐸(𝑢𝑡|𝑌𝑡−1, 𝑌𝑡−2, … ) = 0, i.e. the expected error is equal to zero, and 𝑌𝑇+1|𝑇 = 𝐸(𝑌𝑇+1|𝑌𝑇 , 𝑌𝑇−1, … ) 

which refers to the conditional mean of 𝑌𝑇+1, that is given from its entire history. Thereby, the 𝑌𝑇+1 is 

having the smallest RMSFE of any forecasts, that are based on the previous history of Y (Stock & Watson, 

2015, 581). If we are assuming the 𝑌𝑇 to follow an AR(p) model, the best possible forecast of 𝑌𝑇+1 that is 

based on YT, YT−1,.. is the following: 
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𝑌𝑇+1|𝑇 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑌𝑇 + 𝛽2𝑌𝑇−1 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝𝑌𝑇−𝑝+1    (37) 

Also here, an assumption is: 𝐸(𝑢𝑡
|𝑌𝑡−1, 𝑌𝑡−2, … ) = 0 

Adding the moving average term to the AR(p) model makes it an ARMA(p,q) model as presented below 

𝑌𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑌𝑡−1 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝𝑌𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑢𝑡 + 𝛾1𝑢𝑡−1 + ⋯ + 𝛾𝑞𝑢𝑡−𝑞   (38) 

5.2.3.5. F-statistic for choosing the order of an autoregressive model 

To find the right the number of lags in an AR(p) model, one approach can be the F-statistics approach. With 

this approach, we are starting out with a higher number of lags, followed by a test on the final lag in the 

model, whether it is significant at a 5% level or not. If the final lag is not significant, we are dropping the 

lag, and doing the same test over, for one lag less. The downside of this model is that it might suggest a to 

large model. An example could be that the true AR order should be five, which means that the sixth 

coefficient should be zero. When using this approach, a t-statistics approach might lead to an incorrect 

rejection of the null hypothesis when using a 5% test. Hence, if the true value of p should be five lags, the 

approach tends to estimate p to be six lags 5% of the time (Stock & Watson, 2015, 593). This is the reason 

why we tend towards using another approach which is presented below. 

5.2.5. Lag length selection in time series regression with multiple external predictors  

Selecting the lags involved in a model is a trade-off between: 1) having too few lags which makes the 

accuracy worse for the forecast due to loss of information, or 2) having too many with the risk of an increase 

in estimation uncertainty (Stock & Watson, 2015, 594). Thus, the number of lags chosen must be a balance 

between these two. The model which has the right balance is often referred to as being a parsimonious 

model. 

5.2.6. Deciding the order of the model 

Another way of determining the number of lags and variables in times series with multiple predictors, is 

the BIC and AIC approach. In a situation of a regressor with k coefficients – which includes the intercept – 

the value for AIC and BIC is the following: 

AIC = T ln(𝑆𝑆𝑅) + 2𝑛  (39) 

BIC = T ln(𝑆𝑆𝑅) + 𝑛 ln (𝑇)  (40) 
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Where 𝑛 is the number of parameters estimated (𝑝 + 𝑞 + possible constant) and 𝑇 is the number of useable 

observations. From the values of the BIC or AIC, the number of lags and variables are chosen depending 

on the BIC or AIC with the lowest value. When deciding the lag length, all candidate models must be 

spanning over the same sample. The number of observations that is used for estimating the model, 

represented with a T, must be the same number for all the models. When working with multiple predictors, 

this approach seems to be computationally demanding due to the requirements of computing a lot of 

different models or a high number of combinations of the lag parameter (Stock & Watson, 2015, 596; 

Enders, 2015, 69). 

 

5.2.7. ARCH and GARCH Processes 

An assumption within conventional econometric models is that variance from the disturbance term is 

constant. Nevertheless, what is actually found in many econometric time series are periods with a large 

volatility followed by one or more periods with relative tranquillity (Enders, 2015, 123). In such cases, the 

assumption of the variance being constant, also known as homoskedasticity, is not appropriate. It is noted 

that Enders (2015) refers to the error terms as 𝜖 instead of 𝑢, uses lower case letters to describe variables, 

uses 𝐸 to describe an expected value and uses 𝑎0 and 𝑎𝑝 to describe the intercept at the AR terms where 

Stock & Watson (2015) uses 𝛽. Therefore, from this point and onwards the 𝜖 term, lowercase letters, 𝐸 and 

𝑎 term will be used.  

A relevant example, where we want to forecast conditional variances from a series could be if financial 

asset holders were interested in making a forecast of the rate of return and the variance throughout the 

period of holding the assets. An approach to create the forecast of the variance is to introduce an 

independent variable which is helping predict the volatility (Enders, 2015, 123). Here, the simplest AR(1) 

case is found as: 

𝑦𝑡+1 =  𝜖𝑡+1 𝑥𝑡 (41) 

Here, 𝑦𝑡+1is the variable of interest, 𝜖𝑡+1  is the white noise disturbance term  where 𝜎2 is variance, and 𝑥𝑡 

is an independent variable which can be observed at period t (Enders, 2015, 123). However, if the 𝑥𝑡 =

𝑥𝑡−1 = 𝑥𝑡−2 =. . = constant, 𝑦𝑡 is a white noise process which has a variance that is constant. However, 

when 𝑥𝑡 is found not to be constant, the variance from 𝑦𝑡+1 which is conditional on 𝑥𝑡 is: 

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑦𝑡+1|𝑥𝑡) = 𝑥𝑡
2𝜎2 (42) 
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The conditional variance of  𝑦𝑡+1 is here depending on the realized value of 𝑥𝑡. Hence, if we are able to 

observe the 𝑥𝑡 at time period t, we can find the variance of yt+1 conditional on the realized value of 𝑥𝑡 

(Enders, 2015, 123). 𝑥𝑡 are following the same pattern of magnitude as 𝑦𝑡+1 which means when 𝑥𝑡 is large, 

𝑦𝑡+1 will be large and vice versa. Further, if 𝑥𝑡 is found to have a positive serial correlation, this will be the 

same case for 𝑦𝑡. Due to these relations, it is possible to explain periods of volatility in 𝑦𝑡 from 𝑥𝑡 (Enders, 

2015, 123). However, to make this implementable in a real-world context, the model is modified with the 

coefficients 𝛼0 and 𝛼1. Further, we would estimate the regression equation in logarithmic form (Enders, 

2015, 123). Thus, the model will look as follows: 

𝑙𝑛(𝑦𝑡) = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝑙𝑛(𝑥𝑡−1) + 𝑒𝑡 (43) 

Where, 𝑒𝑡 = ln(𝜖𝑡), which is the error term. 

The model stated above is easy to implement due to the ability of transforming results into a linear 

regression equation because of the logarithm. Therefore, we can with OLS estimate an 𝛼0 and 𝛼1, however, 

with the assumption of a specific cause for the variance to be changing, which is found to be a major 

difficulty. Also, the methodology here is forcing the  𝑥𝑡 to be affecting the mean of ln (𝑦𝑡) (Enders, 2015, 

124). Enders (2015) is elaborating how it can be difficult to find a reason for selecting one specific candidate 

of 𝑥𝑡 compared to choices that can be reasonable as well. Lastly, the technique here is necessitating a 

transformation of the data in a way where the resulting series is having a constant variance. In a case where 

this assumption is violated, another way of transforming the data will be necessary (Enders, 2015, 124).    

5.2.7.1. ARCH Processes 

In the section above, we were using ad hoc variable choices for 𝑥𝑡 and further some transformation of the 

data. Instead of this, Engle (1982) shows how it is possible to model a mean and variance in a series 

simultaneously. Here, the conditional forecasts are superior to the unconditional mean. This is known, as 

an initial step for understanding the methodology proposed by Engle (1982). For a better understanding of 

this connection, we are pretending to estimate a stationary AR(1) model: yt = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜖𝑡 , and from 

here want to create a forecast of yt+1 (Enders, 2015, 124). Thus, the conditional mean from yt+1 is the 

following: 

𝐸(𝑦𝑡+1|𝑦𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑎1𝑦𝑡 (44) 

In a case where the conditional mean is used to create a forecast of yt+1, the error of the forecast will instead 

be 𝐸[(𝑦𝑡+1 − 𝑎0 − 𝑎1𝑦𝑡)2] = 𝐸𝜖𝑡+1
2 =  𝜎2. Here, if we are using the unconditional forecast, we will 
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always have the unconditional means as the long run mean of the yt which is equal to 𝑎0/(1 − 𝑎1) (Enders, 

2015, 124). From this, the variance of the unconditional forecast error is the following: 

𝐸 [(𝑦𝑡+1 −
𝛼0

(1−𝛼1)
)

2
] = 𝐸(𝜖𝑡+1 + 𝛼1𝜖𝑡 + 𝛼1

2𝜖𝑡−1 + 𝛼1
3𝜖𝑡−2 … )2 =

𝜎2

1−𝛼1
2  (45) 

In the formula above, 
1

1−𝛼1
2 > 1, which means the unconditional forecast has a larger variance compared to 

the conditional forecast. Hence, the conditional forecast is preferred. 

Likewise, if the variance from the 𝜖𝑡 is not constant, we are able to estimate the tendency for sustained 

movements in the variance with an ARMA model (Enders, 2015, 124). In the following formula, we are 

letting the 𝜖�̂�  denoting the residuals estimated from the model: 𝑦𝑡 =  𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑦𝑡−1 +  𝜖𝑡. From this we get 

the conditional variance of 𝑦𝑡+1 being: 

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑦𝑡+1|𝑦𝑡) = 𝐸[(𝑦𝑡+1 − 𝑎0 − 𝑎1𝑦𝑡)2] = 𝐸𝑡(𝜖𝑡+1)2 (46) 

In the formula above, the 𝐸𝑡(𝜖𝑡+1)2 is equal to the constant 𝜎2. If we are assuming the conditional variance 

not to be constant, we are in the following formula modelling the conditional variance as an AR(q) process. 

This is performed by taking the estimated residuals and squaring them: 

𝜖�̂�
2 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝜖�̂�−1

2 + 𝛼2𝜖�̂�−2
2 + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑞𝜖�̂�−𝑞

2 + 𝑣𝑡 (47) 

Here, the 𝑣𝑡 term is a standardized white noise process uncorrelated with 𝜖𝑡 (Enders, 2015, 124). In case 

all the values 𝛼1, 𝛼2, … , 𝛼𝑛 are zero, we have the estimated variance being the constant 𝛼0. If not, the 

conditional variance from 𝑦𝑡 would be evolving according to the autoregressive process. Per se, we can 

now use the equation (47) for forecasting of the conditional variance at time 𝑡 + 1 as the following:  

𝐸𝑡𝜖�̂�+1
2 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝜖�̂�

2 + 𝛼2𝜖�̂�−1
2 + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑞𝜖�̂�+1−𝑞

2  (48) 

Due to the forecast in equation (48), the equation (47) is named an autoregressive conditional 

heteroskedastic model (ARCH  model) (Enders, 2015, 125). This means that we can model 𝜖𝑡 in its simplest 

form as an ARCH(1) model as follows: 

𝜖𝑡 = 𝑣𝑡√ℎ𝑡 (49) 

Where the 𝑣𝑡 is a white-noise process such that the 𝜎2 is equal to 1, 𝑣𝑡 and 𝜖𝑡 are independent of each other. 

ℎ𝑡 is defined by the following: 
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ℎ𝑡 =  𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝜖𝑡−1
2  (50) 

Where the 𝛼0 must be above 0 and 𝛼1is above zero and below or equal to 1. This further means that the 

conditional and unconditional expectations for the error terms equals zero. Also, the error term, 𝜖𝑡, is 

serially uncorrelated. The main take away here, is that the error term is not independent due to the fact of 

being related through their second moment because of the correlation that is a linear relationship (Enders, 

2015, 126). 

Enders (2015) is pointing out how the conditional variance is an autoregressive process which gives the 

result of conditionally heteroskedastic errors. This is happening in cases where the realized value of 𝜖𝑡−1 

is not close to zero. Hence, the 𝛼1𝜖𝑡−1
2 will be relatively large, and the variance of 𝜖𝑡 will too. Therefore, 

the conditional heteroskedasticity in 𝜖𝑡 will make 𝑦𝑡 being heteroskedastic itself (Enders, 2015, 126). 

Hence, what the ARCH model is able to capture, is periods of tranquillity and volatility in the 𝑦𝑡 series 

(Enders, 2015, 126). 

Presence of ARCH effects  

It is possible to check if potential volatility clusters are present in a time series by plotting the data. When 

examining the correlogram of the (partial) autocorrelation function of a stationary series 𝑦𝑡 we will expect 

a normal ACF and PACF for the level of the series e.g. maybe a spike in the ACF plot suggesting some 

autocorrelation in the series. When the ACF and PACF of the squared series or residuals from a subsequent 

ARMA model have significant spikes, we can expect volatility clustering, hence, presence of ARCH effects 

(Erraia 2, 2019).  

It is also possible to test if ARCH effects are presents. Here the ARCH-LM test can be used and is testing 

the null hypothesis of an adequately fitted ARCH process i.e. if rejected we can conclude that ARCH effects 

are present (Fisher & Gallagher, 2015; Ghalanos, 2020).  

5.2.7.2. GARCH 

As an extension to the ARCH model, Bollerslev (1986) developed a technique which is allowing the 

conditional variance to be an ARMA process (Enders, 2015, 128). As in (49), we are letting the error process 

be such that:  

ϵt = 𝑣𝑡√ℎ𝑡 (51) 

Here, 𝑣𝑡 is white-noise meaning that 𝜎𝑣
2 is equal to 1, and ℎ𝑡 is: 
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ℎ𝑡 = 𝛼0 + ∑ 𝛼𝑖

𝑞

𝑖=1

𝜖𝑡−1
2 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖ℎ𝑡−1

𝑝

𝑖=1

  (52) 

The 𝑣𝑡 is representing the white noise process. Thus, both the conditional and unconditional means of ϵt 

equals zero. To verify this, we are taking the expecting value of ϵt in the following: 

𝐸ϵt = 𝐸𝑣𝑡(ℎ𝑡)(
1
2

) 
 = 0  (53) 

Here, the conditional variance of ϵt is found from the formula: Et−1ϵt
2 = ℎt. Therefore, the conditional 

variance of 𝜖𝑡 is the same ARMA process that is given from the expression of ℎ𝑡 from equation (52) 

(Enders, 2015, 128) 

The extended version of the ARCH model is called the generalized ARCH(p,q) model, known as the 

GARCH (p,q) model. Different from the ARCH model, the GARCH model allows for both autoregressive 

and moving average components within the heteroskedastic variance (Enders, 2015, 128). Enders (2015) is 

further mentioning one of the main benefits from using a GARCH model: “When having a high order 

ARCH (p,q) model, the model might have a more parsimonious GARCH representation” (Enders, 2015, 

129). In such case, the GARCH model would be easier to identify and estimate. Also, from the GARCH 

model a key feature is that the conditional variance of the disturbances of the 𝑦t is behaving like an ARMA 

process (Enders, 2015, 128). Therefore, we can expect that squared residuals from a fitted ARMA model 

will show this characteristic pattern. 

5.2.7.3. GJR-GARCH 

The model applied in this master thesis is a modified version of the GARCH(p,q) model which accounts 

for asymmetry in the error term. The GJR-GARCH model proposed by Glosten, Jagananthan & Runkle 

(1993) is a simple extension of the standard GARCH model which allows the conditional variance to have 

a different response to past positive and negative shocks. The model’s conditional variance can be presented 

as follows in an GJR-GARCH(1,1) model: 

𝐸(ϵ𝑡
2) = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝜖𝑡−1

2 + 𝛾𝜖𝑡−1
2 𝐼𝑡−1 + 𝛽𝜎𝑡−1

2  (54) 

Where 𝐼𝑡 is a dummy variable which is 1 if the past error is below zero, i.e. a positive shock, and 0 if the 

past error is above or equal to zero. It is noticed that the conditions for the model are: 𝛼0 > 0,  𝛼1 > 0,  

𝛽 ≥ 0, and 𝛼1 + 𝛾 ≥ 0 i.e. the model is still acceptable if 𝛾 < 0 provided that 𝛼1 + 𝛾 ≥ 0  (Brooks, 2008, 

405). The GJR-GARCH model is also used in Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) because of its superior 

performance relative to other models when used to analyse daily stock market returns (Engle & Ng, 1993).    
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6. Data 

The data section outlines the datasets used in the thesis and describes how they are sourced, constructed 

and applied in the analysis. Furthermore, a set of quality checks are carried out for the datasets based on 

our own construction in order to show that they are trustworthy and similar to datasets used in other 

academic peer-reviewed research. The last part of the data section presents a table with summary statistics 

of the data.  

6.1. Data Sources 

Table 1 presents an overview of data sources used in the thesis and a short description of their properties 

which include frequency, source and a reference to the level of own manipulation.  

Table 1 Datasets used in the thesis.   

Panel A: Datasets used in the momentum strategies and the 50/50 momentum and value strategies 

 

Panel B: Datasets used in the strategies with shorting restrictions 

 
Panel A presents an overview of the data used in the analysis where no shorting restrictions are applied i.e. the dynamic 

momentum strategy, the constant momentum volatility strategy, the dynamic strategy for the 50/50 of momentum and value 

portfolio, and the constant 50/50 volatility strategy. Panel B presents an overview of the data used in the shorting restricted 

strategies which applies the best performing portfolio only e.g. p10 in momentum, and thereby does not short to form factors. 

Own manipulation refers to the construction of data, where the ‘No’ response represents data directly downloaded and applied 

only with minor re-arrangements such as pivot and formatting commands. The ‘Yes’ response refers to a more comprehensive 

set of sorting and manipulation steps of raw data.   

 

Notation umd (monthly) umd (daily) mkt (monthly) mkt (daily) rf devil (monthly) hml (daily)

Description Momentum factor 

(p10 - p1)

Momentum factor 

(p10 - p1)

Market return Market return The risk free rate 

U.S. 1-month T-bill

Value factor 

calculated based on 

new littrature

Value factor 

Frequency Monthly Daily Monthly Daily Monthly Monthly Daily

Source WRDS database Kent Daniel's online 

appendix until 

2013, WRDS 

database from 2013-

2019

Ken French's data 

library

Ken French's data 

library

Ken French's data 

library

AQR data library Ken French's data 

library

Own manipualtion Yes Yes from 2013- No No No No No

Momentum strategy additionally for the 50/50 strategy

Notation p10 monthly p10 (daily) mkt (monthly) mkt (daily) rf hi30 (monthly) hi30 (daily)

Description Momentum 

portfolio p10 

Momentum 

portfolio p10 

Market return Market return The risk free rate 

U.S. 1-month T-bill

Value portfolio hi30 Value portfolio hi30

Frequency Monthly Daily Monthly Daily Monthly Monthly Daily

Source WRDS database Kent Daniel's online 

appendix until 

2013, WRDS 

database from 2013-

2019

Ken French's data 

library

Ken French's data 

library

Ken French's data 

library

Ken French's data 

library

Ken French's data 

library

Own manipualtion Yes Yes from 2013- No No No No No

Momentum strategy with shorting restrictions additionally for the 50/50 strategy
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6.1.1. Market return 

The monthly market return series are the value weighted return of all Center for Research in Security Prices 

(CRSP) firms incorporated in the US and listed on the NYSE, AMEX, or NASDAQ that have a CRSP 

common share code of 10 or 11, indicating that it is a common stock, at the beginning of month t for the 

time period 1927-2019. Daily market returns series are constructed based on the same requirements applied 

for the monthly series. Both the daily and monthly market return series are obtained from Professor Kenneth 

French’s data library (French, 2020). Using Kenneth French’s market and risk-free rate data directly is in 

line with many other high-ranking papers from the finance literature such as Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) 

and Asness et al. (2013). The market series are used for estimating the conditional expected return in the 

analysis of dynamic factor strategies from the market’s volatility and past returns. This will be explained 

in detail in the methodology section. Furthermore, the market return functions as a benchmark when 

measuring the performance of the strategies.  

6.1.2. Risk free return 

The risk-free rate is the one-month US Treasury bill rate reported by Morningstar Inc. previously Ibbotson 

Associates, obtained from Professor Kenneth French’s data library (French, 2020). It functions as the 

alternative investment in the strategies with shorting restrictions e.g. when the weight on p10 is 0.7, the 

remaining 0.3 is invested in the risk-free rate. This is explained in detail in the methodology section. 

Additionally, the risk-free rate is throughout the entire analysis applied for consistent reporting of returns 

in excess of the risk-free rate. 

6.1.3. Momentum 

The momentum data and the analysis hereof is the cornerstone of the thesis as it is used to answer a major 

part of the research question. This subsection, describing the construction of the momentum data, is divided 

into a monthly momentum data series area and a daily momentum data series area. 

6.1.3.1. Monthly momentum data 

The monthly momentum data is a key element in the analysis section and is formed by applying the same 

methodology as in Daniel & Moskowitz (2016), the value weighted momentum formed using an equal 

amount of stocks in the monthly portfolios. The data is downloaded from the Center for Research in Security 

Prices (CRSP) available through the Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS), which is a part of the online 

Copenhagen Business School (CBS) library databases. The CRSP is a part of the Booth School of Business 

at the University of Chicago. CRSP maintains some of the largest and most comprehensive proprietary 

historical databases in stock market research (NYU Stern 1, 2020).  
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All our data querying is performed in the programming language Python through the Scientific Python 

Development Environment (Spyder). Data from the WRDS database is imported directly to Spyder by using 

the wrds package, a package developed by WRDS (The Python Package Index, 2020). 

The universe is represented by all firms listed on NYSE, Amex and Nasdaq as of the formation date using 

returns of common shares (with a CRSP share code of 10 or 11) over the period 1927-2019. If a stock is 

delisted e.g. due to an acquisition by a private equity firm, it is no longer a part of the universe and the 

delisting return will represent the final return of that firm in the universe before it seizes to exist. It is 

required that a firm has a valid share price and number of shares, i.e. a positive market capitalization, as of 

the formation date. Additionally, it is required that a firm has recorded a minimum of eight valid monthly 

returns prior to the formation period which is represented by the period t-12 to t-2, where t-2 is the formation 

date. The returns observed at t-1 is disregarded due to short term reversals shown by Jegadeesh (1990) and 

Lehmann (1990) and adopted by Fama & French (2012), Asness et al. (2013), and Daniel & Moskowitz 

(2016). Based on the formation rank, the return observed at time t is represented in the relevant portfolio. 

The dataset is in total composed of more than 3.6 million rows of return data, represented by 1,116 months 

each containing information on up to 6,000 stocks.   

The monthly adjusted returns are calculated as: 

𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑡  = (
𝑝𝑡𝑓𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡

𝑝𝑡−1
) − 1 (55) 

Where p is the price of the stock, f  is the adjustment factor e.g. covering stock splits and d is the dividend.  

The ranking for firms meeting the requirements are conducted based on the formation period cumulative 

log return. The cumulative log return of stock 𝑗 is calculated as the sum of log returns: 

𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑗,𝑡 = ∑ ln (1 + 𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑡−𝑖)

12

𝑖=2

 (56) 

Based on the formation period cumulative log return, each stock is assigned a rank and placed into one of 

10 portfolios based on the ranking. Portfolio 10 represents the “winners” i.e. those with highest past returns 

and portfolio 1 represents the “losers.” The ranking is conducted in a way that ensures an equal amount of 

firms in each portfolio at the formation date.  

Each return observation in a portfolio is weighted by the value of the firm represented by the market 

capitalization. The market capitalisation is calculated as shares outstanding at time t-1 times the price at 
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time t-1. The reason for using t-1 here is because an investor will not know how to weight stocks at time t, 

when returns are recorded: 

𝑀𝑘𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑡 =  𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡−1 × 𝑝𝑡−1 

The value weighted return of the portfolio is calculated as: 

𝑝𝑘,𝑡 = ∑ (
𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑗,𝑡 × 𝑀𝑘𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑗,𝑡

∑ 𝑀𝑘𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑗,𝑡
𝑛
𝑗=0

)

𝑛

𝑗=0

 (57) 

Where 𝑀𝑘𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑗 is the market capitalisation value of stock 𝑗 and 𝑝𝑘,𝑡 is the value weighted return of 

momentum portfolio, where 𝑘 can be a sort from 1 through 10.  

As a final step, value weighted portfolios are used for the construction of the winners minus losers portfolio 

also denoted the momentum factor, and throughout this thesis as ‘umd’ (up minus down). 

6.1.3.2. Daily momentum data 

The daily momentum data are created by applying the ranks obtained from the monthly momentum data 

construction to daily return series. Daily return data for each of the on average 3,200 stocks are downloaded 

via Spyder and paired with a rank based on the monthly formation period cumulative return. 

Figure 4 illustrates the sorting and return determination process for any given stock with the rank x at 

formation date t-2 being the applicable rank paired with the daily and monthly returns in month t-0 for 

calculation of portfolio returns. For ease of computation, the monthly return series are dated as of the last 

day of the month whereas the daily return series are dated as of the applicable trading day. 

Figure 4 Illustration of sorting and assigning of ranks to each valid daily and monthly return for any given stock. 

 

Due to computing limitations and data availability, and as correlations with Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) 

data are satisfying, described further in the quality sub-section, the daily data used for the analysis over the 

time period 1927-2013:3 is obtained from Professor Kent Daniel’s website (French, 2020), whereas data 

used for the time period 2013:4-2019 is obtained by ourselves from the CRSP through Spyder. 

Date (monthly 

analysis)

t (monthly 

ananlysis)

monthly CRSP 

returns

ln monthly 

return

cumulative ln 

return

rank at formation 

date

daily CRSP 

return

Date (daily 

analysis) Note

31-May12 -13 r_m ln r_m Not included in formation period

30-Jun12 -12 r_m ln r_m Start of formation period

… … … … …

30-Apr13 -2 r_m ln r_m sum ln r_m rank x Formation date (ending formation period)

31-May13 -1 r_m Skipped due to short term reversal

r_d 03-Jun13 Daily return paired with portfolio rank (t-12 to t-2)

r_d 04-Jun13 Daily return paired with portfolio rank (t-12 to t-2)

… … …

r_d 28-Jun13 Daily return paired with portfolio rank (t-12 to t-2)

30-Jun13 0 r_m Monthly return paired with portfolio rank (t-12 to t-2)

31-Jul13 1 r_m Not used in analysis for this formation period
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6.1.4. Value data 

The value return data series are obtained from the AQR data library (AQR, 2020) depending on availability 

and otherwise from Professor Kenneth French’s data library (French, 2020). As highlighted in the 

framework section 4.1.4 in Asness and Frazzini (2013), the value factor is calculated in a slightly different 

way compared to the original value factor from Fama & French (1993). The value factor is denoted “devil” 

following from the title of their academic paper “The devil is in HML’s details”. The Fama & French (1993) 

value factor is denoted hml (high minus low). 

The devil value factor is different from the hml factor due to a small modification in the date of the price 

observation used for the construction of portfolios. In the original hml, the book value per share is divided 

by the price per share at the fiscal year end, the measure is updated once a year and lagged six months for 

the portfolio construction, where the hml rank is thereafter constant for one year i.e. pricing information 

used for sorting is up to 18 months old relative to the returns. The small modification in the devil factor is 

a monthly updated price which makes stocks with good performance have a lower B/P score, consequently 

removing them from the value portfolio faster than in a Fama & French (1993) setting.  

The construction process of Asness and Frazzini’s (2013) ‘devil’ and The Fama & French’s (1993) ‘hml’ 

is somewhat more complicated relative to the momentum factor. First, all stocks are split into small size 

and large size portfolios, the breakpoint is the median NYSE market capitalization. Thereafter, each of the 

two size splits are sorted based on their B/P score. The 30% highest scoring small size stocks and the 30% 

highest scoring large size stocks are thereafter combined 50/50 to form the High value portfolio (hi) and 

vice versa for the lowest scoring stocks of each size split becoming the low value portfolio (lo), sometimes 

also denoted growth. HML is the high value portfolio minus the low value portfolio. 

Due to limited data availability, daily hml, long-only monthly value returns (hi30) and long-only daily value 

returns (hi30 daily) are obtained from Kenneth French’s website (French, 2020).   

The value data series are used for constructing the 50/50 combination portfolios, which are conjectured to 

obtain better risk adjusted returns relative to the momentum factor itself. The 50/50 portfolios are analysed 

in a dynamic and constant volatility strategy using the same methodology as for momentum. Further, it is 

also analysed with shorting restrictions. 

6.2. Data quality 

The monthly and daily momentum data sourced from the CRSP database is compared to the available 

momentum data from Kent Daniels online appendix and the momentum portfolios reported on Kenneth 

French’s website in order to ensure trustworthiness of the data and thereby ensuring that they are useful for 

further analysis and conclusion. The comparison involves a correlation check and a visualization of the ten 
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monthly decile portfolios, both as a summary statistics table in the data description section and a cumulative 

return plot with a starting investment of 1 dollar in each of the ten portfolios. 

Figure 5 Correlation of our momentum data vs Daniel & Moskowitz and Kenneth French 

Panel A: Monthly correlations (January 1928 – March 2013) Panel B: Daily correlations (January 2012 – March 2013) 

  

Correlations of monthly and daily momentum data of our own sourced data versus momentum returns from Daniel & Moskowitz 

(2016) and momentum returns from Kenneth French’s Data Library.  

The correlation of the monthly momentum series from January 1928 (one-year lag due to portfolio 

construction) to March 2013 in Figure 5 shows a 0.99 correlation between the own sourced series (Ownumd) 

and the Daniel & Moskowitz series (DMumd) and a 0.96 correlation between both the own series and the 

Kenneth French series (FFumd). In general, the correlations are high and thereby signals that the data is 

useful for further analysis. Additionally, the fact that the correlation is better when compared to the DM 

data, indicates that the sorting and allocation of ranks turned out as intended. The smaller correlation present 

when comparing to the FF series occurs due to a small difference in the portfolio creation methodology. 

The largest difference is that the portfolio breakpoints for the FF portfolios are set such that each of the 

portfolios has an equal number of New York Stock Exchange listed firms (i.e., Kenneth French uses “NYSE 

breakpoints”). In contrast both our own data and DM data sets breakpoints such that there are an equal 

number of firms in each portfolio. This difference becomes evident in the performance of the portfolios. 

The low momentum portfolio from Kent Daniel’s website earns a lower average return compared to what 

is found at Kenneth French’ data library. This is especially clear in the period from January 1927 – 

December 2012, where the low momentum portfolio from Kent Daniel’s website earns a return which is 

around 3% lower per year compared to the low momentum portfolio from Kenneth French data library. As 

our summary statistics are almost identical to the DM portfolios, the same difference in returns applies 

when comparing the own sourced portfolios with the Kenneth French portfolios. 

The high monthly correlation indicates how our construction of momentum data is very close to the 

construction made from DM. As an extra check, a correlation matrix is made for the daily data within a 

period of 14 months. The daily data correlations shows a high correlation of 0.99 between the DM data 

series and the own sourced series and thereby indicate that the series are trustworthy relative to the series 

used in Daniel & Moskowitz (2016), and thereby limiting errors in the analysis.  

Sourcing of momentum data ourselves allows for a deeper analysis of the dataset compared directly 

downloading the data e.g. from Kenneth French’s website. Looking closer at the individual sorting of stocks 

shows an interesting development of the ranking. Figure 6 displays the ranking of four of the most traded 
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stocks in the US across time. Some of the stocks have changed their ticker code and name e.g. due to 

corporate actions like M&A, but luckily the CRSP database assigns a permanent code to each asset allowing 

for a less complicated tracking and analysis. In general a high degree of autocorrelation is observed which 

is present partly due to the rolling construction methodology i.e. information is rolled for ten months when 

constructing the ranks and thereby makes one monthly return observation a component for generating ten 

rankings. A practical benefit is a lower turnover compared to a method using only one or two months and 

may decrease trading costs which are discussed in the discussion section.  

Also reported in the Figure 6 is the percent of time a stock achieves the best rank and gets placed in the 

highest portfolio, p10. As expected, ExxonMobil Corp. and General Electric are not placed in the top rank 

often and even less in the period after 1980. They are companies that today are considered large value 

stocks based on Morningstar’s Investment Style matrix (Morningstar 1; 2; 3; 4, 2020). The style definition 

is loosely related to the factor model construction and will to some extent show that value stocks in the 

Morningstar style terminology have a negative correlation to momentum as shown in section 8.2.. Apple 

Inc. on the other hand has previously been categorized as a growth company and is today considered a 

“core” company (in between value and growth) in the Morningstar Investment Style matrix, however, most 

importantly the Apple Inc. stock has achieved extraordinary performance relative to the market and is why 

it is a winner sort 21% of the time. The Coca-Cola Company is conjectured to previously be considered a 

growth stock as Apple Inc., but is today considered “core” which may be why the percent of time in the top 

sort has been decreasing over time and is now 6% across the full sample.  
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Figure 6 Ranks of four stocks from the momentum portfolios across time. 

Panel A: The Coca-Cola Company (p10 = 6%) Panel B: Apple Inc. (p10 = 21%) 

  
Panel C: Exxon Mobil Corporation (p10  = 5%) Panel D: General Electric Company (p10 = 3%) 

  
Plots of the momentum rank of four commonly traded stocks. Reported after the Panel letter and company name, in parenthesis, is 

the percent of time the stock is placed in the winner portfolio p10. 

 

6.3. Data description 

6.3.1. General data description 

All momentum, value and market return dataset are obtained from the CRSP database. As stocks gets listed 

and delisted across time, the pool of stocks which is used to form momentum and value changes. Figure 7 

shows the development of the amount of stocks which comply with all the requirements for calculating the 

momentum sorts and portfolios over time. The full sample mean of firms is 2,750 whereas the mean from 

1980 an onwards is 4,493. As described in the momentum data section 20% of the stocks are each month 

used for constructing the umd factor which obviously will generate some practical issues, these are 

discussed in the discussion section. 

The jumps in 1964 and in 1974 occurs because the CRSP database starts covering of respectively the AMEX 

and NASDAQ (delayed in chart due the portfolio construction requirement). An interesting observation is 
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the decline in number of firms from 2000 and onwards. Gao, Ritter & Zhu (2013) suggest that the “death 

of the IPO” from 2000 and onwards occurred due to an increase in benefits from economies of scope i.e. 

entrepreneurs finds it advantageous to sell out to a large organization, due to faster product development 

and smaller costs, rather than managing the company themselves. Further, Benninga, Helmantel & Sarig 

(2005) highlights that an entrepreneur loses valuable private benefits whenever the firm is publicly traded 

and concludes that there is a trade-off between the disadvantages and benefits from an IPO, subsequently 

to clustering over time due to investor’s willingness to pay. This development is kept in mind as it may 

influence the performance of the portfolios and market return. 

Figure 7 Total number of firms complying with the momentum sorting requirements (monthly) 

 
Plotted are the total number of firms complying with the momentum sorting requirements over time. Each month 20% of the 

plotted total number of firms are used for calculating the umd return (p10 – p1). Data is monthly and obtained from the CRSP 

database. 

6.3.2. Factor and portfolio summary statistics 

Table 2 presents the returns and correlations obtained from the datasets described above. Panel A reports 

the summary statistics of the momentum, value and benchmark returns excess of the risk-free rate. Starting 

with the columns from the left-hand side, the ten momentum deciles are reported and abbreviated p1, p2, 

… , p10. Next, the momentum factor (umd), the market, and lastly the risk-free rate (the only series not 

reported excess of the risk-free rate). In the rows we do have the average return, the standard deviation, 

Sharpe Ratio, skewness, kurtosis, minimum value, 25% lower and upper quartile, and maximum value. 

When first considering the average return, it becomes clear how the momentum factor is able to outperform 

the market. This is mainly due to the good return from the p10-portfolio, which is the best return when 

looking at the deciles isolated. The return from being short in the p1-portfolio is further adding value to the 

momentum due to its average negative return. When comparing the market and the momentum factor, the 
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momentum factor is reporting an average return that is more than double the average market return. The 

standard deviation is a measure of the riskiness associated with the asset. It is observed that the momentum 

factor has a much higher standard deviation compared to the market return, it is approximately 60% higher 

than the market standard deviation. Also, another interesting observation is how the p1-portfolio has the 

highest standard deviation of all the deciles. It indicates that the stocks that are present in this decile are 

clearly a collection of volatile stocks.  

Dividing the excess return with the standard deviation gives the risk-adjusted return measure, the Sharpe 

ratio. The Sharpe ratio the momentum factor (umd) of 0.60, and thereby clearly higher than the market 

Sharpe ratio of 0.43. The portfolios, p9 and p10 also have a high Sharpe ratio relative to the market, 

indicating that a long-only strategy could be interesting in a risk-adjusted investment perspective.  

The previous research and literature regarding a high kurtosis and negative skewness for the momentum 

factor is confirmed. The momentum factor has a negative skewness of -1.9, and a kurtosis of 15.7, 

approximately 50% higher than the market kurtosis, with both return series distribution being highly 

different relative to a standard normal distribution with a skewness of 0 and kurtosis of 3. These 

observations indicate a confirmation on what the literature states about the momentum factor, i.e. it has a 

high degree of extremity in the outliers of the data. Specifically, the minimum value of negative 75.4% is 

extreme and highly unattractive for almost any investor. Later in the analysis section, other severe negative 

returns will be analysed for further supporting the problem of unattractive crash risk in the momentum 

factor setup. 

Risk adjusted returns and large negative returns are improved when the umd factor is combined with the 

value factor (devil) by investing 50% in each of the two portfolios, hence, creating the 50/50 portfolio. It 

reports a Sharpe ratio of 0.92, substantially higher than umd, devil and market alone. The correlation matrix 

in Panel B helps explaining the high performance. It shows that the umd and devil factor has a correlation 

of negative 0.63, which as explained in the framework section 4.1.3., diversifies away risk and consequently 

makes the 50/50 factor interesting for many investors. 
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Table 2 Summary statistics and correlations of the momentum portfolios and the factors.  

Panel A: Summary statistics of momentum portfolios, the umd and devil factors and their 50/50 combination portfolio.  

 

Panel B: Correlations of the value and momentum factors 

 

Panel C: Correlations of returns with shorting restrictions  

 
Panel A reports the characteristics of the monthly momentum decile portfolio excess (of the US 1-month T-bill) returns over the 

period from January 1928 to December 2019. The decile 1 portfolio (p1 or down) contains the 10% of stocks with the lowest 

performance over the period t-12 to t-2, whereas the decile 10 portfolio (p10 or up) contains the 10% stocks with the best 

performance over the period t-12 to t-2. The mean excess return and the standard deviation are computed from monthly return 

series but are reported as annualized numbers. Panel B reports the correlations of the umd(momentum) and devil (value) factor, 

their 50/50 combination, the Fama-French hml value factor and the market factor (market minus the risk-free rate).Panel C 

reports the correlation of returns for the top momentum portfolio, the Fama-French top value portfolio, their 50/50 combination 

portfolio, and the market return, all in excess of the risk free rate. 

The stability of the 50/50 portfolio is also observed from the Panel A plot in Figure 8 which presents the 

cumulative monthly return from 1928 to 2019 for momentum, value and their combination portfolio. Panel 

B plots the long-only portfolios i.e. with shorting restrictions and confirms the high correlation observation 

from the correlation matrix, which reduces the benefit of combining the momentum and value portfolios 

compared to a factor setup. A cumulative return plot in Panel C of the ten portfolios visually shows the 

development from the summary statistic. Interestingly the portfolio value of the gold dashed line 

representing the winner portfolio, p10, increases from 1 USD to 66,264 USD. A more depressing story is 

relevant for the loser portfolio, p1, represented by the solid red line which turns 1 USD into 0.0008 USD 

i.e. only 8% of 1 cent. 

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 p9 p10 umd mkt rf devil 50/50

Mean return -1.5% 3.1% 3.8% 7.3% 7.9% 8.0% 9.4% 11.0% 12.0% 16.0% 17.6% 8.0% 3.3% 4.2% 10.7%

Standard deviation 36.2% 29.7% 25.5% 22.5% 21.0% 20.1% 19.1% 18.6% 19.9% 23.3% 29.6% 18.5% 0.9% 14.8% 11.6%

Sharpe ratio -0.04 0.10 0.15 0.32 0.37 0.40 0.49 0.59 0.60 0.68 0.60 0.43 3.78 0.28 0.92

Skewness 1.5 1.6 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.0 0.2 0.0 -0.3 -0.4 -1.9 0.2 1.1 3.4 -0.6

Kurtosis 15.2 19.9 18.3 18.7 18.8 16.7 10.0 7.4 6.4 5.4 15.7 10.8 4.3 33.3 6.9

Min -42.1% -40.6% -36.7% -32.7% -31.5% -31.0% -31.3% -26.9% -27.1% -28.4% -75.4% -29.1% -0.1% -18.0% -17.9%

Quartile 25% -4.8% -3.4% -2.8% -2.3% -2.2% -2.1% -2.0% -2.0% -1.9% -2.4% -1.9% -2.0% 0.0% -1.7% -0.7%

Quartile 75% 4.3% 3.9% 3.5% 3.4% 3.6% 3.5% 3.6% 3.8% 4.3% 5.3% 5.6% 3.6% 0.4% 1.7% 2.7%

Max 92.0% 79.6% 65.1% 62.1% 59.5% 48.5% 35.6% 32.4% 32.7% 34.7% 34.1% 38.9% 1.4% 49.8% 17.8%

N 1,104 1,104 1,104 1,104 1,104 1,104 1,104 1,104 1,104 1,104 1,104 1,104 1,104 1,104 1,104

Momentum portfolios, umd factor and market 50/50 portfolios

umd devil 50/50 hml mkt

umd 1

devil -0.63 1

50/50 0.87 -0.17 1

hml -0.37 0.87 0.09 1

mkt -0.37 0.30 -0.28 0.24 1

Correlations: Value and momentum factors 

up hi 50/50 mkt

up 1

hi 0.70 1

50/50 0.92 0.93 1

mkt 0.83 0.91 0.94 1

Correlations: Value and momentum (no short)
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Figure 8 Cumulative returns of the data 1928-2019. 

Panel A: Factor cumulative returns Panel B: Cumulative returns with shorting restrictions 

  

Panel C: Cumulative returns of all momentum portfolios 

 
Panel A plots the momentum (umd), value (devil), their 50/50 combination portfolio (comb), the market and the risk-free return. 

Panel B plots the best performing momentum portfolio (p10), the best performing value portfolio (hival) their 50/50 combination 

portfolio (comb) together with the market return and the risk-free rate. Panel C plots all ten momentum portfolios. All series 

except for the risk-free rate are calculated as excess returns (of the risk-free rate). 
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7. Methodology 

In this section of methodology, a step-by-step guide will systematically walk through how the strategies 

mentioned in the framework section and theories are applied and implemented the thesis. First, a full step-

by-step methodology is presented for the momentum factor, primarily concerning the dynamic strategy. 

Next, additions and changes to the steps are presented for the case where the value factor is combined with 

the momentum factor, and further for the case of shorting restricted portfolios. The comparison 

methodology for the strategies will also be introduced, and lastly, the robustness methodology will be 

presented. All methodological steps are applied in the analysis through the programming language ‘R’ (‘R 

Studio’ application) with set of packages that enables statistical computation and analysis of the large data 

sets. 

7.1. Momentum Strategies  

Based on the research design, the momentum strategies will concern three different investment approaches 

to the momentum factor. The first approach is the simple momentum factor (umd) with a constant weight 

of 1 which will function as a benchmark. Next is the constant volatility approach, following Barroso & 

Santa-Clara (2015), which invest in momentum with a weight that determined by the difference between a 

forecast volatility and a constant target volatility. The last approach is the dynamic strategy approach, 

following (Daniel & Moskowitz 2016), which employs a forecast of both the expected momentum return 

the expected momentum variance that are then used to calculate weights used for dynamic investing.  

7.1.1. Simple Momentum 

The 1x momentum approach is straight forward as it represents the umd return series already explained in 

the data section. However, to underline the conjectured problems of the factor, such as extreme negative 

observations, a set of plots and statistical analyses are employed. In addition to the descriptive values in the 

summary statistics of the data section, a plot of the cumulative log return is presented displayed together 

with the six worst momentum crashes. Also, a histogram of the umd returns is plotted to shed some light 

on the kurtosis and skewness observations of the summary statistics. 

7.1.2. Constant volatility modelling of momentum 

The constant volatility method follows Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) and uses the past 126-day standard 

deviation of the umd portfolio as a forecast of volatility of the umd portfolio at time t. A weight is created 

by dividing a target standard deviation with the forecast measure. The monthly variance forecast is: 
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�̂�𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡 = √21 (
(∑ (𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑑𝑡−1−𝑗

125
𝑗=0 −   𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑑𝑡−1

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )2)

(126 − 1)
)  (58) 

Where 𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑑𝑡−1
is the daily return at the end of month t-1 and �̂�𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡 is the forecasted monthly standard 

deviation. It is noted that the sample standard deviation formula is applied as only 6 months of the full 

sample are analysed at the time and rolled through the sample, further a monthly adjusting value of 21 

working days is applied. Figure 9 clearly illustrates the relative timing of the volatility and return 

observations. 

Figure 9 Illustration of the 126-day variance calculation relative to the monthly return observations. 

 

The semi-annual target standard deviation is set to 12% following Barroso and Santa-Clara (2015). Weights 

are then used to scale the umd returns 𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡 and thereby creating the constant volatility return series 

𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑𝑐𝑣𝑜𝑙,𝑡. Also abbreviated “cvol” 

𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑𝑐𝑣𝑜𝑙,𝑡 = (
12%

�̂�𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡
) 𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡 

 

(59) 

7.1.3. Dynamic modelling of momentum 

The dynamic modelling method follows Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) and first employs two regression to 

respectively forecast the expected return and the expected volatility. These forecasts are then used to form 

dynamic weights which are used to scale the umd investment and obtain what will be referred to as the 

dynamic return series. 

Step 1 – Creating monthly bear market dummies.  

We are creating a recession dummy that is equal to 1 in case the cumulative rolling market return over the 

past 24 months relative to time t has been negative. The dummy is otherwise 0. As in Daniel & Moskowitz 

(2016), we are assuming the first two years of the data analysis is without recessions. This is due to the 

setup of the recession dummy, that needs 24 months to activate. Further, an expanding cumulative return 

over the first 24 months show no negative returns. The series are used as one of two main explanatory 

variables for the expected umd return forecast and will be plotted as a grey shaded area together with return 

series in the analysis section.  

Step 2 – Creating monthly 126-day market variance.  
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In this step, we are first using daily market return observations to create the market return variance over the 

rolling past 126 trading days, which corresponds to the past 6 months and follows the principles from Figure 

9. To analyse the data in a monthly setting, we use the daily variance datapoint at the monthly time t-1. 

From a practical data manipulation point of view in R Studio, the 126-day rolling variances are calculated 

for each day, afterwards, the last working day observations are transformed to a monthly dataset and lagged 

1 month. This implies that for every month, 5/6 of data points are re-used relative to the previous month. 

We are annualizing the variance series by multiplying by 252 which corresponds to the working days in a 

year, and then multiplying again by 100 to have it in percentage. The annualized market variance in 

percentage points is plotted and used as the other main explanatory variable in the expected umd return 

regression. 

Step 3 – Running the expected return regression.  

First, an integration variable is created of the variance times the bear market indicator dummy. Next, an 

OLS time series regressions is run based on the specification: 

�̃�𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡 = 𝑦0 + 𝑦𝐵 ⋅ 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 + 𝑦𝜎𝑚
2 ⋅ �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2 + 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑡 ⋅ 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 ⋅ �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1
2 + 𝜖�̃�,    (60) 

Where 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1  is the bear market indicator lagged 1 month relative to the return observation and �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1
2   is 

the variance of the daily market returns, measured over the preceding 126 days to the date one month before 

the last day of month t. The analysis will report the regression coefficients and their t-statistics together 

with the R2 information. This regression will also be run over the time period from 1980 to 2019 for testing 

of stability. 

Step 4 – Creating daily past 126-day and future 22-day momentum standard deviations.  

The second regression involves forecasting of the future daily umd standard deviation. One of two the 

explanatory variables is the past 126-day daily standard deviation calculated using the formula: 

�̂�𝑢𝑚𝑑126 = √(
(∑ (𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑑 𝑡−𝑗

125
𝑗=0 −   𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑑 𝑡̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )2)

(126 − 1)
)  (61) 

And the future 22- day momentum standard deviation is: 

�̂�𝑢𝑚𝑑𝑓𝑤𝑑 = √(
(∑ (𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑑 𝑡+𝑗

22
𝑗=1 −   𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑑 𝑡+22̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)2)

(22 − 1)
)  (62) 

Where the calculation process of both daily data series are illustrated in Figure 10 where t is referring to 

working days and not months as in the constant volatility model illustration. The standard deviations of the 

future daily standard deviations will be plotted together with the forecast series for visualisation of 

accuracy. 
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Figure 10 Illustration of the past and future daily standard deviation calculation for use in the dynamic regression 

 

7.1.3.1. Dynamic modelling of momentum without white noise compliance  

Step 5 – GJR-GARCH modelling of umd returns. 

A strict reproduction of the methodology from Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) will require a GJR-GARCH 

modelling of the daily umd returns for the linear volatility forecast regression. The GJR-GARCH modelling 

is exactly what is carried out in this step. However, first, the series are checked for being stationary by 

visually plotting the returns and additionally tested using the Augmented Dickey Fuller test for whether the 

time series contain a unit root, meaning that the null hypothesis is non-stationarity. We carefully note that 

the ADF test will too often fail to reject the null of non-stationarity.  

The GJR-GARCH process uses the highly comprehensive R package called ‘rugarch’ which allows for a 

vast series of different GARCH-type analyses. The GJR-GARCH is an extended version of the GARCH 

model as described in the theory section and includes the parameter 𝛾 which together with the 𝛼 parameter 

is related to the ability of the past errors to explain variance at time t. There is a difference in notation of 

the unconditional variance parameter which in the theory section is denoted 𝛼0 but in the ‘rugarch’ model 

is denoted 𝜔 , from this point and onwards the 𝜔 term will be used. For clarity, the model is defined by: 

𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡 = 𝜇 + 𝜖𝑡 (63) 

Where 𝜖𝑡  ~ 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑡
2) i.e. errors are assumed to be standard normally distributed, and 𝜎𝑡

2 is: 

𝜎𝑡
2 = 𝜔 + (𝛼 + 𝛾𝐼𝑡−1)𝜖𝑡−1

2 + 𝛽𝜎𝑡−1
2  

where 

𝐼𝑡−1 = {
0 𝑖𝑓 𝜖𝑡−1 ≥ 0
1 𝑖𝑓 𝜖𝑡−1 < 0

 

(64) 

This means that negative shocks at t-1 are impacting variance at time t by 𝛾𝜖𝑡−1
2  whereas positive shocks 

are not taken into account with the 𝛾 term. The estimates of 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛾 are determining volatility clustering, 

however if 𝛼 + 
𝛾

2
+ 𝛽 < 1, the volatility is mean reverting and fluctuate around the unconditional variance 

𝜔. 
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The GJR-GARCH model is tested for white noise in its standardized residuals and standardized squared 

residuals using a weighted Ljung-Box test for autocorrelation, and displayed in a (partial) auto correlation 

plot. Further, the model is tested for remaining ARCH effects using the weighted Li & Mak portmanteau 

test for fitted arch effects, referred to as the ARCH-LM test or the Weighted-LM test. In the ARCH-LM 

test, presence of autocorrelation, shown by a low p-value, is a sign that the GARCH model has failed to 

capture all autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic patterns i.e. there are ARCH effects left in the model. 

7.1.3.2. Dynamic modelling of momentum with white noise compliance 

It is conjectured that when strictly following the Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) methodology, the standardized 

residuals will show presence of auto correlation, i.e. no white noise, meaning that the model is not well-

specified. Solving the specification problem will require an extra step that ARIMA models the umd return 

series such that its residuals are white noise. The steps below concerning white noise in the GJR-GARCH 

standardised residuals are using data from the period 1980-2019 only because of two central points – high 

relevance for the industry and fewer extreme observations relative to the full sample.  

Step 6 – ARIMA modelling of the return series with dummies. 

Firstly, the daily umd return series are checked for potential autocorrelation. The series are displayed using 

a (partial) autocorrelation plot and visually examined for spikes crossing a confidence interval, which is set 

to 99% due to the high number of observations. Furthermore, 36 different ARMA(p,q) order combinations 

are tested based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) to 

find the best ARIMA model. The 36 combinations are presented in a matrix output with AR order p in the 

rows and MA order q in the columns. Additionally, a set of working day dummies and month start/end 

dummies are included to remove potential bias e.g. due to investment managers trying to window dress the 

portfolio before week- or month-end, yet noting that such bias conflicts with the efficient market hypothesis. 

Step 7 – GJR-GARCH modelling of ARIMA residuals 

The residuals from the most parsimonious ARIMA model are used for a new GJR-GARCH model. Exactly 

as in step 5 the parameters are estimated using the ‘rugarch’ package in R studio and the resulting 

standardised residuals of the GJR-GARCH are tested and visually examined for being white noise. 

Step 8 – Running the expected volatility regression 

An OLS time series regression of the future standard deviation with the explanatory variables being the 

past standard deviations from step 4 and the GJR-GARCH estimated standard deviation from step 6 or 8 is 

run with the specification: 
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�̃�𝑢𝑚𝑑𝑓𝑤𝑑,𝑡 = 𝑦0 + 𝑦𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻 ⋅ �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1 + 𝑦126 ⋅ �̂�𝑢𝑚𝑑126,𝑡−1 + 𝜖�̃� (65) 

Where the future monthly standard deviations are �̃�𝑢𝑚𝑑𝑓𝑤𝑑,𝑡 , the past standard deviations are �̂�𝑢𝑚𝑑126,𝑡−1  

and the fitted GJR-GARCH standard deviations are �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1. The analysis section will report the 

regression coefficients and their t-statistics together with the R2 information. This regression is run using 

daily observations. 

Step 9 – Calculating weights and dynamic returns 

A series of fitted standard deviations from the expected volatility regression are transformed into variance 

and used for weight and dynamic return calculation presented below.  

𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑡 = (
�̃�𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡

�̃�𝑢𝑚𝑑𝑓𝑤𝑑,𝑡
2 × (

1

2𝜆
)) 𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡 (66) 

Where 𝜆 is a scaling value set to 0.0001 in order to approximately match the standard deviation of the 

market return for the period from 1928-2019, thereby following Daniel & Moskowitz (2016). Exactly equal 

in-sample standard deviations in all strategies is not the goal of the thesis because return series can be 

compared on risk and return using the Sharpe ratio measure. The weights obtained from the components 

inside the large parenthesis in equation (66) are plotted in order to show their level and difference in the 

two samples.  

Weights and returns for both the 1928-2019 and 1980-2019 samples are calculated and compared. The 

weights and returns of this strategy are abbreviated “dyn” for the series using the un-modelled umd returns 

in the GJR-GARCH model (from step 5). “X dyn” is the abbreviation of the return series based on the GJR-

GARCH model using ARIMA with external regressor dummies for creating the residuals, sometimes also 

referred to as white-noise compliant (from step 6 and 7).  

7.1.4. Reporting of strategy returns 

The returns of the different strategies and benchmarks are reported in a summary statistics format similar 

to the table in the data section but will also include other common financial return measures such as the 

Information ratio and Alpha relative to a benchmark. The information ratio is calculated as the difference 

in return between a portfolio and its benchmark divided with the standard deviation of the difference 

between the portfolio and the benchmark as presented below: 
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𝐼𝑅𝑝𝑓 =
(𝑟𝑝𝑓 − 𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘)

𝜎(𝑟𝑝𝑓−𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘)
 (67) 

The alpha is measure of performance relative to the benchmark. It is obtained from the CAPM and is 

calculated as the linear regression intercept coefficient when regressing the portfolio returns on the 

benchmark returns (both excess of the risk-free rate). The beta from the regression represents the systematic 

risk of the portfolio as explained in the theory section. 

A Sharpe ratio will also be reported, exactly as in the Data section. It is calculated as follows: 

𝑆𝑅𝑝𝑓 =
(𝑟𝑝𝑓 − 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒)

𝜎𝑟𝑝𝑓

 (68) 

Further to the reported statistics, the returns are plotted as the cumulative log returns of a 1 USD investment 

in the strategy. These plots may also be referred to as a “horserace”. 

7.2. Adding value to momentum 

Combining the momentum (umd) and value factors (devil) increases the Sharpe ratio of the combined 

portfolio (50/50) relative to the two stand-alone portfolios as described in Asness et al. (2013) and shown 

in the data section. The 50/50 portfolio is analysed using a methodology that is highly similar to the constant 

volatility and the dynamic momentum method described in the momentum section above. This is to find 

out if there are potential benefits of weighting strategies when investing in the combined portfolio.  

The constant volatility method follows Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) and uses the past 126-day standard 

deviation of the 50/50 portfolio as a forecast of volatility of the 50/50 portfolio at time t. A weight is created 

by dividing a target standard deviation with the forecast measure. The semi-annual target standard deviation 

is again set to 12% as for the momentum constant volatility weighting. Weights are then used to scale the 

50/50 returns 𝑟50.50,𝑡 and thereby creating the constant volatility return series 𝑟50.50𝑐𝑣𝑜𝑙,𝑡. 

𝑟50.50𝑐𝑣𝑜𝑙,𝑡 = (
12%

�̂�50.50,𝑡
) 𝑟50.50,𝑡 

 

(69) 

For the dynamic strategy following Daniel & Moskowitz (2016), the market variance and bear market 

indicators are re-used from the dynamic momentum section to form a linear regression to forecast the 

expected 50/50 return, with the specification: 

�̃�50.50,𝑡 = 𝑦0 + 𝑦𝐵 ⋅ 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 + 𝑦𝜎𝑚
2 ⋅ �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2 + 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑡 ⋅ (𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 ⋅ �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1
2 ) + 𝜖�̃� (70) 
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The other component in the dynamic 50/50 strategy is the conditional expected variance calculated as the 

future monthly standard deviation �̃�50/50,𝑡 regressed on the past standard deviations �̂�126,𝑡−1 and fitted 

GJR-GARCH standard deviations of the 50/50 daily returns �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1 with the linear specification: 

�̃�50.50𝑓𝑤𝑑,𝑡 = 𝑦0 + 𝑦𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻 ⋅ �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1 + 𝑦126 ⋅ �̂�126,𝑡−1 + 𝜖�̃� (71) 

The past standard deviations �̂�126,𝑡−1 and the �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1  are calculated as in the momentum methodology 

section with the only modification being daily 50/50 return series instead of daily umd return series.  

The GJR-GARCH model is again tested for white noise in its residuals, and as the analysis will show, a sub 

sample over the 1980-2019 period is modelled in an ARIMA setting with dummies, in order to achieve this 

requirement for the 50/50 strategy. 

A series of fitted standard deviations are obtained from the GJR-GARCH model and used in linear 

regression to calculate the expected standard deviation, which is subsequently transformed into variance 

and used in the weight and dynamic return calculation.  

𝑟50.50𝑑𝑦𝑛,𝑡 = (
�̃�50.50,𝑡

�̃�50.50,𝑡
2 × (

1

2𝜆
)) 𝑟50.50,𝑡 (72) 

Where 𝜆 is a scaling value set to 0.0001 to match the 𝜆 used in the dynamic momentum strategy enabling 

comparison of the dynamic return series not being blurred by different scaling values.  

7.3. Investing with shorting restrictions 

Both the momentum and the 50/50 portfolios are analysed for the potential of better performing weighting 

strategies from a shorting restricted perspective. Shorting restricted mean that the abovementioned 

portfolios no longer are allowed to short the “loser” portfolio. E.g. the momentum portfolio umd (p10 minus 

p1) is now only consisting of the p10 portfolio. 

The methodology largely follows the sections above, as both the constant volatility and the dynamic 

strategy are analysed for the long-only momentum portfolio (p10) and the long-only combination portfolio 

(50/50-LO). In the dynamic strategy the explanatory variables in the expected return regression are 

conjectured being not statistically significant. Because of that, a simple average return will be investigated 

as well for the weight calculation.  

Weights are again calculated using the two different strategy methodologies (cvol and dyn). However, in 

contrast to the factor methods, the weights must, for the shorting restricted strategies, sum to one as in a 
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classic investment exercise where a certain amount is invested in a risky asset and any residual is considered 

cash earning the return of the risk-free rate. This does not mean that shorting is not allowed at all in this 

part: It is assumed that the investor can short the risk free rate meaning that borrowing money at the risk-

free rate for investing is possible when weights on the risky asset is above 1. 

7.4. Robustness checks 

In addition to careful preparatory analysis, and the model specification and performance analysis, the thesis 

applies a range of checks and tests in order to ensure robustness of the results.  

It is relatively simple to find factors that provide a positive in-sample (IS) alpha relative to the market in 

empirical asset pricing research, however, less simple to find factors that consistently beat the market or its 

benchmark over a different set of time intervals and out-of-sample (OOS). Harvey, Liu & Zhu (2015) finds 

that more than 300 factors had been identified at the time of publication, mainly due to extensive data 

mining. They conclude that it makes little economic or statistical sense to merely use the usual significance 

criteria for a newly discovered factors, e.g., a t-ratio greater than 2.0. Based on this critique of the factor 

universe, this thesis will test the results carefully over two different subsamples: 1980-2019 and 2013-2019, 

and apply an out-of-sample analysis of the dynamic model over the 2013-2019 time frame. Additionally, 

cumulative return plots of subsamples of the time periods 2000-2019 and 2010-2019 will be available in 

Appendix 1-8. The subsample period 1980-2019 is chosen because it represents a substantial portion of the 

total dataset, and experience two major market crashes. Furthermore, this relatively recent period is of high 

interest to practitioners as the period starts after the publication and potential implementation of modern 

finance theory concepts such as William Sharpe’s CAPM (Sharpe, 1964), Harry Markowitz’s modern 

portfolio theory (Markowitz, 1952) and the Black-Scholes equation (Black & Scholes, 1973) i.e. market 

participants would have been able to know and use these concepts at the beginning of 1980. The time period 

2013-2019 is a natural extension to the Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) paper and allows the thesis to test the 

dynamic momentum strategy in a period where the results and methodology from the paper have been 

known to the public (they published their first version working paper in 2013).   

An expanding window recursive regression is employed for the linear models of expected return forecast 

and the expected variance forecast explained in the previous subsection, allowing the thesis to perform an 

out-of-sample test of the dynamic strategy return and thereby clarify whether a practitioner would be able 

to achieve similar results to the in-sample scenario. This is interesting from an applied investing perspective 

because the practitioner obviously does not know the parameters from a full period estimation e.g. 1980-

2019 at the time of investment in e.g. 2013. The expanding window setup is constructed such that every 

time a new period occurs, the pool of data points grows and the estimated coefficients changes slightly. At 

the last period the expanding window regression coefficients will be equal to the coefficients obtained from 
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a full period estimation. In addition to the coefficients, a set of standard errors are produced and used to 

obtain an informative overview of the expanding window regression coefficients. The coefficients are 

plotted together with the corresponding standard errors multiplied by a z-score in order to display the 

confidence intervals e.g. a z-score of 1.96 generating the 95% confidence interval. If the pool of datapoints 

in the beginning of the expanding window regression is relatively small, the standard errors might be large, 

however, decreasing as the pool grows larger, hence, the corresponding plotted confidence intervals are 

expected to narrow. 

Instead of computing an extensive set of expanding window estimates for the GJR-GARCH model, a single 

set of parameters estimated in a period up until a cut-off date is applied due to computing power limitations. 

The GJR-GARCH model parameters are thereafter applied to a set of return data as illustrated in Figure 11, 

practically returning in-sample standard deviations for the in-sample estimation period dataset and forecast 

rolling out-of-sample standard deviations from the cut-off date until the end of an OOS data. Both the IS 

and OOS standard deviations are then applied in the expanding window regression of the expected volatility 

forecast, however, when the IS data is used as training data, the linear expanding window recursive 

regression results are only interesting from an OOS perspective from the GJR-GARCH cut-off date and 

onward.  

Figure 11 Illustration of GJR-GARCH estimation and application in an OOS setting, example cut-off date is 2013. 

 

The expanding window regression coefficients are used to calculate expected returns and expected 

variances similarly to the in-sample method described in section 7.1.3. An out-of-sample weight is 

subsequently calculated by dividing the estimated returns with the estimated variance and scaled by the 

scalar value 𝜆 of 0.0001, generating weights and returns that are comparable to the in-sample results. The 

OOS weight series are plotted together with the in-sample weights and their difference in order evaluate 

the out-of-sample performance. Lastly, the OOS weights are multiplied by the momentum return series in 

order to generate an OOS dynamic momentum strategy return, which is reported and plotted in combination 

with the in-sample dynamic strategy, constant volatility, 1x momentum and the market returns, all excess 

of the risk free rate. 
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The expanding window regressions and out-of-sample results are also computed in a similar way for the 

previously described combination portfolio of 50% momentum and 50% value and the two portfolios with 

shorting restrictions.  
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8. Analytical findings 

This section presents the analytical findings which represents the result of applying the dynamic weighting 

frameworks and methodology to the factor- and shorting restricted return data as described in the previous 

sections. The section is divided into four main areas: (1) Momentum strategy returns, (2) Combination of 

momentum and value strategy returns, (3) Shorting restricted strategy returns, and (4) Robustness check of 

the results. All four areas concern the application of dynamic weights for avoiding crashes and improving 

risk-adjusted returns relative to a benchmark e.g. the 1x factor return or the market return excess of the risk-

free rate. In addition to the detailed robustness check, a sub-sample covering the 40 year period 1980-2019 

is introduced in each of the first three areas in order to further analyse the results. 

8.1. Momentum strategies 

Starting with the momentum factor we will show the analytical findings resulting from the methodology 

which is based on-, and closely related to the frameworks of Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015), and Daniel & 

Moskowitz (2016). As an additional step we consider the adequacy of the GJR-GARCH model proposed 

by Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) and propose a new model that captures autocorrelation in the return data 

used in the GJR-GARCH model. The calculations, weights and results of the dynamic momentum strategy 

are sanity checked against the result published in the framework papers as we go through each calculation 

step. 

8.1.1. Simple momentum 

Before doing any dynamic weighting, the 1x momentum factor initially presented in the data section and 

abbreviated ‘1x umd’ is analysed.  

In order to analyse how much crashes impact the long-term momentum factor investment portfolio, we 

have in Figure 12 illustrated how the 1x momentum factor strategy is performing during the full time period 

from 1927 to 2019. The investment starts with a with a 1-dollar investment in the factor and the returns 

from the strategy are continuously reinvested. As described in the framework section, investors may be 

reluctant to invest in the momentum factor due to the high crash risk.  
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Figure 12 Cumulative momentum (umd) returns 

 

Plotted are the cumulative momentum (umd) returns. The six worst returns over the period January 1928 to December 2019 

are highlighted at the time of occurrence. 

Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) are stating how the simple momentum factor strategy is suffering hard from 

huge crashes during ‘panic states’ when the market volatility is high followed by market declines. This 

description of the 1x momentum factor strategy is recognized in Figure 12. Here, we do see how the period 

just before a huge setback in the momentum factor returns is characterized by a high degree of volatility by 

looking at the zig-zagging of the cumulative value. The first example of the volatile pattern in Figure 12 is 

the period pre the Great Depression when entering in the 1930’s (Federal Reserve, 2013). The volatile 

pattern of the return is culminating in a great loss in the return. The same kind of movement pattern in the 

return of the 1x momentum strategy seems to be the case during the dot-com crisis in 2001-2002, and further 

again during the global financial crisis in 2007-2009: a pre-period characterized by a high degree of 

volatility, which in the end is resulting in a huge crash in return.  

Numerically, the proportions of the loss in portfolio value is also recognized, when comparing to the 

statements of Daniel & Moskowitz (2016). With the dot-com bubble and the global financial crisis as 

examples, we do see how the 1x momentum portfolio in ultimo September 2002 reaches a record high, with 

a dollar value at 77,876. Two months after, ultimo November 2002, the value of the portfolio is almost cut 

in half with a dollar value of only 39,517. The impact of the global financial crisis in 2007-2009 is 

exemplified numerically with value of the portfolio of 83,945 USD ultimo February 2009. This is stripped 

down to 14,038 USD in September 2009, where the global financial crisis ravaged the financial markets. 

The loss in portfolio value is 83% in seven months. 

The examples analysed above on how recessions or panic states are having a negative impact on the 1x 

momentum factor strategy are clearly confirming what the literature teaches about the crash risk when 
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investing in the momentum factor during a period of high volatility and during recessions. Despite the huge 

crash risk associated with the momentum factor, the concept of factors are invented for a reason, as stated 

in the theory section, regarding how it can work as a risk factor in asset pricing models leading to how an 

investor can obtain abnormal returns due to the construction of being long in recent winners and short in 

recent losers (Jagadeesh & Titman, 1993, 65). This statement of the performance in the momentum factor 

is also to be recognized in our graphical overview, Panel A in Figure 8 from the data section. The huge 

setback realized during the 1930’s for the 1x momentum factor is slowly catching up when comparing to 

the market return. Thus, the statements from Jagadeesh & Titman (1993) are also acknowledged in our 

analytical findings of the momentum factor, especially during periods where market return is not highly 

volatile. The big change in performance of the 1x momentum factor strategy, is what Jagadeesh & Titman 

(1993) are stating as the seasonality of the momentum factor. 

Here, the return of the momentum portfolio is growing intensively within few years. An example of such 

an extraordinary return is found from January 2001 to September 2002 where the portfolio value 

(constructed as excess of the risk-free rate) is exploding from 19,108 USD to 77,876 USD, which is a return 

of 308% in less than two years. The same big climb in value of the portfolio is happening from November 

2006 to February 2009, where the value of the portfolio rose from 33,808 USD to 83,995 USD in a little 

more than two years. From the two time periods just mentioned, it is clear how the momentum factor model 

is able to build up extraordinary solid returns in the last stages of a boom and also around the entry of 

recessions. These findings are also in accordance with what we find in the framework section regarding the 

momentum factor. 

In Figure 13 a histogram of the 1x momentum return and a standard normal distribution is illustrated. Panel 

A is the data from 1928-2019 which shows a rather negatively skewed distribution supported by a reported 

skewness value of –1.95. This follows the theory of the momentum factor strategy from Barroso & Santa-

Clara (2015) and confirms the observations from the cumulative return plot. The skewness shown and 

reported of -1.20 is less pronounced in the Panel B histogram plot of the 1980-2019 returns. The negative 

skew means that the tail of the left side of the distribution is longer or fatter than the tail on the right side. 

This is also confirmed visually due to the presence of many negative extremes, especially in Panel A. The 

Panel A kurtosis has a value of 15.72 whereas Panel B has a value of 8.72. Both are substantially higher 

than the kurtosis of a standard normal distribution of 3. The high kurtosis indicates a leptokurtic distribution 

which is characterised by fat tails, presence of outliers and a narrow vertical range. All three are visually 

confirmed in the plot. Visually and by considering the skewness and kurtosis measures, the Panel B is closer 

to normal compared to Panel A and supports our choice in selecting the 1980-2019 sub-period for additional 

analysis. 
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Figure 13 Density histogram of monthly (umd) returns 

Panel A: Histogram of umd returns 1928-2019 

 

Panel B: Histogram of umd returns 1980-2019 

 

Plotted are the (umd) returns in the form of a histogram together with the standard normal distribution (red line). Panel A 

represents the returns over the period January 1928 to December 2019 with the umd kurtosis being 15.72 and the skewness is 

-1.95. Panel B is the plotted histogram of umd returns from 1980-2019 where the kurtosis is -1.20 and the skewness is 8.72. 

Summing up on the momentum return shows that the attractive high returns of the factor are record in the 

majority of the months. However, large crashes occur sometimes and can destroy many years of returns 

due to a negative skew and a high kurtosis. This is present in both the full sample 1928-2019 and the 

subsample 1980-2019, however less pronounced in the latter case. 

 

8.1.2. Constant volatility modelling of momentum 

In this section, we will analyse our results when applying the methodology related to constant volatility 

which is based on the framework presented in Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015). Here, we will study if it is 

possible to obtain the advantages of a dynamically weighted portfolio of constant volatility which optimizes 

the 1x momentum factor strategy. More specifically we want to apply the methodology to a dataset that is 

slightly different compared to Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) both in terms of momentum construction and 

time horizon. 

In the analysis of 1x momentum we saw how large crashes makes the factor unattractive for investors with 

some degree of risk aversion. The constant volatility strategy wants to invest according to a normal level 

of volatility, i.e. if the recorded volatility is above normal, the investor should be cautious and reduce the 

investment in the factor. As described in the methodology section, a variance is calculated using daily 

momentum returns from the recent past. Variances are plotted in Panel A of Figure 14. Based on the 

variance (which is transformed into a standard deviation measure) and its size relative to a normal level 

referred to as the target volatility, a given weight is calculated and used to leverage the factor investment. 

Weights are plotted in Panel B of Figure 14.  
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It is important to note that factor investing is as a starting point considered a zero-investment strategy due 

to the long/short construction. In theory, this is allowing for a weight of infinity, but as seen in the plot this 

is fortunately not the case. Nevertheless, high weight can occur. For example at the weight of 2, the investor 

should buy the winner portfolio two times, and short the losers portfolio similarly two times totaling a net 

investment of zero. 

The fluctuation in weights is what Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) are stating as the dynamically weighting 

of the momentum factor. According to them, this principle is the key to avoid big crashes which we just 

presented in the simple momentum factor setup. On the other hand, the weighting principles are also the 

key for delivering the abnormal return in periods when the momentum factor is performing well. 

Figure 14 Constant volatility strategy components. 

Panel A: 126-day rolling umd standard deviaiton 

 

Panel B: Weights for the constant volatility umd strategy 

 
Panel A is the 126-day rolling standard deviation which is used as the forecast for creating the umd weights. Panel B displays 

the weights used to scale the umd returns with the mean weight being 0.78 and the standard deviation for the weight being 0.35. 

The plots are for the period January 1928 to December 2019. 

 

When analysing the weighted peaks in the paper of Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015), there are three top peaks 

that stands out relative to the surrounding weights. The first one in the start 1950s, the second one in the 

mid-1960s and the last one in the late 1970s. There are also two dips noticeable dips, the first in 2002 and 

the last in 2009. 

In contrast, the peak weights in our model are slightly smaller than those found in the paper. This statement 

is excepted from our most pronounced top peak in the beginning of the 1950s with a value of above 2 times 

the momentum factor. The explanation for the difference in weights is to be found in how the momentum 

factor is calculated. As shown in the data section, there is a small difference in the process when dividing 

the stocks into deciles comparing the Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) methodology versus the methodology 

from the Kenneth French data library. Furthermore, Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) are assuming a mean 
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return of zero in their variance calculation, where we instead use a variance formula which also includes a 

mean. This difference is also expected to be impacting the weights and ultimately the returns.  

To avoid crashes in the momentum factor portfolio, the strategy tells the investor to scale down on the 

momentum factor investment in some periods as indicated by a low weight on the momentum factor e.g. 

after the beginning of the dot-com crisis and the global financial crisis. The return performance of this 

particular strategy will be analysed at the end of the momentum section 8.1. together with benchmarks and 

the other version of a dynamic strategy. 

 

8.1.3. Conditional volatility and return modelling of momentum 

In this part of the analysis, we will examine whether the dynamic weighting methodology based on the 

framework of Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) is able to reduce the crash-risk of the momentum return. More 

specifically we want to apply the methodology to a dataset that is larger compared to Daniel & Moskowitz 

(2016) (7 years of additional data). As an additional step we consider the adequacy of the GJR-GARCH 

model proposed by Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) and propose a new model that captures autocorrelation in 

the return data used in the GJR-GARCH model. 

8.1.3.1. Conditional volatility without white noise compliance 

Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) are stating how they, as an extension to frameworks of constant volatility 

proposed by Barroso and Santa-Clara (2015), are able to obtain a forecast of the momentum factor return 

due to its strong negative exposure to innovations in market variance in bear markets (Daniel & Moskowitz, 

2016, 222). Furthermore, they use volatility forecasts to create a Sharpe ratio based dynamic weight. The 

momentum portfolio uses the weight to leverage up and down over time for avoiding crashes and improving 

risk-adjusted returns. 

The innovations in the market are used to calculate one of two main components in the Sharpe ratio based 

dynamic weight: The expected return. As explained in the methodology section, a set of bear market 

dummies are constructed in combination with market volatility measures as the variance of daily market 

returns over 126 days covering the six months before the month where the momentum return is recorded 

(see Figure 10 for visual explanation). The plot of bear market dummies and variance are presented in Panel 

A and B of Figure 15. When visually inspecting the plots a connection between momentum crashes, high 

variance and bear markets can be conjectured to be present, however, a statistical approach is necessary to 

conclude anything about significance. 
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Figure 15 Dynamic strategy expected return components. 

Panel A: Market returns and the bear market indicator 

 

Panel B: 126-day rolling market variance 

 

Panel A displays the market returns and the bear market indicator (grey-shaded area). The bear market indicator is a dummy 

of 1 in the regression and is present when the rolling 24-months market return has been negative. Panel B displays the 126-day 

rolling market variance and has a mean of 2.8 and a standard deviation of 4.0. The plots are for the period January 1928 to 

December 2019. 

The two components, bear market indicator dummies and market variance, are used to forecast momentum 

returns by working as explanatory variables in an OLS regression. Furthermore, a third integration variable 

is constructed by factoring the bear market dummies with the market variance. The integration variable is 

also used as an explanatory variable for forecasting momentum returns. All regressions are presented in 

Table 3. In addition to the first five columns, a regression is repeated for the specifications in column 4 and 

5 for the time period concerning 1980-2019 and are reported as 4* and 5*. 
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Table 3 Expected monthly momentum (umd) return forecasting regression. 

 

Reported are the estimated coefficients and t-statistics for a set of time series regressions based on the specification �̃�𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡 =

𝑦0 + 𝑦𝐵 ⋅ 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 + 𝑦𝜎𝑚
2 ⋅ �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2 + 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑡 ⋅ 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 ⋅ �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1
2 + 𝜖̃𝑡, where 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1  is the bear market indicator and �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2   is the 

variance of the daily market returns, measured over the preceding 126 days to the date one month before the last day of month 

t. Columns 1 - 5 are for the full sample period 1928-2019 and column 4* and 5* are for the sub-sample period 1980-2019. All 

coefficients are in percentage points and variance is furthermore annualized (x 252). 

Due to the highly significant t-statistics in column 1 and 2 for the bear market indicator and the market 

variance, we can confirm how the regressors independently are able to forecast future momentum returns 

as Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) states. In column 5 where the bear market indicator, the market variance 

and integration variables are regressed simultaneously, the level of significance is low and only significant 

at the 90% level in the integration variable. We are aware of the low significance level in the column 5 but 

have chosen to use it to avoid a left out variable-bias (Balli & Sorensen, 2013). The reason for the in-

significance is likely to be a high level of correlation in the three variables as shown in Table 4.  

Table 4 Correlations of the explanatory variables used in the full sample monthly expected umd return regression. 

 

The sub-sample regression for the period 1980-2019 is run and presented in column 4* and 5*, where 5* is 

used for a weight calculation for this period and as a check of robustness. An interesting finding is the 

change in the integration and bear market coefficients when comparing column 5 and column 5*. The bear 

market coefficient turns positive and significant while the integration coefficient triples in magnitude and 
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becomes significant at the 99% level, somewhat offsetting the influence of the positive bear market 

indicator coefficient at large variance observations. A less extreme variance, the differences between 

column 5 and 5* are noticeable. E.g. if the bear market indicator is 1 and the variance is 6.8 (mean + 1 

standard deviation), the expected return using column 5* becomes: 1.85 + (4.24 × 1) + (−0.08 × 5) +

(−0.73 × 5 × 1) = 0.60 and using column 5 = -0.53. Summing up, a bear market combined with a high 

market variance implies a low expected return as Daniel & Moskowitz (2016), however, the regression has 

a low level of significance for the coefficient in column 5 which also change substantially when regressing 

over another sub-sample, suggesting that the regression is weak. 

The second part of the Sharpe ratio based dynamic weighting is a forecast of the standard deviation. The 

forecast involves a variable which is the fitted standard deviations from a GJR-GARCH model. The GJR-

GARCH model is specified in equation (63) and (64) from the methodology section. The maximum 

likelihood estimates and t-statistics of the model are presented in Table 5 together with an Augmented 

Dickey-Fuller test for stationarity of the input series, a weighted Ljung-Box test for white-noise on the 

standardized residuals, and an ARCH-LM test for white-noise in the un-standardized residuals. First of all, 

the ADF test reject the null hypothesis that the return series has a unit root, meaning that the daily 

momentum return series can be considered stationary and suitable for time-series modelling. 

Table 5 GJR-GARCH maximum likelihood estimates modelled on daily umd returns 

  
Reported are the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for stationarity, the GJR-GARCH maximum likelihood estimates and the 

Weighted Ljung-Box Standardized and Standardized Squared residuals. The modelled data are the daily momentum (umd) 

returns for the period June 1927 to December 2019 totaling 24,368 return observations 

The reported GJR-GARCH maximum likelihood coefficients show persistent volatility clustering because 

the sum of the 𝛼, 𝛽 and 
𝛾

2
 coefficients is close to 1 (sum to 0.99). Interestingly, the asymmetry 𝛾 term is 

negative and implies that negative shocks (𝜖𝑡 < 0) impact next period’s volatility less than a positive return 
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shock. The result is interesting because the 𝛾 term related to the daily market return, such as the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average, is often positive (NYU Stern 2, 2020). The standardized residual Ljung-Box test for 

white-noise tests are reporting low p value for both the squared and non-squared residuals. This implies 

that the model is not well-specified and ARCH effects are still present. The ARCH-LM test for white-noise 

is contrarily reporting extremely high p-values which indicate that no ARCH effects are left in the model. 

To confirm if the model is well specified or not a set of ACF and PACF plots are constructed and analysed.  

Figure 16 Autocorrelation plots of the daily GJR-GARCH standardized (squared) residuals 

Panel A: ACF plot of standardized residuals 

 

Panel B: PACF of standardized residuals 

 

Panel C: ACF plot of standardized squared residuals 

 

Panel D: PACF of standardized squared residuals 

 
Plotted are the (partial) autocorrelation plots of the daily standardized (squared) residuals obtained from the GJR-GARCH 

model. The dashed blue line represents the confidence intervals set at the 99% level. The number of underlying observations is 

24,368.  

The ACF and PACF standardized residuals from the GJR-GARCH model are found in Panel A and B of 

Figure 16, whereas the standardized squared residuals ACF and PACF are presented in Panel C and D 

respectively. It is noticed that the model does not have the white noise requirements fulfilled because the 

spikes cross the 99% confidence intervals, hence, a re-estimation will be explored in section 8.1.2.3. with 

white noise requirements fulfilled. For analysing the dynamic returns for the full sample period, the thesis 
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will continue with the fitted standard deviations from the model which is not well-specified. This version 

of the model is also used in Daniel & Moskowitz (2016). 

For forecasting the variance of the daily momentum return series, a measure of volatility in the current past 

is again used as an explanatory variable. Similarly to the conditional volatility model, a standard deviation 

over a 126 day period is calculated and lagged relative to the return observation as explained in the 

methodology section. Also, a series of future standard deviation is calculated and used as the response 

variable. 

In the regression of expected daily volatility, presented in Table 6, the t-statistics show that both explanatory 

variables are highly significant. From the positive expected volatility coefficients, it is shown that when 

standard deviations over the recent past and GJR-GARCH fitted standard deviations are high, the expected 

volatility will be high as well. Further, the adjusted R2 of column 3 is 0.623 and indicate that the regression 

is quite powerful. 

Table 6 Expected momentum (umd) daily standard deviation forecasting regression.  

 

Reported are the estimated coefficients and t-statistics for a set of time series regressions based on the specification �̃�𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡 =

𝑦0 + 𝑦𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻 ⋅ �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1 + 𝑦126 ⋅ �̂�126,𝑡−1 + 𝜖̃𝑡, where �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1 is the fitted standard deviation from the GJR-GARCH model 

and �̂�126,𝑡−1  is the standard deviation of the daily momentum returns (umd), measured over the preceding 126 days to the date 

one month before the last day of month t. All coefficients are in percentage points and in daily values.   

With the linear forecasting models of volatility and expected returns, we are able to fit a set of monthly 

series and construct the dynamic weights. These weights are used to scale the momentum return as 

explained in equation (66) in the methodology section. It is noted that the weights uses a market standard 

deviation adjusting value which is set to (0.0001 x 0.5) such that the standard deviation of the dynamic 

portfolio matches that of the market return excess of the risk-free rate. The weights are plotted in Figure 

17. 
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Figure 17 Dynamic momentum strategy weights (monthly). 

 
Plotted are the monthly weights for the dynamic strategy returns over the period January 1928 to December 2019. The mean 

weight is 1.03 whereas the standard deviation is 0.83.   

Inspecting the weights visually relative to Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) shows that there is a high similarity 

between our weights and those from the paper. Three main spikes are occurring, respectively in the 50’s, 

just before 1980 and just before the global financial crisis 2007-2009. Further, three large dips occur 

respectively in the beginning of 1930, around 2000 and around 2009. All of these observations are clearly 

present in the paper. The level of the weights is slightly different. The average weight of the strategy is in 

Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) 1.47 and the standard deviation is 1.05, whereas our strategy reports an 

average weight of 1.03 with a standard deviation of 0.83. The difference is mainly a result of the 7 extra 

years of data applied in our version of the strategy, which affects three key components in the average 

weight and standard deviation calculation: First, the forecasting models have more data included which 

changes the coefficients. Secondly, the 𝜆 term used to scale the weights according the market standard 

deviation changes because the standard deviation of the market is affected by the extra data points. Lastly, 

all weights from 2013 and onwards are below 1 which obviously lowers the average. Small deviations in 

the input series are also expected to explain some of the difference (see Table 2 for a correlation of 0.99 

indicating a small difference in the two series) 

 

8.1.3.2. Conditional volatility with white noise compliance 

For a GJR-GARCH model to be well-specified it requires white noise in its standardized residuals i.e. the 

standardized residuals cannot have any autocorrelation left after modelling. This requirement is ignored in 

the section above as it strictly follows the methodology outlined in Daniel & Moskowitz (2016). However, 

to gain a higher level of comfort when analysing and discussing the results, the GJR-GARCH must be well-
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specified and thereby comply with the white-noise requirement. This sub-section finds a complying GJR-

GARCH specification which fitted standard deviations are used in finding the weight used in the dynamic 

momentum strategy. All other data sets and preparatory analysis from the sections above are unchanged 

e.g. expected return regression. 

The starting point for this white-noise analysis is the daily momentum (umd) return series which will be 

analyzed in a relatively recent period, chosen due to fewer extreme values, additionally it will work as a 

sub-period check 1980-2019. The series is concluded to be stationary when the return plot is visually 

analyzed and from the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test of negative 65.4, with the 1% critical value 

being negative 2.58. The ADF test output and a plot of the returns is presented in Figure 18. 

Figure 18 Daily momentum returns and ADF test 1980-2019 

Panel A: Daily momentum returns plot 

 

Panel B: Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for stationarity 

 

Panel A is the daily momentum returns plotted. Panel B is the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for stationarity. Data is from 

January 1980 to December 2019 and the number of underlying observations is 10,087. 

Figure 19 plots the autocorrelation function and the partial autocorrelation function of the umd series. Eye-

balling the plots and identifying the significant spikes clearly shows that there is potential for ARIMA 

modelling of the series, however, as there is no clear decline in the ACF nor the PACF, it is not obvious 

what kind of model should be used. Before finding the best ARMA order, a set of dummy variables are 

included in order to take care of potential behavioral bias e.g. investment managers trying to window-dress 

their portfolios at the end of the week or month. This behavioral bias violates the efficient market hypothesis 

and will be discussed in the discussion section. The dummies are equal to 1 for each weekday and for the 

first and last working day of the month. One of the weekdays (Monday) is excluded in order for the 

computing to function i.e. Mondays can be interpreted as being a part of the intercept in addition to the 

unconditional mean. 
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Figure 19 Autocorrelation plots of the umd returns. 

Panel A: ACF plot of daily umd returns 

 

Panel B: PACF of daily umd returns 

 

Autocorrelation plots of the umd returns. The dashed blue line represents the confidence intervals set at the 99% level. Data is 

from January 1980 to December 2019 and the number of underlying observations is 10,087. 

After running a range of ARIMA models with dummies, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) suggest 

an ARIMA(4,0,5) whereas the Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) suggest an ARIMA(1,0,0) model, 

however, as a low order model tends to be more parsimonious and the AIC reports a relatively low and 

sufficient value for an AR(1) model, it is chosen for further GJR-GARCH modelling. 

Table 7 Information criteria for the ARIMA(p,q) model with dummies.  

Panel A: Akaike Information Criterion 

 

Panel B: Bayes Information Criterion 

 

Reported are the Akaike and Bayes information criterion for a range of different ARMA(p,q) models. The row number represents 

the AR order, p, in the ARMA model and the column represents the MA order, q. The lowest value in bold represent the suggested 

(p,q) order with reference to the row and column number combination. 

Table 8 shows the coefficient of the chosen AR(1) model with dummies. The zip appendix folder ‘B. 

Momentum’ shows a wide range of ARIMA models with and without dummies, covering the 1928-2019 

and 1980-2019 period, it is also on the basis of these that the period and model is chosen. 
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Table 8 ARIMA(1,0,0) with dummies model of daily umd returns 

 

Coefficients and z values from the modelled umd returns. ar1 is the first order autoregression, tue is a dummy for Tuesdays, we 

is a dummy for Wednesdays, th is a dummy for Thursdays, fr is a dummy for Fridays, lastwkd is a dummy for the last working 

day of the month and firstwkd is a dummy for the first working day of the month. The model is estimated on daily data from 

January 1980 to December 2019   

It is noted from the z-statistic that the Tuesday and Wednesday dummies are not significantly different from 

zero and that the dummy for the last working day is only significant at the 10% level. All other coefficients 

in the model are statistically significant at the 95% level. The ar1 term of 0.14 means that there is a positive 

autocorrelation in daily returns i.e. a return of 1.00% yesterday is on average a return of 0.14% today, when 

ignoring the other coefficients. The dummy and AR(1) coefficients are in this context not directly applicable 

in estimation as they are first transformed into a distributed lag setup before used for estimation. However, 

the magnitude and z-statistics of the coefficients are still valid. We continue using the residuals from the 

AR(1) model with dummies and are then used for the GJR-GARCH model. An ACF and PACF plot of the 

residuals is displayed in Figure 20 and shows significant white-noise at the 99% level, however the 

magnitude is low (highest spike at lag 13 is 0.06 in both plots) and therefore the thesis continues to work 

with the residual series. 

Figure 20 Autocorrelation plots of the daily residuals of the ARIMA(1,0,0) model with dummies. 

Panel A: ACF plot of AR(1) (w dummies) residuals 

 

Panel B: PACF plot of AR(1) (w.dummies) residuals 

 
The dashed blue line represents the confidence intervals set at the 99% level. Data is from January 1980 to December 2019 and 

the number of underlying observations is 10,087. 

Table 9 shows the GJR-GARCH estimates for the residuals. The coefficients have not changed much 

relative to the model presented in table Table 5, which is evident when observing that the sum of the 𝛼, 𝛽 
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and 
𝛾

2
 coefficients are 0.99 reflecting a high degree of volatility persistence. The 𝜔 is again insignificant 

and small. The weighted Ljung-Box test on standardized residuals have improved substantially and suggest 

that white noise is present in the residuals of the GJR-GARCH model at the 99% level. Figure 21 of the 

ACF and PACF of the residuals confirms the white-noise results from the weighted Ljung-Box tests, as no 

spike is crossing the 99% confidence interval.  

Table 9 GJR-GARCH maximum likelihood estimates modelled on daily ARIMA residuals.  

 
Reported are the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for stationarity, the GJR-GARCH maximum likelihood estimates and the 

Weighted Ljung-Box Standardized and Standardized Squared residuals. The modelled data are the daily residuals from the 

ARIMA (1,0,0) model with dummies from January 1980 to December 2019 totaling 10,087 residual observations 
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Figure 21 Autocorrelation plots of the GJR-GARCHAR(1)x  standardized (squared) residuals. 

Panel A: ACF plot of standardized residuals 

 

Panel B: PACF of standardized residuals 

 
Panel C: ACF plot of standardized squared residuals 

 

Panel D: PACF of standardized squared residuals 

 
Presented are the (partial) autocorrelation plots of the daily ARIMA(1,0,0) (with dummies) modelled GJR-GARCH standardized 

(squared) residuals. The dashed blue line represents the confidence intervals set at the 99% level. The number of underlying 

observations is 10,087.  

The fitted standard deviations from the GJR-GARCH model are again used as one of two explanatory 

variables in the volatility forecast for the dynamic momentum strategy. Table 10 reports the regression 

coefficients from the volatility OLS regression, which are not substantially different from the Table 6 

coefficients as they again show that high volatility in both the 126-day standard deviation and the fitted 

GJR-GARCH standard deviations forecast high future volatility as the coefficients are significant, large 

and positive. Further, the adjusted R2 of 0.671 for column 3 has increased relative to the previous model 

column 3 R2 of 0.623. However, this development may also be occurring due to the change in the time 

period. 
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Table 10 Expected daily momentum (umd) standard deviation forecasting regression (1980-2019)  

 

Reported are the estimated coefficients and t-statistics for a set of time series regressions based on the specification �̃�𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡 =

𝑦0 + 𝑦𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻 ⋅ �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1 + 𝑦126 ⋅ �̂�126,𝑡−1 + 𝜖̃𝑡,  , where �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1  is the fitted standard deviation from the ARIMA(1,0,0) (w 

dummies) GJR-GARCH model and �̂�126,𝑡−1  is the standard deviation of the daily momentum returns (umd), measured over the 

preceding 126 days to the date one month before the last day of month t. All coefficients are in percentage points and in daily 

values.   

Again, a set of weights are computed by dividing the estimated return fitted values with the estimated 

volatility (transformed from standard deviation into variance) resulting in the Figure 22 plot, which also 

plots the weight series calculated by using the non-white noise variance model coefficients and the 1928-

2019 return estimates. Also plotted are the difference between the two series. The weights resulting from 

the residuals from AR(1) model with dummies is denoted w.Xdyn whereas the weights from sub-section 

8.1.3.1. is denoted w.dyn. They are highly similar when examining the plot and confirmed by the correlation 

of 0.90. The mean and standard deviations of the two weight series are also highly similar with a mean and 

standard deviation of w.Xdyn respectively being 0.76 and 0.54 versus the x.dyn mean and standard 

deviation respectively being 0.78 and 0.58. Performance of the dynamic strategies are reported in the next 

sub-section together with the performance of relevant benchmarks.  
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Figure 22 Dynamic momentum strategy weights 

 
Plotted are the weights for the model based on residuals from a arima(1,0,0) (w dummies) model denoted w.Xdyn and the model 

without white-noise in GJR-GARCH residuals denoted w.dyn. Plotted are the weights for the two dynamic weight series and 

their difference over the period January 1980 to December 2019. The mean weight for w.Xdyn is 0.76 and for w.dyn 0.78. The 

standard deviation is 0.54 for w.Xdyn and 0.58 for w.dyn. Their correlation is 0.90.   

8.1.4. Dynamic momentum strategy performance 

The performances of the dynamic strategies are divided in to two different time periods: 1928-2019 and 

1980-2019. First of all to obtain a dynamic model which is based on a GJR-GARCH estimation with white 

noise in its residuals and secondly to function as a robustness check. The performance of the dynamic model 

obtained from 8.1.3.1. is analysed in both time periods together with benchmarks being the constant 

volatility model, the 1x momentum strategy, and the market, where all series are excess of the risk-free rate. 

Table 11 presents the summary statistics of the performance. Panel A covers the time period 1928-2019 

and shows that the risk adjusted return of the dynamic strategy is superior to the other strategies as it reports 

a Sharpe ratio of 1.38 versus the 1x momentum (umd) return of 0.60. Furthermore, the skewness and 

kurtosis values of the dynamic strategy are now much closer to those of a normal distribution which makes 

the strategy more compelling to riskaverse investors. Also reported are the intercepts from a linear 

regression where each strategy is regressed on the market factor i.e. making the excess (of the risk-free rate) 

market return the explanatory variable as in CAPM. All momentum strategies have high and significant 

alphas, implying that they risk adjusted are outperforming the market. Panel B demonstrates the 

performance over the period from 1980-2019 and interestingly reports risk-adjusted returns being exactly 

the same for the two dynamic momentum strategies with, and without compliance with the white noise 

requirement, yet noting that a similarity was expected from the plotted weight series. Focusing on the 

dynamic strategy from sub-section 8.1.3.2. (with white noise) shows that its performance is superior relative 

to the constant volatility strategy, the 1x umd benchmark and the market factor benchmark when 
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considering the Sharpe ratio and Information ratio. Again, the distribution of returns are more normal 

relative to the 1x umd and market and the alpha is positive and significant. 

Table 11 Performance of the momentum strategies.  

Panel A: Momentum strategy returns 1928-2019 

 

Panel B: Momentum strategy returns 1980-2019 

 

Reported are the average excess (of the 1-month U.S. T-bill rate) return, t-statistics of the average return, standard deviation, 

Sharpe ratio, Skewness, Kurtosis and Information ratio relative to the Market return for the dynamic momentum strategies with 

white noise in GJR-GARCH residuals (in Panel B only, denoted X Dyn), and without white noise in GJR-GARCH residuals, the 

constant volatility strategy, the 1x momentum and the market return. Also reported are the intercepts and their t-statisitics from 

an OLS regression of each return series on the market return. Statistics are computed from monthly series but are reported as 

annualized numbers. Panel A reports statistics from January 1928 to November 2019 and Panel B statistics from January 1980 

to November 2019 

The performance of the strategies are also plotted as cumulative log returns in Figure 23 where Panel A 

displays the performance over the period from 1928-2019 and Panel B for the period from 1980-2019. As 

illustrated in the performance table, the dynamic strategy is performing extremely well. Due to the 

compounding nature of returns, the dynamic strategy turns 1 USD invested in 1928 into 279 USDm. This 

is incredible compared to the 1x umd strategy which turns into 29,136 USD. The market is the lowest 

performing strategy ending up at 5,060 USD. Examining the Panel B highlights a similar development 

where the dynamic strategy (with white-noise) turns 1 USD into 1,620 USD. Compared to the constant 

volatility strategy of 225 USD, the 1x umd of 141 USD and the market factor of 82 USD, this is again 

confirming the attractiveness of the dynamic momentum strategy. Additionally, both plots show that the 

momentum crashes are avoided when investing in the dynamic and the constant volatility models. 

When looking closer at the strategies’ ability to avoid crashes, it is adjacent to start out with the crisis in 

the 1930’s, where we from the previous analysis know that the 1x momentum factor is performing poorly. 

We can in the Panel A green dotted curve observe the return of the portfolio with a constant volatility. From 

this, we can acknowledge how the strategy is able to stay almost unaffected from the crisis in the 1930’s 

only with a smaller setback in the beginning of the crisis. Here, the 1x momentum factor is drastically losing 

years of return when the constant volatility approach is staying at a somewhat constant level of portfolio 

value. Similarly to the strong performance of the constant volatility model, the dynamic model is also 

avoiding the crashes, presented by the cyan coloured dashed line. The weighting procedure involving a 

Dyn Const. vol. 1x UMD Market

Mean return 25.64% 16.91% 17.82% 8.03%

(t-stat) 11.91 9.11 5.35 4.01

Standard deviation 18.54% 16.53% 29.60% 18.54%

Sharpe ratio 1.38 1.02 0.60 0.43

Information ratio 0.69 0.33 0.24

Alpha 22.57% 17.16% 21.04%

(t-stat) 11.6 10.09 7.27

Skewness 0.24 -0.40 -1.95 0.19

Kurtosis 3.98 5.58 15.76 10.78

Momentum and benchmark returns 1928 - 2019

X Dyn Dyn Const. vol. 1x UMD Market

21.86% 22.12% 15.92% 19.23% 8.41%

7.81 7.70 5.99 3.62 3.35

16.11% 16.53% 15.68% 30.94% 15.25%

1.36 1.34 1.02 0.62 0.55

0.61 0.62 0.32 0.29

19.83% 20.00% 15.87% 21.36%

7.68 7.55 6.36 4.42

0.16 0.30 -0.20 -1.20 -0.76

3.74 4.05 3.79 8.72 5.35

Momentum and benchmark returns 1980 - 2019
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return and volatility forecasts seems to benefit the dynamic strategy model in the periods without major 

shocks more relative to the constant volatility model which contrarily seems to just follow the development 

in the red 1x momentum curve. These observations are in line with those of Barroso & Santa-Clara (2015) 

and Daniel & Moskowitz (2016). 

Shifting to the Panel B covering 1980-2019 shows that the constant volatility model is failing to keep up 

with the 1x momentum strategy around the dot-com bubble, but to a large extent avoids the 2009 crash 

resulting in a slightly higher 2019 value. The dynamic strategy using forecasts (cyan dashed or purple dotted 

lines) has a higher portfolio value over time compared to the constant volatility model and the 1x 

momentum return, and at the same time avoids the dot-com crash and the 2009 crash. As noted from the 

weight plot the difference between the two versions with and without white noise is small. However, due 

to the requirement fulfilment, we prefer the model complying with white noise requirement (purple dotted) 

and conclude that this is the model which best improves the Sharpe ratio and avoids crashes. 

Figure 23 Momentum strategy performance. 

Panel A: Momentum strategy cumulative returns 1928-2019 

 

Panel B: Momentum strategy cumulative returns 1980-2019 

 
Plotted are the cumulative log excess (of the 1-month U.S. T-bill rate) returns for the dynamic momentum strategies with white 

noise in GJR-GARCH residuals (in Panel B only, denoted ret.Xdyn), and without white noise in GJR-GARCH residuals (ret.dyn), 

the constant volatility strategy (ret.cvol), the 1x momentum (ret.1xumd) and the market return (ret.mkt). Panel A plots the 

cumulative returns from January 1928 to November 2019 and Panel B plots the cumulative returns from January 1980 to 

November 2019. 

 

8.2. Adding value to the momentum 

This section analyses the combination of the value and momentum factors (referred to as 50/50), for the 

purpose of creating a dynamic investment strategy which benefits from the higher risk-adjusted return of 

the 50/50 portfolio relative to the two stand-alone factors. The section is based on the research question, 

the literature framework 4.1.3. concerning Asness et al. (2013), and 4.1.4. concerning Asness & Frazzini 
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(2013), together with the methodology section 7.2. As presented in the data section, the 50/50 portfolio 

reports a Sharpe ratio of 0.92 in the 1928-2019 sample, when the momentum factor (umd) is 0.60 and the 

value factor (devil) is 0.28. Consequently, making the combination portfolio more attractive to investors 

with some degree of risk aversion compared to the momentum portfolio. This is further supported by an 

improvement in skewness to -0.6, a decrease in kurtosis to 6.9 and an improvement in the minimum and 

25% quartile observed return. However, some crash risk is still present and a further improvement of the 

portfolio is therefore analysed in this sub-section. 

This analysis basically follows the procedures from section 8.1. covering both the constant volatility, and 

the dynamic strategy with and without white noise. To clarify, the 50/50 portfolio will be scaled by a weight 

calculated using the methodology already explained and applied in the previous section. It is noted that 

other set-ups could have been implemented e.g. investing a monthly varying percentage of a dollar in 

momentum and the residual percentage in value, however, this thesis prioritizes a high degree of similarity 

in the methodology when comparing different strategies and will only discuss other potential set-ups in the 

further research section. 

The constant volatility model is presented in Figure 24 with Panel A displaying the standard deviation input 

and Panel B the resulting weights. Again, the target standard deviation is set to 12%, which because of the 

lower average standard deviation results in constructing a more volatile weight series compared to the 

momentum constant volatility strategy. The average weight and its standard deviation is approximately 

double the magnitude of that of the momentum only strategy, which in theory does not matter, but in 

practice is expected to increase trading costs.  
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Figure 24 Monthly constant volatility strategy components (50/50) 

Panel A: 126-day rolling 50/50 standard deviaiton 

 

Panel B: Weights for the constant volatility 50/50 strategy 

 
Panel A is the 126-day rolling standard deviation which is used as the forecast for creating the 50/50 weights. Panel B displays 

the weights used to scale the 50/50 returns with the mean weight being 1.49 and the standard deviation for the weight being 

0.65. The plots are for the period January 1928 to December 2019. 

The dynamic model based on a forecasted return- and a forecasted volatility input is also analyzed in this 

section. Table 12 presents the linear regression forecast for the 50/50 expected return, which uses the market 

bear market indicator and the 126-day variance of the market as explanatory variables, both lagged one 

month relative to the 50/50 return observation ensuring an ex ante analysis. As observed in the analysis 

regarding the dynamically weighted momentum strategy, the interaction coefficient of the bear market 

indicator and the market variance is statistically significant at the 99% when being the only explanatory 

variable (column 4). In column 5 which is including all three explanatory variables, none of them are 

reported being significant, and surprisingly the bear market coefficient turns positive, nevertheless, the 

column 5 is used for further analysis due to the interaction problem described in the methodology section 

and due to a desire for consistency across all analyzed strategies. In addition to the non-significant column 

5, it is noted that the adjusted R2 of 0.012 has been halved compared to the expected return model for the 

dynamic momentum strategy, suggesting that other variables could be investigated for better explaining the 

50/50 returns. Finding other explanatory variables could be a topic for further research.  

Column 5* represents the regression for the 1980-2019 period and shows statistical significance for all 

coefficients, however, as for the momentum return forecasting model for this period, the Bear market 

indicator is positive and off-setting much of the integration variable impact at medium level variance. But, 

for extreme variances and in bear markets we find that the 5* model negatively forecast future returns. Due 

to the significant coefficients and the relative increase in adjusted R2, we continue using the model in the 

1980-2019 analysis. 
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Table 12 Expected monthly 50/50 return forecasting regression  

 
Reported are the estimated coefficients and t-statistics for a set of time series regressions based on the specification �̃�50/50,𝑡 =

𝑦0 + 𝑦𝐵 ⋅ 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 + 𝑦𝜎𝑚
2 ⋅ �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2 + 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑡 ⋅ 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 ⋅ �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1
2 + 𝜖̃𝑡, where 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1  is the bear market indicator and �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2   is the 

variance of the daily market returns, measured over the preceding 126 days to the date one month before the last day of month 

t. Column 1-5 are for the 1928-2019 sample and column 4* and 5* are for the 1980-2019 period. All coefficients are in 

percentage points and variance is furthermore annualized (x 252).   

One of the conditional volatility components is the GJR-GARCH fitted standard deviations. Again, white 

noise in the standardised residuals is preferred and obtained by modelling the daily mean returns in an 

ARIMA model with dummies and subsequently using the residuals for GJR-GARCH modelling. Table 13 

presents the chosen most parsimonious ARIMA (1,0,0) model with dummies selected based on an overall 

assessment of the AIC, BIC and significance in the orders. Other models together with their AIC and BIC 

assessment is available in the zip appendix folder ‘C. Value and Momentum’. 

Table 13 ARIMA(1,0,0) with dummies model of daily 50/50 returns  

 
Coefficients and standard errors from the modelled 50/50 returns. ar1 is the first order autoregression, tue is a dummy for 

Tuesdays, we is a dummy for Wednesdays, th is a dummy for Thursdays, fr is a dummy for Fridays, lastwkd is a dummy for the 

last working day of the month and firstwkd is a dummy for the first working day of the month. The model is estimated on data 

from January 1980 to December 2019   

Both the modelled residuals and the raw 50/50 daily returns are used in a GJR-GARCH maximum 

likelihood estimation and presented in Table 14. The simple 50/50 daily return estimates are presented in 

the Panel A and the estimates of the residual series of the AR(1) modelled returns are presented Panel B. 

Both models are highly volatility persistent because their sum of 𝛼, 𝛽 and 
𝛾

2
 is close to one. Both has an 𝜔 

estimate being small and non-significant. Both panels have its weighted Ljung-Box test on standardized 

residuals and shows p-values for all reported lags of the squared test being smaller than 0.01 (the 99% 

confidence interval is used due to the many observations) implying that there is not white noise in the 
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standardized residuals i.e. the model has not captured the autocorrelation and is not well-specified even 

when modelling with ARMA residuals. The set of Ljung-Box Panel A test statistics are extremely large, 

clearly suggesting autocorrelation in the model as expected and seen for the dynamic momentum strategy. 

Considering the Panel B standardised Ljung-Box test, shows an extremely large p value for the lag 1, which 

is strange and not even close to the other test statistics signalling reason for cautiousness. Going to the 

following lags show a more expected test statistic which indicate white noise and thereby a well specified 

mean model. The p values for the ARCH-LM test are not below 0.01 indicating no ARCH effects are left 

in the model. However, as seen earlier this measure did find a model with extreme spikes in the standardised 

squared residuals to be well-specified, which raises a question mark to the test. For a check of sanity, the 

ACF and PACF plots of the standardised residuals will be constructed. 

Table 14 GJR-GARCH maximum likelihood estimates on daily series 

Panel A: GJR-GARCH modelled 50/50 return 

 

Panel B: GJR-GARCH modelled AR(1) residuals 

 

Panel A is the model of daily 50/50 returns from January 1928 to December 2019. Panel B is the model of the daily residuals 

from the ARIMA (1,0,0) model with dummies from January 1980 to December 2019. Both panels have the ADF test and the 

weighted Ljung-Box test of the standardized and standardized squared residuals reported.  

The ACF and PACF plots of the Panel B estimates are displayed in Figure 25. Panel A and B shows that 

the standardized residuals are white noise and thereby confirms the Ljung-Box test in Table 14 Panel B. 

Furthermore, the first lag is so small that it can be difficult to see, which is probably the reason for the small 

test statistic in lag 1. Panel C and D plots the spikes of the squared residuals test and show that only the 

first spike cross the 99% confidence interval, indicating that the model has some ARCH effect that are 

unaccounted for. However, the spike is small in magnitude (0.04) which makes the model acceptable for 

further analysis. Plots for the Table 14 Panel A are available in the appendix 9 and shows large significant 

spikes in all (partial) autocorrelation plots. 
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Figure 25 Autocorrelation plots of the GJR-GARCH model using 50/50 AR(1) residuals 

Panel A: ACF plot of GJR-GARCH standardized residuals 

 

Panel B: PACF plot of GJR-GARCH standardized residuals 

 

Panel C: ACF plot of GJR-GARCH standardized residuals2 

 

Panel D: PACF plot of GJR-GARCH standardized residuals2 

 
Plots are from the GJR-GARCH model which is based on the ARIMA(1,0,0) (with dummies) 50/50 residuals over 1980-2019. 

Panel A and B shows respectively the ACF and PACF plots of the standardized residuals. Panel C and D shows the ACF and 

PACF plots of the standardized residuals squared. The dashed blue line represents the confidence intervals set at the 99% level.  

Table 15 reports the regression used to forecast the expected volatility using the GJR-GARCH fitted 

standard deviations and the past 126 days standard deviation of returns to explain the future 22 day standard 

deviation. Panel A reports the coefficients for the period 1928-2019 where �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡 is the coefficient for the 

GJR-GARCH (Panel A of Table 14) fitted standard deviations. In Panel B the �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡 coefficient is for 

fitted standard deviations from the GJR-GARCH using residuals of the AR(1) model with dummies (Panel 

B of Table 14). 
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Table 15 Expected 50/50 daily standard deviation forecasting regression.  

Panel A Regression of GJR model using 50/50 returns  

 

Panel B Regression of GJR model using AR(1) and dummies 

 

Reported are the estimated coefficients and t-statistics for a set of time series regressions based on the specification �̃�50/50,𝑡 =

𝑦0 + 𝑦𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻 ⋅ �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1 + 𝑦126 ⋅ �̂�126,𝑡−1 + 𝜖̃𝑡 . In Panel A, �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1  is the fitted standard deviation from GJR-GARCH 

model (1) without white noise in its residuals. In Panel B, it is the fitted standard deviation from the ARIMA(1,0,0) (w dummies) 

GJR-GARCH model. In both panels �̂�126,𝑡−1  is the standard deviation of the daily 50/50 returns, measured over the preceding 

126 days to the date one month before the last day of month t. All coefficients are in percentage points and in daily values. 

The fitted standard deviations from the linear model are squared to form the variances, which are then used 

to construct the weights required for the dynamic 50/50 model scaling it by the scalar value (0.0001 x 0.5) 

as described in the methodology section. Figure 26 plots the weights of the two models and their difference 

from 1980 to 2019. As seen for the constant volatility model, weights have now increased in magnitude 

relative to the dynamic momentum strategy. This increase is also present for the 1928-2019 sample, where 

the plot is available in appendix 10. The difference between the two series is small and only varying a little, 

further supported by a correlation of 0.94 and similarities in the mean and standard deviations. It highlights 

that the model without white noise can be useful, however, this thesis still prefer the model using GJR-

GARCH input where the model has less white-noise in its standardised residuals. 
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Figure 26 Dynamic monthly 50/50 strategy weights 1980-2019 

 
Plotted are the dynamic 50/50 strategy weights for the model based on residuals from a arima(1,0,0) (w dummies) model denoted 

w.Xdyn and the model without white-noise in GJR-GARCH residuals denoted w.dyn. Plotted are the weights for the two dynamic 

50/50 weight series and their difference over the period January 1980 to December 2019. The mean weight for w.Xdyn is 1.57 

and for w.dyn 1.67. The standard deviation is 1.01 for w.Xdyn and 1.09 for w.dyn. Their correlation is 0.94.   

Table 16 reports the summarized returns of the strategies, in the two periods 1928-2019 (Panel A) and 1980-

2019 (Panel B). The dynamic strategy is improving the risk adjusted return of 50/50 portfolio as its Sharpe 

ratio increases from 0.93 to 1.58 in the 1928-2019 sample. Focusing on the dynamic strategy with white 

noise in the GJR-GARCH part (X dyn) in Panel B confirms the improvement as the Sharpe ratio increases 

from 0.81 to 1.42, more than 75%. Further, the Information ratio and Alpha relative to the market increases 

versus the 1x 50/50 portfolio, where the information ratio increase is primarily due to a higher mean return. 

Another attractive attribute of the dynamic portfolio is the rather normal returns relative to the market and 

the 1x 50/50 portfolio as its skewness becomes 0.29 and kurtosis 3.73. Comparing to the dynamic 

momentum portfolio shows an improvement in the risk adjusted return as the Sharpe ratio is increased by 

7% (0.08) in the 1980-2019 sample and by 14% (0.20) in the 1928-2019 sample, concluding that 

theoretically, the dynamic 50/50 portfolio will be more attractive to most investors who are expected to 

have some degree of risk aversion. 

Cumulative returns of strategies are plotted in Figure 27 and shows an increase in the ending value of the 

dynamic portfolio over the 1928-2019 time horizon compared to the dynamic long/short momentum 

returns, despite having reported similar average returns. The Panel A dynamic strategy cumulative return 

ends at 564 USDm in November 2019. The value for 1980-2019 is slightly smaller than in the dynamic 

momentum strategy. The Panel B ending value of the 50/50 dynamic strategy with white noise in GJR-

GARCH residuals (ret.Xdyn) is at 1,551 USD, however, as the standard deviation is lower for this strategy, 

it will more attractive to most investors relative to the dynamic momentum strategy. 
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Table 16 Performance of the 50/50 strategies.  

Panel A: 50/50 strategy returns 1928-2019 

 

Panel B: 50/50 strategy returns 1980-2019 

 

Reported are the average excess (of the 1-month U.S. T-bill rate) return, t-statistics of the average return, standard deviation, 

Sharpe ratio, Skewness, Kurtosis and Information ratio relative to the Market return for the dynamic 50/50 strategies with white 

noise in GJR-GARCH residuals (in Panel B only, denoted X Dyn), and without white noise in GJR-GARCH residuals, the 

constant volatility strategy, the 1x 50/50 strategy and the market return. Also reported are the intercepts and their t-statisitics 

from an OLS regression of each return series on the market return. Statistics are computed from monthly series but are reported 

as annualized numbers. Panel A reports statistics from January 1928 to November 2019 and Panel B statistics from January 

1980 to November 2019 

 

Figure 27 50/50 strategy performance and benchmarks 

Panel A: 50/50 strategy cumulative returns 1928-2019 

 

Panel B: 50/50 strategy cumulative returns 1980-2019 

 
 Plotted are the cumulative log excess (of the 1-month U.S. T-bill rate) returns for the dynamic 50/50 strategies with white noise 

in GJR-GARCH residuals (in Panel B only, denoted ret.Xdyn), and without white noise in GJR-GARCH residuals (ret.dyn), the 

constant volatility strategy (ret.cvol), the 1x 50/50 (ret.1x50.50), the 1x value (ret.1xdevil), the 1x momentum (ret.1xumd) and 

the market return (ret.mkt). Panel A plots the cumulative returns from January 1928 to November 2019 and Panel B plots the 

cumulative returns from January 1980 to November 2019. 

 

8.3. Investing with shorting restrictions 

This section analyses the part of the research question that concerns the usefulness of the dynamic strategy 

when shorting restrictions are imposed. As described in the methodology section, shorting restrictions refer 

to the investing in long-only portfolios such as the p10 (momentum) and hi30 (value), however, in this 

Dyn Const. vol. 1x 50.50 Market

Mean return 26.18% 18.35% 10.80% 8.03%

(t-stat) 13.56 11.52 8.49 4.01

Standard deviation 16.59% 14.11% 11.62% 18.54%

Sharpe ratio 1.58 1.30 0.93 0.43

Information ratio 0.71 0.41 0.11

Alpha 23.82% 18.06% 11.65%

(t-stat) 13.67 12.39 9.29

Skewness 0.45 0.27 -0.58 0.19

Kurtosis 4.16 5.23 6.93 10.78

Dynamic 50/50 and benchmark returns 1928 - 2019

X Dyn Dyn Const. vol. 1x 50.50 Market

21.37% 21.88% 15.76% 10.31% 8.41%

8.43 8.22 6.72 4.87 3.35

14.63% 15.34% 13.84% 12.79% 15.25%

1.46 1.43 1.14 0.81 0.55

0.59 0.59 0.32 0.08

20.26% 20.81% 16.61% 12.00%

8.67 8.51 7.74 6.17

0.2 0.27 -0.12 -0.66 -0.76

3.42 3.65 4.00 7.36 5.35

Dynamic 50/50 and benchmark returns 1980 - 2019
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setting it is still possible to short the risk-free rate i.e. borrow at the risk free rate and invest the funds in the 

long-only portfolios. The methodology applied here is closely associated with the methodology of the other 

sections in order to compare the results. Both a shorting restricted momentum strategy and a shorting 

restricted combination strategy will be analysed and presented here. 

First, the regression for the expected return is presented in Table 17 and shows that the market variance and 

recession dummies are not significant predictors in any of the regression examples. Further, the adjusted 

R2 is negative for the column 5 regressions of both series indicating that these variables are useless in 

explaining long-only returns. The same applies for 5* covering the 1980-2019 sample.  

Table 17 Expected shorting restricted portfolio return forecasting regression  

 

Reported are the estimated coefficients and t-statistics for a set of time series regressions based on the specification �̃�𝑝𝑓,𝑡 =

𝑦0 + 𝑦𝐵 ⋅ 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 + 𝑦𝜎𝑚
2 ⋅ �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2 + 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑡 ⋅ 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 ⋅ �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1
2 + 𝜖̃𝑡, where 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1  is the bear market indicator and �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2   is the 

variance of the daily market returns, measured over the preceding 126 days to the date one month before the last day of month 

t. The first four columns  �̃�𝑝10,𝑡 are corresponding to the shorting restricted momentum portfolio p10. The right hand side four 

columns  �̃�50/50,𝑡 are corresponding to the shorting restricted 50/50 portfolio of p10 and hi30. All coefficients are in percentage 

points and variance is furthermore annualized (x 252).   

An average of the shorting restricted returns are included as the expected return series for the weighting 

calculation i.e. using only a constant as the expected return. The full sample momentum long-only (p10) 

constant is 1.241 and the combination portfolio long-only (50/50-LO) is 1.101 both are also reported as 

regressions in Table 17 as column ‘const’.  

Next, a set of ARIMA models with dummies are constructed for each of the series and compared to find 

the most parsimonious models. An ARIMA(2,0,0) model with day dummies is found to be the most 

parsimonious for both the p10 and 50/50-LO returns.  
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Table 18 ARIMA(2,0,0) with dummies model of daily long-only returns  

Panel A: ARIMA modelling of momentum long-only returns 

 
Panel B: ARIMA modelling of 50/50 long-only returns 

 

Coefficients and z-values from the modelled long-only returns. Panel A is the model coefficients for the p10 returns. PanelPanel 

A is ZXCV. Panel B is the model coefficients for the 50/50-long only returns. ar1 and ar2 are the first and second order 

autoregression, tue is a dummy for Tuesdays, we is a dummy for Wednesdays, th is a dummy for Thursdays, fr is a dummy for 

Fridays, lastwkd is a dummy for the last working day of the month and firstwkd is a dummy for the first working day of the 

month. The model is estimated on data from January 1980 to December 2019   

The ARIMA residuals are subsequently modelled in an GJR-GARCH setting, which estimates are presented 

in Table 19.   

Table 19 GJR-GARCH maximum likelihood estimates of daily long-only residuals  

Panel A: Momentum long-only AR(2) residuals  

 

Panel B: 50/50 long-only AR(2) residuals  

 

Panel A is the GJR-GARCH model of daily momentum long-only residuals obtained from the AR(2) model with dummies. 

Panel B is similarly the model of the daily 50/50 long-only. Both series are from January 1980 to December 2019 with their 

weighted ARCH-LM test of residuals and weighted Ljung-Box test of the Standardized, Standardized Squared residuals reported 

in the bottom of the table.  

The 𝛼, 𝛽 and 
𝛾

2
 estimates are in both models summing to just below 1, indicating a high degree of volatility 

persistence, yet being mean reverting. Comparing with the ML estimates from the models without shorting 

restrictions shows that the gamma coefficient has turned from negative to positive indicating that negative 
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news raises variance more than positive news of the same magnitude. We are thereby seeing a model that 

is more like a GJR-GARCH model of the market, exemplified by the Dow Jones Industrial Average 

coefficients, which moreover also is a long-only portfolio (NYU Stern 2, 2020). The standardized residuals 

are implying no white noise whereas the squared are not rejecting autocorrelation in at the 99% level in 

both cases. The spikes in the ACF and PACF plots of the standardized residuals are small, however some 

are crossing the 99% significance line.  

Figure 28 Autocorrelation plots of the long-only GJR-GARCH models using AR(2) residuals 

Panel A:  

ACF plot of p10 GJR-GARCH 

standardized residuals 

 

Panel B:  

PACF plot of p10 GJR-GARCH 

standardized residuals 

 

Panel C:  

ACF plot of p10 GJR-GARCH 

standardized residuals squared 

 

Panel D:  

PACF plot of p10 GJR-GARCH 

standardized residuals squared 

 

Panel E:  

ACF plot 50/50lo GJR-GARCH 

standardized residuals 

 

Panel F:  

PACF plot 50/50lo GJR-GARCH 

standardized residuals 

 

Panel G:  

ACF plot 50/50lo GJR-GARCH 

standardized residuals squared 

 

Panel H:  

PACF plot 50/50lo GJR-GARCH 

standardized residuals squared 

 
Plots are from the GJR-GARCH model which is based on the ARIMA(2,0,0) (with dummies) long-only return residuals over 

1980-2019. Panel A and B shows respectively the ACF and PACF plots of the p10 standardized residuals. Panel C and D shows 

the ACF and PACF plots of the p10 standardized residuals squared. Panel E and F shows respectively the ACF and PACF plots 

of the 50/50-LO standardized residuals. Panel G and H shows the ACF and PACF plots of the 50/50-LO standardized residuals 

squared. The dashed blue line represents the confidence intervals set at the 99% level.  

The fitted standard deviations are obtained from the GJR-GARCH model and together with the 126-day 

standard deviations used to predict future volatility. Table 20 presents the regressions of the two strategies 

(p10 and 50/50-LO) which show that all coefficients are highly significant and that the models have a high 

degree of explanatory power as the p10 adjusted R2 is 0.443 and the 50/50-LO R2 is 0.453. 
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Table 20 Expected standard deviation forecasting regression.  

Panel A Regression of stdev p10 (AR modelled) 

 

Panel B Regression of stdev 50/50-LO (AR modelled). 

 

Reported are the estimated coefficients and t-statistics for a set of time series regressions based on the specification �̃�𝑝𝑓,𝑡 =

𝑦0 + 𝑦𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻 ⋅ �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1 + 𝑦126 ⋅ �̂�126,𝑡−1 + 𝜖̃𝑡 . In Panel A, �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡−1  is the fitted standard deviation from GJR-GARCH 

model for the momentum long only portfolio p10 with small spikes in ACF and PACF residual plots. In Panel B, it is the fitted 

standard deviation from GJR-GARCH model for the 50/50 long only portfolio with small spikes in ACF and PACF residual 

plots. In both panels �̂�126,𝑡−1  is the standard deviation of the daily returns (p10 in Panel A and 50/50 LO in Panel B), measured 

over the preceding 126 days to the date one month before the last day of month t. All coefficients are in percentage points and 

in daily values. 

The fitted variances (squaring the fitted standard deviation series) from the Table 20 regression are used to 

divide the expected return and form the weights for each of the strategies. As explained earlier two different 

weights are calculated in order to see the difference. One weights series using the regression fitted expected 

returns, and another using the simple average of returns as the expected return series. We do note that the 

regression series using column 5 has a negative adjusted R2 and performs this step for comparison only.  

Figure 29 plots the weights from the two different methods and their difference for each of the strategies 

p10 in Panel A and 50/50-LO in Panel B for the period from 1980 to 2019. As expected, the largest 

differences are present at the 2001-2002 dot.com crisis and the 2007-2009 global financial crisis when the 

bear market indicator is 1, however, mostly for the p10 strategy whereas the 50/50-LO weight difference 

seems small as a consequence of low magnitude coefficients from its expected return regression.  

In the return calculation, the calculated weight portion is invested in the long-only portfolios whereas the 

residual relative to a sum of 1 is invested in the risk-free rate. E.g. when the weight of the 50/50-LO is 0.7, 

the remaining 0.3 is invested in the risk-free rate. It is noted that the weight for the long-only portfolio can 

be above 1 implying that the risk-free rate is shorted e.g. when the weight of the 50/50-LO is 1.2, 0.2 is 

borrowed at the risk-free rate. The practical implication hereof will be discussed in the discussion section. 
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Figure 29 Dynamic shorting restricted strategy weights 1980-2019 

Panel A Dynamic weights for the momentum (p10) strategy 

 

Panel B Dynamic weights for the 50/50(LO) strategy 

 

Both plots show the weights for model with small spikes in ACF and PACF plots of residuals in the GJR-GARCH model. w.Xdyn 

is the weight series calculated using the Column 5 expected returns, whereas w.Xdyn.meanr is calculated using the average 

sample mean, also plotted are difference of the series. Panel A is the shorting restricted  dynamic momentum weights 

(correlation = 0.91). Panel B is the shorting restricted  dynamic 50/50 weights (correlation = 0.93) 

As the weights are relatively similar and as the expected return part of the weight calculation based on the 

average return is better in terms of adjusted R2 relative to the variance and bear market regression column 

5, the dynamic results presented in Table 21 are based on the average return version for the weight 

calculation (denoted Dyn mean when there is no white noise in GJR-GARCH residuals and X Dyn mean 

when standardized squared residuals are white noise). Results based on the expected return regression 

which uses bear market indicators and market variance is available in the R markdown appendix folder ‘D. 

Long-only’ and report similar results. 

Interestingly, all panels in Table 21 show that the dynamic strategy is superior to its benchmarks when 

comparing the risk-adjusted return. Starting off by considering the 1x long-only portfolios, Panel D shows 

that the Sharpe ratio of the market is 0.55, when investing in the 50/50 long-only improves a little to 0.67. 

Investing using the constant volatility model increases the Sharpe ratio again to 0.91, but the best strategy 

is the dynamic which reports a Sharpe ratio of 1.59 (with white noise). Again, the skewness and kurtosis 

become more normal when comparing with the market and 1x long-only portfolios and the reported alpha 

relative to the market increases and are significant. 

Comparing the shorting restricted momentum (Panel A and B) with the shorting restricted 50/50 strategies 

(Panel C and D) displays only small differences in the risk-adjusted returns as the dynamic momentum p10 

is slightly better (+0.06) in the 1928-2019 sample and slightly worse (-0.06) in the 1980-2019 sample 

relative to the dynamic 50/50-LO. A possible explanation could be the similar Sharpe ratios and a high 

correlation (0.92) in the 1x weight portfolios p10 and 50/50-LO as seen in Table 2.   
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Table 21 Performance of the shorting restricted strategies 

Panel A: Momentum strategy returns 1928-2019 

 

Panel B: Momentum strategy returns 1980-2019 

 

Panel C: 50/50 shorting restricted strategy 1928-2019 

 

Panel D: 50/50 shorting restricted strategy 1980-2019 

 

Reported are the average excess (of the 1-month U.S. T-bill rate) return, t-statistics of the average return, standard deviation, 

Sharpe ratio, Skewness, Kurtosis and Information ratio relative to the Market return for the dynamic shorting restricted 

strategies (using mean = expected return), with small spikes in ACF and PACF plots of GJR-GARCH residuals (in Panel B and 

D only, denoted X Dyn mean), and without modification in returns before GJR-GARCH modelling (Dyn mean), the constant 

volatility strategy, the 1x 50/50 strategy and the market return. Also reported are the intercepts and their t-statisitics from an 

OLS regression of each return series on the market return. Statistics are computed from monthly series but are reported as 

annualized numbers. Panel A and B are the shorting restricted momentum strategies and Panel C and D are the shoring 

restricted 50/50 strategies. Panel A and C reports statistics from January 1928 to November 2019 and Panel B and D statistics 

from January 1980 to November 2019 

Figure 30 presents the cumulative returns of the strategies for the period from 1980 to 2019. Panel A 

displays the momentum (p10) strategies which shows that the dynamic strategy avoids shocks such as the 

dot-com bubble and the 2009 crash, however the mean return is not large because the risk is not scaled to 

match the market standard deviation, hence, returning a cumulative end value lower than it would have 

been if risk scaling relative to the market was applied. A similar conclusion can be applied to the dynamic 

50/50-LO strategy in Panel B, yet ending clearly on top at 114 USD versus the 1x50/50-LO at 50 USD. 

Dyn mean Const. vol. 1x p10 Market

Mean return 16.73% 11.83% 15.97% 8.03%

(t-stat) 14.75 7.18 6.12 4.01

Standard deviation 10.11% 15.00% 23.34% 18.54%

Sharpe ratio 1.65 0.79 0.68 0.43

Information ratio 0.64 0.31 0.60

Alpha 12.65% 6.48% 6.86%

(t-stat) 12.44 6.30 4.94

Skewness 0.57 -0.57 -0.38 0.19

Kurtosis 2.83 5.85 5.37 10.78

Momentum and benchmark returns 1928 - 2019

X Dyn mean Dyn mean Const. vol. 1x p10 Market

11.90% 13.96% 9.21% 14.14% 8.41%

9.19 9.16 4.10 3.65 3.35

7.77% 9.07% 13.62% 23.01% 15.25%

1.53 1.54 0.68 0.61 0.55

0.31 0.51 0.09 0.41

8.36% 9.71% 3.05% 3.44%

9.57 9.53 2.33 1.58

0.57 0.59 -0.51 -0.27 -0.76

2.94 2.98 5.71 5.65 5.35

Momentum and benchmark returns 1980 - 2019

Dyn mean Const. vol. 1x 50/50 LO Market

Mean return 17.36% 10.92% 14.05% 8.03%

(t-stat) 14.09 6.56 5.68 4.01

Standard deviation 10.96% 15.21% 22.29% 18.54%

Sharpe ratio 1.58 0.72 0.63 0.43

Information ratio 0.7 0.28 0.77

Alpha 12-88% 5.08% 4.43%

(t-stat) 15.75 5.82 5.68

Skewness 0.66 -0.49 0.25 0.19

Kurtosis 3.21 5.52 9.04 10.78

50/50 and benchmark returns 1928 - 2019

X Dyn mean Dyn mean Const. vol. 1x 50/50 LO Market

12.95% 13.33% 9.20% 12.09% 8.41%

9.48 9.49 4.16 4.03 3.35

8.16% 8.38% 13.41% 17.98% 15.25%

1.59 1.59 0.69 0.67 0.55

0.44 0.47 0.11 0.52

8.90% 9.24% 2.65% 2.66%

10.70 10.43 2.49 2.39

0.60 0.65 -0.62 -0.71 -0.76

3.20 3.27 6.11 4.99 5.35

50/50 and benchmark returns 1980 - 2019
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Figure 30 Cumulative performance and benchmarks 

Panel A: Momentum strategy cumulative returns 1980-2019 

 

Panel B: 50/50 strategy cumulative returns 1980-2019 

 
Plotted are the cumulative log excess (of the 1-month U.S. T-bill rate) returns for the dynamic strategies with small spikes in 

ACF and PACF plots of GJR-GARCH residuals (denoted ret.Xdynmean), the constant volatility strategy (ret.cvol), the 1x long-

only momentum (ret.1xp10), the market return (ret.mkt), and for Panel B only,  the 1x 50/50 long-only (ret.1x50.50LO), the 1x 

long-only value (ret.1xhi30). Panel A plots the cumulative returns for shorting restricted momentum strategies and their 

benchmarks, whereas Panel B plots the cumulative returns for the shorting restricted 50/50 strategy. All series are from January 

1980 to November 2019. 

Comparing the results of the shorting restricted strategies with the factor based dynamic strategies requires 

caution as two different investing principles are applied. The factor strategies are considered zero-

investment portfolios i.e. if the weight on umd is 2, the p10 is invested in time two whereas the p1 is shorted 

times two. On the other hand, the dynamic shorting restricted portfolios are considered a more classic 

investment where a given amount must be invested in either a portfolio or the risk free rate and that shorting 

only occurs (in the risk-free rate) if the weight goes beyond 1 for the portfolio. Choosing between the 

long/short dynamic factors and the dynamic shorting restricted portfolios is therefore more a question of 

investor type and risk profile, e.g. hedge fund or mutual fund, than of small differences in risk-adjusted 

performance. Nevertheless, a high risk adjusted return is attractive for all investors and comparing the 

Sharpe ratios will provide some information about the attractiveness of the strategies. The dynamic 

strategies from 1980-2019 reports a Sharpe ratio of the 50/50 long/short factor strategy of 1.42 vs the 50/50-

LO (shorting restricted) of 1.59 and for the umd long/short strategy of 1.34 versus the p10 (shorting 

restricted) strategy of 1.53 indicating that the shorting restricted dynamic strategies are highly attractive to 

the right investor. The comparison of the different dynamic strategies will be discussed further in the 

discussion section. 

8.4. Robustness checks 

Following the checks and tests outlined in the methodology section, this analysis provides information on 

the level of robustness of the coefficients and results by examining recursive regressions of the expected 

return and the expected variance, and a corresponding out-of-sample weight and return. 
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The expected return model is analysed in a recursive regression context over the two time periods, firstly 

as a monthly expanding window from 1928 up through 2019 for checking the stability of the coefficients, 

and secondly over the period from 1980 to 2019 to use the result in an out-of-sample analysis and for 

comparison with the full sample recursive regression. A slightly different approach is applied to the 

expected volatility model which is also a recursive regression, but only for the period 1980-2019 with 

March 2013 set as the cut-off date for the GJR-GARCH model estimates, hence, making the period April 

2013 through November 2019 the highly interesting out-of-sample period.  

Being a part of the research question and as explained in the methodology section 7.4., the out-of-sample 

period is from April 2013 to November 2019. Weights and return robustness are analysed over this period, 

where weights are constructed by dividing the fitted expected returns from the 1980-2019 monthly recursive 

regression return model with fitted expected standard deviations from the 1980-2019 recursive regression 

volatility model. By 2013 both the expected returns and the expected volatility models are expected to be 

well-trained and considered out-of-sample. 

In addition to the out-of-sample analysis, an in-sample performance check is carried out over the time period 

1980-2019 aiming to shed some light on the level of relevance of the dynamic and constant volatility 

strategies versus the 1x weighted factors, long-only portfolios and the market. This part is to a large extent 

already covered by the analysis in section 8.1., 8.2., and 8.3 but will be commented on in the light of the 

OOS results. 

8.4.1. Robustness of the expected return regression for the dynamic strategy  

The expanding window recursive regressions of the conditional expected return is based on the momentum 

column 5 in the regression Table 3. They highlight a development in the regression coefficients if they had 

been computed as more data would become available. Figure 31 plots the four coefficient series and their 

95%-confidence intervals. In general, all coefficients experience a narrowing of the confidence intervals 

which is expected as more data is included in regression estimations, especially over the first 25 years of 

the expanding regression. An important observation is the momentum shock in 2009 where the Panel C 

interaction coefficient jumps down to -0.3 and becomes significant, at the same time, the Panel A bear 

market coefficient jumps up to the zero line impacting the results slightly. However, the Panel B variance 

coefficient and the Panel D intercept plots remain stable. It is important to notice that only the interaction 

coefficient and the intercept is statistically significant in the period after the 2009 shock i.e. the confidence 

interval is different from zero. Between 2001 and 2009 the bear market indicator was weakly significant 

(90%) and between 1986 and 2001 significant at the 95% level. The intercept is positive and significant 

from 1954 and onwards. The plots indicate that the regression coefficients can be informative about the 
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expected return relative to a historical mean, but the jumps in coefficients and changes in significance 

requires caution and may lead to choosing a more simple expanding average model, due to its simplicity. 

Figure 31 Monthly recursive regression (expanding window) return forecast coefficients 1928-2019 

Panel A: Bear market indicator coefficient �̂�𝐵,𝑡−1   Panel B: Market variance coefficient �̂�𝜎𝑚
2 ,𝑡−1 

  

Panel C: Bear and variance interaction coefficient �̂�𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑡−1 Panel D: Intercept coefficient �̂�0,𝑡−1 

  

The regression specification of column 5 of table Table 3: 𝜇𝑡−1 ≡ 𝔼𝑡−1[�̃�𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡] = �̂�0,𝑡−1 + �̂�𝐵 ⋅  𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 + �̂�𝜎𝑚
2  ⋅  �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2 +

�̂�𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑡−1 ⋅  𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 ⋅  �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1
2 , is as a check of robustness estimated by an expanding regression run from the start of the sample in 

1928 up through 2019, with five years of initial training data.  

We see strong and a more persistent significance for the column 4 regression coefficeints in Table 3, the 

column only including the interaction term and a constant. Column 4 is however, also impacted by the 2009 

shock shifting the coefficient down i.e. high variance and presence of a bear market indicator will lower 

expected returns more after the 2009 shock. The plot of column 4 coefficients is available in the appendix 

11. A similar expanding analysis of the expected return is carried out for the 50/50 strategy and the strategies 

with shorting restrictions. As indicated by the in-sample coefficients in section 8.2. and 8.3. there is no 

significance present for the explanatory column 5 variables across the expanding analysis period from 1928-

2019. The recursive regression plots are available in appendix 12-14. 
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The recursive regression expected returns used in the OOS analysis are obtained over the period from 1980-

2019. Figure 32 plots all of the OOS recursive regressions, where panel A-D present the coefficients used 

in the dynamic momentum analysis, Panel E-H present the coeffects used in the dynamic 50/50 analysis. 

The dynamic shorting restricted portfolios apply only the constants due to negative R2 in the other models, 

and are for the p10 strategy presented in Panel I and for 50/50-LO strategy presented in Panel J. 

Figure 32 Monthly recursive regression (expanding window) return forecast coefficients 1980-2019 

Panel A:  

Bear market coef (umd) 

 

Panel B:  

Variance coef (umd) 

 

Panel C:  

Integration coef (umd) 

 

Panel D:  

Constant coef (umd) 

 

Panel E:  

Bear market coef (50/50) 

 

Panel F:  

Variance coef (50/50) 

 

Panel G:  

Integration coef (50/50) 

 

Panel H:  

Constant coef (50/50) 

 

Panel I: 

Constant coef (p10) 

 

Panel J: 

Constant coef (50/50-LO) 

 
Panel A-D are the regression specification of column 5* of Table 3 and Panel E-H the specification of column 5* of Table 12. 

Both set of panels are specified as: 𝜇𝑡−1 ≡ 𝔼𝑡−1[�̃�𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡] = �̂�0,𝑡−1 + �̂�𝐵 ⋅  𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 +  �̂�𝜎𝑚
2  ⋅  �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2 + �̂�𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑡−1 ⋅  𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 ⋅  �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1
2 , 

Panel I is the regression specification of column ‘Constant’ of Table 17(Panel A) and Panel J is similarly the specification of 

column ‘Constant’ of Table 17(Panel B). They are all a check of robustness estimated by an expanding recursive regression run 

from January 1980 up through November 2019, with five years of initial training data.  

In general Panel A-H recursive regressions are jumping at the shocks in 2002 and 2009. They also display 

one of the major disadvantages of the model when working with smaller samples: There are no coefficients 

in the model when bear markets are not present. However, the coefficients of the bear market, integration 

variable and the constant become significant after the 2009 shock, hence useful for the 2013-2019 OOS 

analysis. Panel I and J shows that the constant is significant and increasingly stable as more data points are 

included in the regressions. 
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A series of fitted expected returns are calculated by applying the expanding window regression coefficients 

from Figure 32 to the corresponding explanatory variable series. The returns are plotted in Figure 33 and 

shows similar return estimates in terms of magnitude across all panels and a somewhat correlated 

development in the expected returns in panel A and B and. The difference in return level is larger in the 

beginning of the series compared to the end because of the higher difference in the pool of datapoints 

between the expanding regression and the in-sample regression, this is shown by the gradual decrease of 

their difference towards zero when moving from left- to the right-hand side of the plots.  

Figure 33 Monthly fitted expected return series of the in-sample regression and out-of-sample recursive regression 

Panel A: Fitted expected umd return series 𝔼𝑡−1[�̃�𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡] Panel B: Fitted expected 50/50 return series 𝔼𝑡−1[�̃�50.50,𝑡] 

  

Panel C: Fitted expected p10 return series 𝔼𝑡−1[�̃�𝑝10,𝑡] Panel D: Fitted expected 50/50-lo return series 𝔼𝑡−1[�̃�50.05𝐿𝑂,𝑡] 

  
Plotted are the monthly expected return series for the four strategies. Er denotes the in-sample fitted series and RecurEr denotes 

the out-of-sample fitted series formed using the Recursive regression. Panel A shows a correlation of 0.43, an in-sample mean 

of 1.78 and an out-of-sample mean of 1.83. Panel B has a correlation of 0.11, an in-sample mean of 0.88 and an out-of-sample 

mean of 0.97. The Panel C in-sample mean is 1.11 and the out-of-sample mean is 1.10. In Panel D the in-sample mean is 0.96 

and the out-of-sample mean is 0.96. All plots are for the period 2013 to 2019. 
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8.4.2. Robustness of the expected volatility regression for the dynamic strategy 

This analysis applies an out-of-sample version of the volatility forecast for the dynamic strategies. The 

volatility forecast is based on two components, the t-1 obtained GJR-GARCH standard deviations and the 

t-1 observations of the 126-day standard deviation of return.  

To create an out-of-sample setting, a GJR-GARCH model with input being ARIMA + dummy modelled 

residuals is estimated using training data up and until March 2013 as illustrated in Figure 11. The model is 

thereafter forecasting fitted standard deviations by using the trained model on the out-of-sample 2013-2019 

data. The maximum likelihood estimations of the four out-of-sample GJR-GARCH models are presented 

in Table 22. All models are highly similar in terms of coefficient value, t-statistic and autocorrelation tests, 

relative to their in-sample 1980-2019 cousins reported in 8.1., 8.2., and 8.3. More precisely, the coefficients 

show a high degree of robustness as the change in value is low for the 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛾 coefficients across all 

panels. They are all highly significant and sum to just below 1 when dividing 𝛾 by 2 due to the normal 

distribution of error assumption. A high combined value implies persistent volatility clustering. The 𝜔 term 

is representing unconditional volatility and does not change much, additionally it remains insignificant and 

small, thereby ineffectual in the model.  

The interesting difference in the sign of the asymmetry term (𝛾) is again present when comparing the factor 

strategies in panel A and B with the shorting restricted strategies in panel C and D. The negative term 

implies that negative shocks decrease the conditional volatility estimate, whereas a positive asymmetry 

term increases volatility in the next period at negative shocks. The autocorrelation tests also show similar 

results relative to the 1980-2019 models, with standardized squared residuals having p values larger than 

0.01 for Panel A, C and D implying an adequate fit for the ARCH effects. The ARCH-LM tests are also 

showing high p values across all panels, again implying an adequate ARCH fit when considering the non-

standardized residuals.  

As explained in detail in the methodology section, the forecasted standard deviations are constructed by 

rolling the coefficients on the out-of-sample data by setting the n.ahead parameter to 1 and rolling the model 

1701 times on the data (1701 is the number of daily observations from April 2013 to December 2019 minus 

1). A combination data set of the fitted 1980-2013 standard deviations and the forecasted 2013-2019 is 

constructed and used in the expected variance expanding window regression. 
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Table 22 GJR-GARCH maximum likelihood estimates of daily return residuals for OOS model  

Panel A: Momentum AR(1) x residuals  

 

Panel B: 50/50 AR(1) x residuals  

 

Panel C: Momentum long-only AR(2) x residuals  

 

Panel D: 50/50 long-only AR(2) x residuals  

 

Panel A is the GJR-GARCH model of daily momentum residuals obtained from the AR(1) model with dummies. Panel B is 

similarly the model of the daily 50/50 return series. Panel C is the GJR-GARCH model of daily momentum long-only residuals 

obtained from the AR(2) model with dummies. Panel D is similarly the model of the daily 50/50 long-only series. All series are 

from January 1980 to March 2013 with their weighted ARCH-LM test of residuals and weighted Ljung-Box test of the 

Standardized, Standardized Squared residuals reported in the bottom of the table.  

A snapshot of the expected volatility recursive regression coefficients are reported in Table 23. The 

coefficient snapshot is based on datapoints from 1980-2019 where 2013-2019 data are out-of-sample. The 

coefficients do not change much relative to the in-sample coefficients and remain highly significant. 

Furthermore, the regression has a high adjusted R-squared indicating usefulness in calculating the expected 

variance. 
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Table 23 OLS coefficients and t-statistics for the daily volatility forecast. 

 
Reported are the OLS coefficients and t-statistics for the volatility forecast for the two long/short portfolios umd and 50/50 and 

the two shorting restricted factor portfolios p10 and 50/50-LO. Where �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡  is the estimated standard deviations from the 

Panel A-D in Table 22 and  �̂�126,𝑡 is the lagged 126-day umd return standard deviation. The time window is 1980-2019 

consequently representing the right-most observation in an expanding window regression.  

Table 23 only represents regression coefficients at the last datapoint of the 1980-2019 sample. Therefore, 

a plot of recursive regression coefficients for the out-of-sample volatility forecast from 2013 to 2019 is 

constructed similarly to the recursive regression for the expected return and becomes the Figure 34 plots. 

In general, all of the panels show highly stable coefficients which are all significantly different from zero. 

Furthermore, the upper and lower confidence interval plots are not crossing each other when considering 

the y-axis values and confirms the robustness of the volatility regression across all dynamic strategies. 
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Figure 34 Daily recursive regression (expanding window) volatility forecast coefficients 2013-2019 

Panel A:  

GJR-GARCH fitted stdev coef (umd) 

 

Panel B:  

Past 126-day stdev coef (umd) 

 

Panel C:  

Constant coef (umd) 

 

Panel D:  

GJR-GARCH fitted stdev coef (50/50) 

 

Panel E:  

Past 126-day stdev coef (50/50) 

 

Panel F:  

Constant coef (50/50) 

 

Panel G:  

GJR-GARCH fitted stdev coef (p10) 

 

Panel H:  

Past 126-day stdev coef (p10) 

 

Panel I:  

Constant coef (p10) 

 

Panel J:  

GJR-GARCH fitted stdev coef (50/50-LO) 

 

Panel K:  

Past 126-day stdev coef (50/50-LO) 

 

Panel L:  

Constant coef (50/50-LO) 

 
The regression specification of Table 23: �̂�22,𝑡+1 ≡ 𝔼𝑡[�̃�𝑢𝑚𝑑,𝑡+1] = �̂� + �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡  ⋅  �̂�𝐺𝐴𝑅𝐶𝐻,𝑡 +   �̂�126,𝑡  ⋅  �̂�126,𝑡  , is as a check of 

robustness estimated by an expanding regression run from 1980 up through 2019. 2013 is the cut-off date for the GJR-GARCH 

estimates, representing 8385 days of training data which is not displayed and 1681 days of OOS data (December 2019 excluded 

due to calculation of future volatility) 

The last step of the robustness check of the expected volatility forecast is to produce the forecasts of the 

variance required to calculate the weights and compare the forecasts with the actually observed variances. 

Figure 35 plots the expected volatility forecasts and the observed volatility which, as indicated by the high 
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adjusted R-squared, looks satisfactory. More interestingly from an OOS perspective is that, it is almost 

impossible to see any difference between the in-sample fitted variances and the OOS forecast.  

Figure 35 Daily fitted expected variance series of the in-sample and out-of-sample recursive regressions 

Panel A: Momentum variance forecast 

 

Panel B: 50/50 variance forecast  

 

Panel A: Momentum long-only variance forecast  

 

Panel B: 50/50 long-only variance forecast  

 

Plotted are the daily in-sample and out-of-sample rolling regression models from 2013 to 2019. IS_var denotes the in-sample 

fitted series and Exp_OOS_var denotes the out-of-sample fitted series. Panel A is the daily umd volatility model and has a 

correlation between the IS and OOS series of 0.99, and a correlation between the OOS and the observed series of 0.70. Panel B 

is similarly the model of the daily 50/50 volatility with an IS vs OOS correlation of 0.99 and an OOS vs observed correlation of 

0.70. Panel C is the daily p10 volatility model and has a correlation between the IS and OOS series of 0.96, and a correlation 

between the OOS and the observed series of 0.57. Panel D is similarly the model of the daily 50/50-LO volatility with an IS vs 

OOS correlation of 0.95 and an OOS vs observed correlation of 0.43.  

8.4.3. Robustness of weights 

The expected Sharpe ratio can now be calculated for the OOS series by dividing the expected return forecast 

with the expected variance, which is, in a preparatory step, manipulated into a monthly series by using the 

last observation of each month. The expected Sharpe ratio is thereafter scaled by the same scalar value used 

throughout the thesis. The resulting weights are subsequently used to calculate the returns of the dynamic 

strategies by multiplying the weight with the 1x return series. Figure 36 plots the weight of the IS series, 
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the OOS series and their difference. The difference of the IS and OOS series is small over the period from 

2013 to 2019 across all panels and indicate a high level of robustness of the weighting methodology. 

Figure 36 Monthly weights for the dynamic strategies 

Panel A: Momentum dynamic weights  

 

Panel B: 50/50 dynamic weights 

 

Panel C: Momentum long-only dynamic weights  

 

Panel D: 50/50 long-only dynamic weights  

 

Plotted are the in-sample and out-of-sample weights for the dynamic investing strategies. Panel A are the weights for the 

dynamic umd strategy where w.Xdyn denotes the IS based weighs obtained from data over the 1980-2019 period which includes 

dummies in order to comply with the white noise requirement. w.OOS.Xdyn denotes the OOS based weights which are obtained 

from an recursive expected return regression and a recursive expected volatility regression that uses IS (training) data for the 

GJR-GARCH model part over the period 1980-2013 and OOS data from the period 2013-2019. diffOOS is the difference of the 

two series. Panel B is the 50/50 weights constructed similarly to panel A. Panel C and D are respectively the 10p and 50/50 

shorting restricted weights. They are also constructed similarly to panel A, but uses a mean or a recursive mean as the expected 

return component for the construction of weights. 

8.4.4. Robustness of performance 

The robustness of the strategy performance is considered within two different perspectives. First by 

examining whether the results of the in-sample and out-of-sample strategies are substantially different from 

each other. Secondly, by investigating whether the returns of the strategies are superior to a benchmark 

such as the 1x momentum factor or the market return across different time periods. Table 24 reports the 

returns of the dynamic strategies and benchmarks across the period from April 2013 to November 2019. 

When comparing the dynamic strategies in an IS versus OOS setting, the reported statistics shows that the 

difference is small across all strategies in mean return, standard deviation, Sharpe ratio, Information ratio, 
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alpha, kurtosis and skewness. This observation is satisfying as a high level of similarity between the in-

sample and out-of-sample strategy returns indicate robustness of the dynamic strategies.  

Digging a bit deeper into the statistics shows some interesting things. The Panel A dynamic OOS strategy 

(X dyn OOS) has a Sharpe ratio of 0.83 versus the IS strategy (X dyn) Sharpe ratio of 0.78 which makes 

the OOS strategy realizing a slightly better risk adjusted return. The OOS model is superior to the 1x 

momentum factor (1x umd) benchmark as the Sharpe ratio is more than 2.5 times higher. The well 

performing OOS strategy repeats across the other dynamic strategies relative to the IS returns in panel B, 

C and D. This observation indicate that the dynamic strategies are highly valuable when the 1x factor or 

shorting restricted portfolio is performing poorly relative to the historical average, primarily due to the 

strategies’ ability to reduce risk (standard deviation). 

In the 2013-2019 period the market performed incredibly well, achieving a Sharpe ratio of 1.11 which is 

more than 2.5 times the 1928-2019 average market Sharpe ratio of 0.43 and also higher than the dynamic 

long/short strategy. But, concluding that the dynamic momentum strategy is obsolete, is simply too hasty 

at this point because of the abnormal performance of the market factor, the absence of market crashes and 

the relatively short timeframe. However, on this basis we are able conclude that in some periods, the 

performance of the dynamic strategy is weak relative to the market return excess of the risk-free rate. 

It is important to consider the returns from Panel B as the devil factor did not perform well over the 2013-

2019 period, probably due to strong performance in growth stocks. The bad performance may indicate that 

both the devil factor and the 50/50 strategy should be discarded or somehow changed, especially during a 

time period where the market return excess of the risk-free rate performs incredibly well. However, it is not 

within the scope of this thesis to conclude if the 1x value (devil) factor and the 1x 50/50 factor is obsolete. 

When considering the performance of the dynamic long/short 50/50 strategy, it shows attractive risk-

adjusted returns relative to the 1x factor, making the dynamic long/short 50/50 strategy somewhat more 

acceptable to an investor.  

It is also important to note that value factor stocks are usually performing well when the market is 

experiencing headwinds, which could be the reason why we do not see the full potential of the 50/50 factor 

in this OOS analysis. On the other hand, in terms of risk-adjusted performance, the shorting restricted 50/50 

dynamic strategy in Panel D perform well relative to its benchmarks as it has a Sharpe ratio of 1.95 and an 

alpha of 6.78%. This performance could be attractive to many different kinds of investors who seek two 

digit returns and limited risk. 
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Table 24 Performance of momentum and 50/50 strategies with and without shorting restrictions  

Panel A: Dynamic momentum strategy performance  

 

Panel B: Dynamic 50/50 strategy performance  

 
Panel C: Dynamic p10 strategy performance  

 

Panel D: Dynamic 50/50-LO strategy performance  

 
Performance of momentum and 50/50 strategies with and without shorting restrictions from April 2013 to November 2019. 

Reported are the average excess (of the 1-month U.S. T-bill rate) return, t-statistic of the average return, standard deviation of 

returns and Sharpe ratio of each strategy. Also reported are the Information ratio, alphas (intercepts) and their t-statistics of 

each strategy versus the excess market return. X dyn refers to the dynamic weighting of the portfolios where IS denotes the in-

sample methodology and OOS denotes the out-of-sample methodology. For additional comparison purpose, the constant 

volatility model (Cvol), the 1x portfolio (1x umd, devil, p10, hi30 or 50/50) and the market (Market) returns are reported. The 

momentum strategy is reported in Panel A, the 50/50 momentum and value strategy is reported in Panel B, the momentum 

strategy with shorting restrictions is reported in Panel C and the 50/50 momentum and value strategy with shorting restrictions 

is reported in Panel D. Statistics are computed from monthly return series but are reported as annualized numbers. 

 

X dyn IS X dyn OOS Cvol IS 1x umd Market

Mean return 8.66% 10.02% 6.24% 8.62% 13.02%

(t-stat) 1.94 2.06 1.23 0.82 2.72

Standard deviation 11.08% 12.02% 12.76% 26.09% 11.69%

Sharpe ratio 0.78 0.83 0.49 0.33 1.11

Information ratio -0.24 -0.16 -0.35 -0.14

Alpha 11.47% 12.73% 9.48% 16.33%

(t-stat) 2.64 2.68 1.88 1.61

Skewness 0.51 0.61 0.20 -0.01 -0.60

Kurtosis 3.31 3.46 2.76 3.35 3.89

Dynamic momentum strategy 2013:04 - 2019:11

X dyn IS X dyn OOS Cvol IS 1x 50/50 1x Devil

3.72% 4.91% 2.98% 1.39% -5.39%

0.95 1.14 0.70 0.36 -1.50

9.92% 10.87% 10.81% 10.02% 9.50%

0.37 0.45 0.28 0.14 -0.57

-0.53 -0.45 -0.56 -0.66 -1.33

6.74% 7.83% 6.10% 4.62% -7.09%

1.74 1.83 1.44 1.19 -1.85

0.10 0.19 0.05 0.06 0.79

2.72 2.64 3.16 3.13 3.90

Dynamic 50/50 strategy 2013:04 - 2019:11

X dyn IS X dyn OOS Cvol IS 1x p10 Market

Mean return 12.02% 12.21% 9.82% 16.22% 13.02%

(t-stat) 4.36 4.39 2.25 2.32 2.72

Standard deviation 6.76% 6.81% 10.77% 16.86% 11.69%

Sharpe ratio 1.78 1.79 0.91 0.96 1.11

Information ratio -0.12 -0.1 -0.41 0.31

Alpha 6.36% 6.52% 0.84% 0.86%

(t-stat) 3.28 3.32 0.29 0.21

Skewness 0.75 0.80 -0.44 -0.55 -0.60

Kurtosis 2.78 2.95 5.05 4.58 3.89

Dyn p10 strategy 2013:04 - 2019:11 with shorting restrictions

X dyn IS X dyn OOS Cvol IS 1x 50/50 1x hi30

13.69% 13.81% 9.69% 13.48% 10.79%

4.69 4.74 2.15 2.31 1.80

7.10% 7.08% 11.13% 14.24% 14.73%

1.93 1.95 0.87 0.95 0.73

0.10 0.11 -0.63 0.09 -0.32

6.59% 6.78% -1.16% -1.32% -3.50%

4.24 4.29 -0.57 -0.65 -1.28

0.63 0.71 -0.44 -0.47 -0.29

2.93 3.07 5.17 3.9 3.45

Dyn 50/50 strategy 2013:04 - 2019:11 with shorting restrictions
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Figure 37 Cumulative plots of momentum and 50/50 strategies with and without shorting restrictions  

Panel A: Dynamic momentum strategy performance  

 

Panel B: Dynamic 50/50 strategy performance  

 
Panel C: Dynamic p10 strategy performance  

 

Panel D: Dynamic 50/50-LO strategy performance  

 
Performance of momentum and 50/50 strategies with and without shorting restrictions from April 2013 to November 2019. 

Reported are the average excess (of the 1-month U.S. T-bill rate) return, t-statistic of the average return, standard deviation of 

returns and Sharpe ratio of each strategy. Also reported are the Information ratio, alphas (intercepts) and their t-statistics of 

each strategy versus the excess market return. GJR-GARCH refers to the dynamic weighting of the portfolios where IS denotes 

the in-sample methodology and OOS denotes the out-of-sample methodology. For additional comparison purpose, the constant 

volatility model (Cvol), the 1x portfolio (1x UMD, devil, up, value or 50/50) and the market (Market) returns are reported. The 

momentum strategy is reported in Panel A, the 50/50 momentum and value strategy is reported in Panel B, the momentum 

strategy with shorting restrictions is reported in Panel C and the 50/50 momentum and value strategy with shorting restrictions 

is reported in Panel D. Statistics are computed from monthly return series but are reported as annualized numbers. 

To sum up, we show that the strategies are robust because the out-of-sample weights and results are similar 

to those calculated using in-sample models, across all four strategies. Furthermore, robustness in the 

dynamic strategies is supported by the high risk-adjusted returns from the 1980-2019 samples reported in 

section 8.1., 8.2. and 8.3. When considering the strategies with shorting allowed, we show that the dynamic 

strategy is not always able to outperform the market, especially in a tranquil period such as 2013-2019.  
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9. Discussion  

This section discusses the results from the analytical findings in a general manner and tries to answer the 

questions on whether the results are occurring due to market anomalies or if they can be explained by risk 

factors. Some of the methodological assumptions are also discussed in order to shed light on the implement-

ability of the dynamic strategy. 

9.1. Efficient markets or behavioural bias? 

We start off by discussing the efficient market hypothesis, more specifically, the assumptions in CAPM. 

Bodie et al. (2014) are diving into the challenges and extensions to the CAPM. Here, the assumptions of 

CAPM are stated as the following (Bodie et al. 2014, 305): 

1. Individual behaviour 

a. Investors are rational and mean-variance optimizers. 

b. The investors planning horizon is a single period 

c. Investors are having homogeneous expectations 

2. Market structure 

a. All traded assets are publicly held and are traded on public exchanges, short positions are 

not allowed, and investors can borrow or lend at a common risk-free rate, 𝑟𝑓 

b. All information is available for the public 

c. There are no taxes 

d. There are no transaction costs 

During this thesis, we are investing in long/short factor portfolios which means that holding a short position 

is a part of the investment strategy. Therefore, assumption 2.a) is violated. The assumption regarding short 

positions is from Bodie et al. (2014) recognized as the most worrisome. They are exemplifying this from a 

fictive investor, who is exhibiting an excessive optimism regarding an asset. The result will be that prices 

are rising above intrinsic value, where a rational investor then will take a short position in the asset, and 

therefore holding the price down. The problem here is that the excessive optimism is an irrational 

exuberance, which is conflicting with the 1.a) assumption of a rational investor (Bodie et al., 2014, 305).  

Short selling is, however, not as easy to implement in an investment portfolio compared to a long 

investment, for a couple of reasons. First, the liability for the short position is possibly unlimited, due to the 

eventual limitless rise of prices. Secondly, the supply of shares is limited for short sellers. According to 
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Bodie et al. (2014) it happens often that an investor cannot find a share to borrow for being in a short 

position. Thirdly, there are many companies that are prohibited from doing short sales (Bodie et al., 2014, 

305). The authors are further elaborating how assumption 2.a) and 2.d) in combination with 1.b) is 

generating major challenges for the CAPM model. Here, these challenges are motivating a set of extensions 

to CAPM, which are still to be considered ‘under construction’. However, none of the extensions has yet 

superseded the simple CAPM in the industry (Bodie et al, 2014, 305). 

Frazzini & Pedersen (2014) are also questioning the basic principles of CAPM, where agents are investing 

in a portfolio with the highest expected return per unit of risk, and either leverage or de-leverage the 

portfolio to suit the risk preferences. They are claiming that many investors are constrained in how to 

leverage their investment portfolios, which can lead to an overweight of risky assets. Frazzini & Petersen 

(2014) are raising the question on whether an investor would be better off from leveraging a “normal risk” 

fund, instead of having a portfolio with a large tilt towards risky assets. Here, the demand for an alternative 

solution such as an Exchange Traded Fund (ETF), where an embedded leverage is provided, is indicating 

how investors cannot used leverage directly. The behavior of indirect leverage is suggesting that a risky 

high-beta asset is requiring a lower risk-adjusted return compared to low-beta assets which, however, 

require leverage (Frazzini & Petersen, 2014, 2). The authors are empirically finding how the portfolios of 

high-beta asset has a lower Sharpe Ratio and alpha relative to a portfolio consisting of low-beta assets. This 

is shown from constructing a Betting Against Beta (BAB) factor, where a portfolio consisting of low-beta 

assets which is leveraged to a beta of one, and high beta assets which is de-leveraged to a beta of one. The 

BAB factor provides significant returns and is showing how the Security Market Line (SML) is flatter than 

what is stated in the standard CAPM. 

The studies from Frazzini & Pedersen (2014) is like Bodie et al. (2014) indicating how the efficient market 

hypothesis and the CAPM can be violated. Further, Frazzini & Pedersen (2014) are stating how their BAB 

factor rivals the standard asset pricing models, value, momentum, and size, in terms of statistical 

significance, economic magnitude, and robustness across time periods, global asset classes, and subsamples 

of stocks. The examples of violations to CAPM is questioning if the factor models used in this thesis are a 

result of risk-based elements or if the abnormal returns are caused by some market anomaly. It may also be 

that the factors are a result from a combination of the two.  

When considering the established empirical asset pricing literature and in combination with our findings, 

we are asking the question regarding what causes the potentially abnormal returns from the momentum and 

value factor. This question regarding factor performance is discussed in the paper of Daniel & Titman 

(1998), where the title ‘Characteristics or Covariances’ are indicating how the authors might find another 

reason than covariance behind the returns provided by factor models. Contrasting to the risk-based 
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explanation in a vast series of papers from Fama & French, Daniel & Titman (1998) are arguing that for 

example value firms earned a higher expected return simply because they have higher B/P ratios i.e. they 

are systematically under-priced by investors. This implies that arbitrage is possible which clearly violates 

the efficient market hypothesis. Thereby, they support the idea that returns can be caused by mispricing and 

behaviour more than an explanation related to asset pricing caused by a higher risk from the specific factors.  

Another point of view to factor model returns is found in Munk (2018). He presents different views on how 

the continued profitability of momentum can be explained. First, there are indications of how there is a link 

to liquidity issues. This is stated in Avramov, Chordia, Jostova, & Philipov (2007), which reports how most 

of the profit from momentum appears from stock trades where the firm is having a low credit quality. If so, 

the momentum factor can be capturing some liquidity risk or credit risk, and that such risks are economically 

and intuitively priced (Munk, 2018). It is further presented that Liu & Zhang (2008) finds how the 

momentum factor is closely related to the growth rate in the industrial production, which is a key business 

cycle indicator again suggesting that the factor is intuitively priced.   

From Munk (2018), the risk-based explanation of factor returns is in focus and contrasting to the 

characteristics-based explanation we find in Daniel & Titman (1998). The source of factor returns might 

therefore be two-sided as earlier proclaimed. However, if the source of momentum and value factor returns 

are somehow different than an intuitive risk-based explanation, our reason for timing them will not only be 

related to the discussion of “timing the market”, but also question the intuitiveness of the factors involved. 

We have in this thesis implemented dynamically weighted portfolios as a way of timing the factor models. 

The weighting principle of factor models is discussed in Asness (2019). Here, the author is not discussing 

whether the source of the factor return is due to factor risk or market anomalies but whether timing of 

factors is possible due to weighting. It is further elaborated how factor timing is difficult to do successfully, 

and how Asness (2019) is convinced that it is not possible most of the times. This statement is contradictory 

to the purpose of this thesis, since this is what we are investigating and find possible, depending on 

definition of timing and performance relative to a benchmark.  

Asness (2019) is arguing that factor timing is analogous to timing of the stock market and is therefore a fan 

of finding good factors and remember the diversification; which in combination easily outperforms the 

potential of factor timing (Asness, 2019, 2). Diversification beyond the 50/50 combination of the value and 

momentum factor is, however, out of scope in this thesis, yet interesting for further research.  

Nevertheless, it is hard to ignore the ability to risk-manage the factor portfolios from the implemented 

dynamic strategy in this thesis. Especially during the three crashes which have been analysed through the 

section of analytical findings: The Great Depression, the dot-com bubble, and the global financial crisis. 
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However, Asness (2019) is acknowledging this from stating: ”If timing were ever to be useful, it would be 

at such times” (Asness, 2019, 2). From this quote, Asness (2019) is speaking into what most of the papers 

regarding timing of the momentum factor is concerning i.e. how to manage the associated crash risk 

(Barroso & Santa-Clara, 2015; Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016). If the purpose is only to risk-manage the factor 

portfolio, it seems like Asness (2019) is not disagreeing the worth of studies regarding weighted factor 

models.  

Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) suggest that the dynamic weighting performance is loosely consistent with 

concepts from the behavioural economics literature e.g. during extreme markets, individuals tend to be 

fearful and appear to focus on losses, largely ignoring probabilities.  As our results are related to Daniel & 

Moskowitz, we tend to accept that the timing success can be explained in this way. Furthermore, 

behavioural bias can also be a main driver for the performance of the factors themselves, if we are accepting 

that they are not entirely explained by intuitive risk-factors.  

Behavioural bias is a broad topic and may affect our results in different ways. One example is the behaviour 

of fund managers who may try to make their portfolios look better at specific dates. This form of window-

dressing could be present in the industry where investment managers may trade according to a specific 

investment policy and potentially also according to an in-efficient incentive programmes which leads to 

bias e.g. due to carry, exit and bonus targets etc. We accept that behavioural bias and mispricing can occur 

and therefore use models which reduces potential behavioural bias in the time series data. We implement 

dummies with the purpose of creating an overview of suspicious patterns in the returns at specific dates, or 

similar critical periods to portfolio evaluation. However, we are aware of how the implementation of 

dummies is not able to eliminate all kind of market anomaly.  

Summing up we see that both an intuitive risk-based explanation and potential behavioural bias may cause 

our results. This raises the question of whether our dynamic factor timing is established to solve a persistent 

risk-based problem or it simply takes advantage of a behavioural problem. If crashes are more related to 

behaviour, and normal markets are more related to intuitive risk, we end up with a question of whether the 

dynamic model is used to avoid crashes or improve the Sharpe ratio in general. Nevertheless, from the 

results of the analysis in this thesis an increase in Sharpe ratio is reported when considering both a period 

with crashes, e.g. 1980-2019, and without crashes, e.g. 2013-2019. Hence, implying that the dynamic 

weighting is useful in both turbulent and fearful times and in improving risk-adjusted returns of the factors 

in general. 
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9.2. Implementation issues of a dynamic factor strategy 

As discussed above, there are still areas of the factor models that are to be discovered and further analysed, 

which is recognized from the critical angles to factor model theory from some of the most prevailing actors 

within the field. Yet another perspective for discussion is how our analytical findings are valuable in a real-

life investment context. As stated in the delimitation, we are scoping our analysis to evade the perspective 

of transaction cost within the investing of factor models. On one hand, this is a radical assumption to make, 

when part of the intension of this thesis is to investigate how our findings can be applied for an institution 

like Sparinvest. On the other hand, the delimitation makes our findings easier to compare with previous 

research within the field, since the ‘no transaction cost’ assumption is neither chosen in the framework of 

Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) or Asness et al. 2013. 

However, the action of buying and selling stocks on a monthly basis can be assumed to have a cost. The 

factor portfolios used in the analysis are rebalanced each month and this will be costly in practice due to 

exchange fees, but also due to potential margin cost for the relatively small stocks which may have a high 

difference between bid and ask price. Secondly, in practice when shorting stocks, some kind of interest is 

typically paid to the owner of the shorted stock. This cost is also assumed to increase when the dynamic 

weighting increases. I.e. if the long and short positions are leveraged, the owners of the shorted stock would 

probably require more security or a higher interest. As another extension to transaction cost, we are in the 

analysis noting how the weight for the long-only portfolio can be above one. This implies that we are 

borrowing at the risk-free rate. This is a strong assumption as most investors typically must pay a margin 

premium to obtain the extra leverage, especially if the leverage ratio is high. The returns obtained in relation 

to the practical implementation of the strategy is therefore questionable due to the ignored potential costs. 

A sorting issue from the data section is also to be discussed. As mentioned, the full sample average of firms 

analysed is 2,750 whereas the average from 1980 to 2019 is 4,493. Additionally, a decline in the amount of 

included companies occurs from 2000 and onwards. This difference in the pool of companies means that 

sorting process can be questioned. Is it easier for a company to be a part the best performing portfolio, p10, 

when many firms are listed, or is it easier if the pool is small e.g. if weak companies are taken private? This 

difference supports the reasoning for comparison of performance across different time periods. But, as the 

results are strong we will categorize this practical problem as being minor. 

The section of discussion has been dealing with some of the topics which questions the degree to which we 

are able to answer our initially stated research question regarding a dynamically weighted portfolio, and 

how attractive this solution is, when being shorting restricted. However, the most true and fair test of our 

findings ability to risk-manage a factor portfolio would be over a period with a recession, occurring after 
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the publication of the dynamic weighting papers mentioned in the framework section. In such case we could 

observe whether our dynamically weighted portfolio is able to maintain a low setback in portfolio value 

and furthermore keep the cumulative return curve smooth in a turbulent time of the market. As a matter of 

fact, as we are writing this thesis, the worldwide Covid-19 pandemic is ongoing. The turbulence caused by 

this pandemic could be of a kind that we have not experienced during the time period of the data 

implemented, or stated differently, the turbulence here is probably different from the historical shocks. This 

gives the perfect conditions for testing the analytical findings from a shock which could be characterised 

as a Black Swan event i.e. events that are improbable, but highly impactful (Bodie et al. 2014, 117). 

However, since our findings are relying on data available at the start of the thesis writing period (last 

datapoint being December 2019) and since the dynamically weighted strategy tends to be effectful in more 

than just a few months, we are not at this point able to see if the proposed dynamic strategy is performing 

well during this Covid-19 market turbulence. 
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10. Conclusion 

We find that the crashes occurring in the factor portfolio returns, (1) momentum and (2) a combination of 

momentum and value, can be avoided by forecasting expected volatility and expected returns of series. The 

forecasts are used as input in a dynamic weighting strategy which can be used to scale an investment in the 

factor portfolios and thereby deliver superior risk-adjusted returns relative to their benchmarks e.g. a non-

weighted portfolio. A slightly altered version of the strategy also works for shorting-restricted factor 

portfolios, i.e. long-only portfolios, where superior risk-adjusted returns also are obtained relative to 

benchmarks. Our results are shown to be robust in the sub-sample period 1980-2019 and out-of-sample in 

the period 2013-2019. 

In most periods, the returns of the momentum factor portfolio are shown to be positive and significantly 

different from zero. However, the momentum portfolio suffers from an enormous crash risk which can 

destroy many years of returns and thereby make the strategy unattractive for investors with some degree of 

risk aversion. Based on the framework of Daniel & Moskowitz (2016), we are able to estimate the return 

of momentum by letting daily market variance and low market returns, implemented as a dummy variable, 

forecast monthly momentum returns through an integration OLS regression model. Since the integration 

regression coefficient is statistically significant, we accept using the model. Next, the expected future 

volatility is calculated using a linear OLS regression. The two explanatory variables are respectively the 

volatility measure over the past 126 working days (approximately 6 months) and the GJR-GARCH fitted 

standard deviations. All coefficients in the linear volatility model are highly significant, also when regressed 

in the sub-sample periods. We improve the GJR-GARCH model suggested by Daniel and Moskowitz 

(2016) in the way such that an adequate ARCH fit is obtained. This is carried out by modeling the 

momentum returns in a autoregressive model with dummies and subsequently using the residuals from the 

model in the GJR-GARCH model.  

Fitted estimates from the regression models are used to calculate dynamic weights for the momentum 

portfolio. The dynamically weighted portfolio’s Sharpe ratio is more than double the Sharpe ratio of the 

normal 1x momentum portfolio. Furthermore, crashes are avoided almost entirely when examining the 

cumulative return plots, and the distribution of the dynamically weighted returns is much closer to normal 

when considering the skewness and kurtosis statistics.  

In the 50/50 combination portfolio of the momentum and value factors we find that the negative correlation 

between the two reduces crash risk and results in a higher risk adjusted return relative to the stand-alone 

momentum portfolio, exactly as in Asness, Moskowitz and Pedersen (2013). However, the portfolio is still 

suffering from crashes and is reporting a negative skew and a high level of kurtosis. Therefore, a return and 
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volatility forecast of the 50/50 portfolio is carried out similarly to procedure for the momentum portfolio in 

order to generate a dynamically weighted strategy. The dynamic strategy clearly improves the 1x 50/50 

portfolio as the Sharpe ratio increases by 70%, and the skewness and kurtosis measures in combination with 

the cumulative return plots indicate that crashes, to a large extent, are avoided. Furthermore, the dynamic 

50/50 strategy is outperforming the dynamic momentum strategy in terms of risk-adjusted return as the 

Sharpe ratio of the dynamic 50/50 strategy is 14% higher than that of the dynamic momentum portfolio in 

the full sample.  

As described by Sparinvest, a large part of the investment management industry is subject to shorting 

restrictions. Therefore, we create a dynamic strategy that invest in (1) a long-only momentum portfolio and 

(2) a 50/50 combination of a long-only momentum portfolio and a long-only value portfolio. We set up a 

strategy that is slightly different compared to the self-financing factor portfolios without shorting 

restrictions. Now, the combined weight of the long-only portfolio and the risk free rate must equal 1 as this 

is usually the case for an investment manager. However, we allow for borrowing at the risk-free rate when 

the weight on the long-only portfolio is above 1. We follow the framework from the dynamic factor 

portfolios, but find that the expected return regression report a negative adjusted R2. Therefore, a historical 

average is used as the expected return instead. The methodology of calculating the expected volatility and 

the weights does not change. Again, the results of the dynamic portfolios are concluded to be highly 

attractive for most investors. For both dynamic strategies, the Sharpe ratio more than doubles, and the 

skewness and kurtosis measures indicates a more normal distribution of returns relative to a constant 1x 

long-only portfolio. Furthermore, studying the cumulative return plots show that the crash risk is reduced. 

Through the sub-period 1980-2019, and the 2013-2019 out-of-sample analysis, we show that the results are 

robust. The out-of-sample analysis uses recursive regressions to estimate the expected return and volatility. 

To ensure that the strategy could be implemented by an investor, the volatility regression uses a series of 

one step ahead rolling GJR-GARCH forecast, where the coefficients are estimated over the period 1980-

2013. The analysis shows that the weights and returns obtained in an out-of-sample context are highly 

similar to those from an in-sample context and thereby robust. However, the Sharpe ratios of the 1x 

momentum- and especially the 1x long/short 50/50 portfolios are lower than the market in the period 2013-

2019. These low returns impact the performance of the dynamically weighted portfolios. The dynamic 

portfolio is reporting Sharpe ratios lower than the market, but still more than doubling the 1x portfolio 

Sharpe ratio. Additionally, the dynamic portfolio Sharpe ratios are also lower than those from the full-

sample and 1980-2019 sample. On the basis of these observations we conclude that the dynamic strategy 

can be weaker than the market in some periods, particularly when large market crashes are not occurring.  
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11. Further research 

This thesis has sought to answer one of many questions within the field of factor models. Questions will 

therefore remain unanswered due to the natural delimitation we in this thesis are subjected to. 

However, a natural extension to our studies is whether a combination of more than just two factors is 

beneficial. Practitioners like Sparinvest works with more than just the two analysed factors. For example 

the low volatility factor or the quality factor might benefit from dynamic weighting. Furthermore, an 

advanced combination of factors could also potentially improve returns e.g. through Markowitz portfolio 

optimization or dynamic weighting of factors relative to each other.  

Another area of further research is the construction of factors and the sensitivity of returns relative to the 

construction method. As seen in Asness & Frazzini (2013) the construction methodology for the value 

factor was updated relative to the method used by Fama & French (1993) resulting in a more negative 

correlation to the momentum factor. Further updates for the value factor could be instead of using book 

value of equity relative to price, other accounting measured could be implemented such as the free cash 

flow, investments or dividends relative to the price. 

The data processing during this thesis has been made with a set of limitations, we have rebalanced the 

portfolio at every month end. In reality this is assumed to rarely be the case, e.g. if drastic market changes 

occur in the beginning of the month an investor would probably react to before the last trading day of the 

month. Therefore a future study with a higher frequency of updates in the rebalancing could impact the 

findings but will probably also increase trading costs. 

We are using relatively simple regression to forecast the expected monthly return of the factors. Parsimony 

is always desirable and usually is present in small models, however, the R2 is low and sometimes negative 

in the regression suggesting that the it could be improved. We use the historical average when the R2 is 

negative but it could be interesting to investigate if other models such as an ARIMA model or an 

Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ADL) model would benefit this part of the strategy. 

In line with other studies within the field of factor models, a further research regarding a test of our findings 

on other asset classes is relevant. Other asset classes could be bonds, international stocks, emerging markets, 

currencies, commodities etc. as we find it in Asness et al. (2013). In this relation, the dynamic factor could 

also be of interest in an asset pricing context where an investigation of, for example the performance of 

different investment funds, might be related to both factor exposure and exposure towards timing in the 

factor relative to expected market return and expected volatility. 
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Lastly, to heighten the degree of transferability into an institution like Sparinvest, an inclusion of transaction 

cost and potential liquidity issues to the strategy could be highly relevant. A such implementation would 

provide information about the strategy in a practical context and could show if the high risk adjusted returns 

we observe are simply just a theoretical phenomenon.  
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e. Appendices 

In addition to the main thesis document we have attached a zip folder as an appendix to the handed in main 

document. The contents of the folder is listed below. Accessing the data will require software that supports 

un-zipping of folders. See for example https://www.7-zip.org/ and https://www.jzip.com/ . 

Contents of the zip folder: 

A. Data: Python code for downloading data from the CRSP database, datasets used in the 6. Data section, 

R code used to import and analyze the data in the 6. Data section, a knitted R markdown HTML and PDF 

document with the analysis for 6. 

B. Momentum: Datasets used in the 8.1. Momentum Strategies section, R code used to import and analyze 

the data 8.1 and the momentum robustness part, a knitted R markdown HTML and PDF document with the 

analysis from 8.1 and the momentum robustness part. 

C. Momentum and Value: Datasets used in section 8.2., R code used to import and analyze the data in the 

8.2 and the combination robustness part, a knitted R markdown HTML and PDF document with the analysis 

from 8.2 and the combination robustness part. 

D. Long only: Datasets used in section 8.3., R code used to import and analyze the data in the 8.3 and the 

long-only robustness part, a knitted R markdown HTML and PDF document with the analysis from 8.3 and 

the long-only robustness part. 

 

Below are specific appendices mentioned in the main document. 

Appendix 1 – Momentum cumulative return plot 2000-2019 

 

 

https://www.7-zip.org/
https://www.jzip.com/
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Appendix 2 – Momentum cumulative return plot 2010-2019 

 

Appendix 3 50/50 combination cumulative return plot 2000-2019 

  

Appendix 4 50/50 combination cumulative return plot 2010-2019 
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Appendix 5 – Momentum LO cumulative return plot 2000-2019 

 

Appendix 6 Momentum LO combination cumulative return plot 2010-2019 

  

Appendix 7 50/50 combination LO cumulative return plot 2000-2019 
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Appendix 8 50/50 combination LO cumulative return plot 2010-2019 

  

Appendix 9 Autocorrelation plots of the GJR-GARCH model using 50/50 returns 

Panel A: ACF plot of GJR-GARCH standardized residuals 

 

Panel B: PACF plot of GJR-GARCH standardized residuals 

 

Panel C: ACF plot of GJR-GARCH standardized residuals2 

 

Panel D: PACF plot of GJR-GARCH standardized residuals2 
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Appendix 10 Dynamic 50/50 strategy weights 1928-2019 

 

 

Appendix 11 Momentum column 4 recursive regression 

Panel A: Bear and variance integration coefficient 

 

Panel B: Intercept coefficient 
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Appendix 12 50/50 column 5 recursive regression 

Panel A: Bear and variance integration coefficient 

 

Panel B: Intercept coefficient 

 

Panel C: Bear market coefficient 

 

Panel D: Market variance coefficient 
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Appendix 13 Momentum LO column 5 recursive regression 

Panel A: Bear and variance integration coefficient 

 

Panel B: Intercept coefficient 

 

Panel C: Bear market coefficient 

 

Panel D: Market variance coefficient 
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Appendix 14 50/50 LO column 5 recursive regression 

Panel A: Bear and variance integration coefficient 

 

Panel B: Intercept coefficient 

 

Panel C: Bear market coefficient 

 

Panel D: Market variance coefficient 
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